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ABSTRACT
BLACK NEIGHBORS:
RACE AND THE LIMITS OF REFORM
IN THE AMERICAN SETTLEMENT HOUSE MOVEMENT,

1890-1945

SEPTEMBER 199 0

ELISABETH DAN LASCH, B.A.

,

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA

M.A., UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT

PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Directed by: Professor Bruce Laurie

Settlement workers sought to reform American society in
order to make it truer to its democratic ideals.

They

erected the seedling of modern social work, the social
settlement, which uniquely combined social services and
reform.

Attentive to the daily concerns of their neighbors,

settlement workers aimed at nothing short of total social

transformation based on the revitalization of local
communities.

However, when black migrants from the rural

South began to replace European immigrants in settlement

neighborhoods during and after World War

I,

settlements

responded by closing down completely, following their white
neighbors out of the slums, conducting segregated
or an
activities, or only rarely, opening a separate branch

independent black branch.

viii

This dissertation seeks to explain the failure of the

mainstream movement to redirect its efforts toward the needs
of its new black neighbors.

It analyzes many settlement

leaders' belief in the amorality of black individuals and

the deficiency of their culture.

Settlement workers

attempted to put into practice what they considered

a

cosmopolitan world view, yet its secular, urban, and

Northern biases further inhibited their understanding of
black culture and religion.

Their "liberalism" ironically

helped stall the translation of "the settlement idea" from
immigrants to blacks.

While the mainstream settlement movement failed to

welcome blacks, other reformers did conduct settlement work
in both urban and rural black communities in the North and

South.

School settlements, the YWCA, and independent black

settlements all embodied the settlement's marriage of social
services and community revitalization.

Some of this work

influenced the broader movement toward civil rights and
State responsibility for social welfare.

Innocuous

doctrines like industrial education and moralist womanhood

veiled serious commitments to social change.
This study describes

a

directed by racial tension.

reform movement plagued and
It provides evidence of the

great impact of race on the history of the settlement
reveals
movement from the Progressive Era to the 1940s, and
issues such
the importance of collective confrontation of
ix

as

racism and separatism in all efforts to bring about change
in a pluralistic society.
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INTRODUCTION
In 1911, prominent Progressive Era reformer Jane Addams

remarked that, everywhere in America, "a strong race

antagonism is asserting itself."^

Indeed, the migration of

blacks from the rural South to the cities of the Northeast
and Midwest that crested during and after World War

I

and

again during World War II triggered racial tensions and

cemented residential segregation.
century witnessed what historian

The early twentieth
I.

A.

Newby called "the

flowering of racist thought," a period of virulent racism

throughout the nation.

The enduring symbol of twentieth-

century race relations is the black ghetto, which, soon
after conception, deteriorated into an impoverished and

permanent slum.^

The settlement house movement grew out of

an awareness of the severe conditions facing newcomers to

the city.

While it attempted to address the needs of white

immigrants, it largely ignored the parallel situation of

African-Americans when they began to replace whites in
settlement neighborhoods.

This study seeks to explain the

tragic failure of the settlement house to redirect its
energies toward its black neighbors.
The settlement house, a community center staffed by

volunteers, was a leading philanthropic institution in the
Hall in
United States, modeled after the example of Toynbee

London.

It sought to help the poor, usually European

immigrants, adjust to the industrial city.

Settlement
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workers actually resided in run-down areas of the city,

encountering poverty first-hand and translating their
experiences into concrete social reforms.

The settlement

symbolized a unique marriage of direct delivery of social
services and coinmitment to sweeping social change.
The settlement house also offered a remarkable range of

activities that integrated social welfare services,

vocational training, liberal education, cultural programs,
recreation, and entertainment.

The house itself served as

everything from employment bureau to day-care center, public
bath to night school, gymnasium to union hall, and soup
kitchen to salon.

Immigrants and migrant blacks who found

the metropolis confusing and sometimes dangerous often

turned for assistance to their own kin networks, churches,
families, and societies.

While these groups fostered a

sense of community, the settlement house attempted to offer
the additional asset of bridging the gap between the

"foreign colony" and the established institutions in the
rest of the city.

Settlement workers, mostly college-

educated middle-class women, sought to make use of their

privileged backgrounds to provide access to power and
resources otherwise denied to workers or the poor.

These

information
early social workers managed to convey useful
their way
and skills that often helped their neighbors make
in and eventually out of the city.'

3

Jane Addams, who founded the renown settlement Hull-

House in Chicago with Ellen Gates Starr in 1889, infused the

movement with enlightened cultural pluralism.

She viewed

the settlement house as a catalyst for the eradication of

prejudice.
1910,

In Twenty Years at Hull-House

,

published in

she gloried in the "indications of an

internationalism, as sturdy and virile as it is

unprecedented, which

neighborhood."

I

have seen in our cosmopolitan

She went on:

When a South Italian Catholic is forced by
the very exigencies of the situation to make
friends with an Austrian Jew representing
another nationality and religion, both of
which cut into all of his most cherished
prejudices, he finds it harder to utilize
them a second time and gradually loses them.
He thus loses his provincialism.

Addams promoted the retention of cultural uniqueness while
advocating integration.

Coexistence based on equality and

mutual respect, she went so far to say, could lay in

settlement neighborhoods the local foundation for world
peace
The headworker of South End House in Boston, Robert
Woods, wrote that "the typical settlement, under American

conditions, is one which provides neutral territory

traversing all the lines of racial and religious cleavage."^
of Chicago
Yet another leader of the movement, Graham Taylor
work involved
Commons, wrote that the essence of settlement

the goodwill to understand one another, to
interpret misunderstood attitudes and
situations, to reconcile and be reconciled
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to differences of taste and temperament,
race and religion, heritage and aspiration,
and through service and sacrifice to promote
the unity of spirit in the bond of peace/

Given this commitment to pluralism and to social change, the

settlement movement's failure to redirect its efforts from

white immigrants to blacks requires careful analysis.
Most studies have taken it for granted that settlement

workers directed their efforts toward the millions of
immigrants who daily caused visible changes in the urban
environment.

These studies usually concentrate on the years

from 1890 to 1914, a period considered the apex of

progressivism and of the settlement movement.^

The sheer

number of immigrants no doubt accounts for the early
dedication of settlement activities to whites, and

historians have merely echoed the emphasis of the settlement
leaders themselves.

beyond World War

I

Extending this study of settlements

necessitates an exploration of the

domestic parallel to the "immigrant question"

— the

situation

of black Americans.

A first glance at the record of the early settlement
movement's response to blacks raises doubts about the
sincerity of the goal of social integration.

The majority

of settlement houses either excluded blacks, conducted

segregated activities, closed down completely, or followed
In
their former white neighbors out of black neighborhoods.
central
addition, the National Federation of Settlements, a

5

organization founded in 1911, largely ignored efforts to
conduct settlement work among blacks.®
Some historians have argued that most settlement

workers merely shared the racism of their day.

Thomas

Philpott resolves the paradoxical formation of the black
slum during the height of progressive reform by exposing the

racism of most Chicago reformers.

Others, like Howard Jacob

Karger and Ruth Crocker, put in relief the impulse of early
social workers toward "social control," suggesting that

their treatment of blacks mirrored their treatment of
immigrants.

Settlement workers, in their view, sought to

assimilate the poor and workers in order to ensure the

perpetuation of their own middle-class values and security.'
The racism and social control arguments arose in

response to the previous glorification of the liberal,

progressive nature of settlement workers.

Allen Davis and

John Higham, for example, see settlement workers as
exceptional and exemplary individuals who were genuine

altruists in the heyday of the coercive professional, and

enlightened pluralists in a time of racial and ethnic
animosity.

Without studying settlement work by and among

blacks, these scholars assume that the pluralistic embrace
of immigrants extended to blacks.

Davis asserts that

settlement workers must have been among the most racially
liberal Americans of their time.

Although he lists only

handful of settlements for blacks among hundreds for

a
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immigrants, Davis concludes that "the most important and

most vocal settlement workers.

.

.

opposed the dominant

thought of their time and sought to aid the Negro by helping

him achieve equality.
Judith Trolander, who examines the settlement movement
since the Progressive Era, calls for a revision of this

portrait of settlement workers.

She argues that the most

vocal leaders like Addams and Lillian Wald of Henry Street

Settlement in New York City best fit the descriptions of
Davis and Higham, while many lesser known settlement workers

were more conservative.

She notes that "many reformers,

including settlement house workers, were liberal on

a

variety of issues, but they had a blind spot on civil
rights."

Yet, she does not make race a central theme of her

analysis until she broaches the period after 1945.

She

merely cites the lack of an organized Civil Rights movement
as a reason for the "blind spot."^^

The current study seeks to add to the understanding of

American reform by examining the impact of race on a
specific reform

— the

settlement movement.

Broadening the

era under examination to include the two great waves of

black migration immediately points out the crucial links
between race and reform.

On the one hand, the failure of

mainstream settlement workers to welcome their black
neighbors requires explanation.

This weakness led to the

precipitous decline in the power and promise of the
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settlement movement when the flood of immigration subsided

during and after World War

I

and the settlement's former

clientele began to depart from inner-city neighborhoods.

On

the other hand, raising the issue of race in the settlement

movement immediately reveals evidence of a second settlement
movement dedicated to the needs of blacks.
Chapter One delineates the views of blacks held by

mainstream settlement leaders.

It argues that settlement

leaders, hardly ignorant of the problems facing black

Americans, made significant distinctions between immigrants
and blacks.

They held a view of African-American culture as

severely deficient.

Because of the brutality of the system

of slavery, blacks had lost the very rudiments of culture,

the argument went; thus they lacked social organization,

family ties, and the very basis of inner moral restraint.

Most settlement workers sought to interpret the needs of

their neighbors for the purpose of changing an inhumane
social order.

They disagreed with nineteenth-century

charity workers who blamed the poor for their supposedly
inherited moral frailty and instead faulted the environment.
Blacks, however, did not benefit from this reorientation.

Since they had lost all culture during slavery, they

allegedly needed to educate themselves in the basics of
"civilization."

These views caused the settlement movement

to fail to take a concerted stand in redirecting its efforts

toward blacks.

Instead, most settlement workers encouraged
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evolutionary change, supporting blacks' efforts at selfhelp.

At the most, they lent their names to separate

organizations devoted to improving particular aspects of the

black experience.
The second chapter pursues the failure of the National

Federation of Settlements to enact a consistent policy
regarding race relations.

Considering their claims of

liberalism, cosmopolitanism, and pluralism, this shortcoming

requires explanation.

The evidence suggests that in the

early twentieth-century one of the most important ideas

emphasized by settlement workers was the differentiation of
their work from that of religious missionaries.

The

distinction between settlement and mission was part the

movement's very identity and self-definition.
argues that the settlement movement

'

s

This chapter

attempt at

•

cosmopolitanism suffered from a secular, urban, and Northern
bias that systematically excluded blacks from the movement.
Still based largely in the rural South, most African-

Americans shared a culture in which religion played a
central role.

Therefore, those whites and blacks who wished

to conduct settlement work among blacks tended to do so

through missions, institutional churches, or other
organizations with a strong religious component.
Chapter Three moves away from the mainstream settlement

movement and presents examples of a little-known type of
settlement work conducted among blacks.

Usually severed
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from contact with the National Federation of Settlements,

the rural Southern school settlement nevertheless tried to

combine social services, educational and recreational
facilities, and community revitalization and self-

sufficiency.

The Calhoun Colored School and Social

Settlement in Lowndes County, Alabama, the Penn School on
St. Helena Island,

South Carolina, and the People's Village

School at Mt. Meigs, Alabama, relied for funding on

supporters of industrial education for blacks.

Yet,

in

their rural settings, the black and white women who headed
the schools sought to expand the purpose of the schools.

Their schools served as community centers, and represented
efforts to instill local pride and to bring about land

ownership and other significant reforms.

These schools

provided models for New Deal programs of community
regeneration.
The fourth chapter provides two additional examples of

settlement work conducted among blacks, Lugenia Burns Hope's

Neighborhood Union in Atlanta and the local black branches
of the YWCA that functioned as settlements.

These examples

showed the remarkable accomplishments of black women who

combined delivery of sorely needed services with agitation
for social reform.

An ideology of moralist womanhood helped

them transpose modest local attempts to improve conditions
for their own children and those of their neighbors into a

greater movement for social justice through interracial
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cooperation.

Their efforts not only helped sustain their

families and communities but also brought about a new era of

cooperation between black and white women.
The final chapter offers a short conclusion to the

study by attempting to provide a context for the previous
chapters.

It scans the history of the settlement movement

from the Progressive Era to the 1940s, with a brief

foreshadowing of developments occurring in the 1960s.

This

history suggests the enormous impact of race on the
settlement movement.

Not only did the settlements' failure

to welcome black neighbors into their programs contribute to

their long-term decline, but their restrictionism made the
great promise of the movement remain unfulfilled.

When

racial tension erupted in the 1940s, settlements finally

recognized that their future relied on their confronting the
issue of race.

The National Federation of Settlements

enacted a policy of integration, but local situations did
not lend themselves to a smooth transition.

In addition,

the ensuing new style of community activism that took root
from the Civil Rights movement in the 1960s made the

settlement seem outmoded.

The Great Society's emphasis on

indigenous leadership and staffs combined with black

militancy to oust whites from the movement along with the
goals of integration and cooperation.

A new separatism

replaced the old, neither assisting blacks in their quest
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for access to power, resources, and full participation "as

co-worker [s] in the kingdom of culture.

"^^

This small contribution to the understanding of the

relationship between race and reform raises a variety of

unanswered questions.

Future studies might take advantage

of the plethora of sources on black settlements hitherto

generally ignored by scholars.

Local archival materials on

black branches of the YWCA, school settlements,
institutional churches, and missions, should provide access
to more detailed information on the attitudes and behavior
of the neighbors of settlement houses.

While their role in

the transformation of the settlement movement is implicit in
the current study, more explicit illustrations would surely

enrich and perhaps alter current interpretations.

This

study only begins to reevaluate American reform in light of

the African-American presence and to hint at the

omnipresence of race as a crucial factor in all attempts by

Americans to change themselves.
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CHAPTER

1

"THEY HAVE NOT BEEN PERMITTED TO BE THEMSELVES":

MAINSTREAM SETTLEMENT LEADERS' VIEWS OF BLACKS

A 194 3 report on the William Byrd Community House, a
social settlement in Richmond, Virginia, noted that the

white "neighbors" were moving out as blacks moved into the
section of the city served by the center.

Whites did not

want to walk through neighborhoods inhabited by blacks so
they attended settlement house functions in diminishing
numbers, convening instead in private houses.

Meanwhile,

having no recreational facilities at all, the new black
residents eyed the center's activities with envy.

The

author of the report recommended establishing a new
settlement house for the white neighbors and relinquishing
the William Byrd House to blacks.

The author justified

turning over the old house to blacks by stressing their

deserving behavior; "we have been fortunate enough to have a
high type Negro moving in."^
Surprisingly, this was one typical response of

settlement workers to racial tension in settlement

neighborhoods in the first half of the twentieth century.
Given the settlement movement's commitment to pluralism and
integration, the conditions at William Byrd Community House

are disconcerting.

Did the vision of a new cosmopolitan

culture based on the coexistence of diverse groups include
everyone but blacks?

Did settlement workers follow the lead
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of many white Americans who rated ethnic and national

cultures on a scale of advancement and desirability as
citizens, placing American blacks at the very bottom of the

scale?

Or were they ignorant of the dire living conditions

that faced blacks during the early twentieth century?
This chapter delineates the portraits of

African-Americans as drawn by four representative settlement
leaders who clearly aknowledged the difficult situation of
blacks.

Their shortcomings resulted not so much from

ignorance or lack of understanding produced by outright
racism, but from particular visions of black character as

maladjusted and black culture as vacant.

The harsh system

of slavery, they believed, had obliterated morality, family

integrity, social organization, and even culture and

civilization itself.

While settlement workers distinguished

themselves from nineteenth-century charity workers by

emphasizing the environment and not hereditary moral

weakness as the root of poverty, they did not use this

reorientation to the benefit of blacks.
This debilitating depiction of the black individual as

lacking the most basic capacity for self-control led the

settlement movement to fail to redirect its efforts from

white immigrants to black migrants.

Rather than responding

to black migration by welcoming the newcomers, settlements

largely ignored blacks.

Instead, they advocated black

self-help and self -improvement organizations which they
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thought would begin the slow "civilizing" process.

Some

supported the Urban League, which focused on the delivery of
social services and aimed primarily to help the individual
to conform to society.

A few of the most liberal lent their

support to the National Association for the Advancement of

Colored People, an organization dedicated to equal rights
for blacks but lacking the settlement's unique purpose of

community revitalization through reform of the local

political-economy and provision of social services.

Jane

Addams, Louise de Koven Bowen, Frances Kellor, and John

Daniels deserve recognition as some of the few reformers who
spoke out in favor of new attitudes towards blacks.

Nevertheless, they helped perpetuate a faulty interpretation
of black culture that led to the failure of the settlement

movement to address the problems of blacks.

This failure

represents the tragedy of the movement.
Early in the twentieth century, settlement workers did

recognize race relations as an important social issue and
their very distinctions between blacks and immigrants

determined the diverse approaches taken by their reform
efforts.

The philosophy of settlement workers, the policy

of the National Federation of Settlements, and the reaction
of individual settlement houses to the influx of blacks into

immigrant enclaves showed a hypersensitivity to race

relations as a crucial issue.

Their achilles heel was not

situation of
their lack of information or awareness of the
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blacks but their perception of the nature of Afro-American
individuals and culture.
Well before the "great migrations" of blacks from the
rural South to the cities of the North and Midwest during

World War

I,

the 1920s, and World War II, early social

workers showed their awareness of the difficulties facing

black Americans.

Charities (later The Survey

)

.

a leading

journal of philanthropy, devoted an entire issue to the

emerging black ghetto or "the negro city," with articles on
the significance of black migration, the meager industrial

opportunities for minorities, and the dearth of social
services for blacks.

In the manner of early social work and

sociology, many observers went about collecting detailed

information on nascent trends that would help determine the

experience of blacks throughout the entire twentieth
century.

The articles in Charities were written in the vein of

progressive social reform, intending to expose shocking
conditions in order to effect social change.

New York

Charity Organization Society worker Lilian Brandt observed
the large numbers of black migrants leaving the rural South
for industrial cities.

University of Pennsylvania professor

Carl Kelsey rooted out causes for migration, citing

especially "economic discontent" and perceived urban
opportunity.

Frances Kellor of the National League for the

Protection of Colored Women warned of the dangers awaiting
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black women who were recruited for jobs as domestic servants
but were often forced into prostitution.

Boston settlement

worker John Daniels presented research on the lack of
opportunities for blacks in the industrial city where job

discrimination caused black men to become "industrial
scavengers" or "men-of -any-work.

"

Some researchers stressed

the great need among black families for earnings from both
spouses.

Other articles displayed the role of blacks as

strikebreakers, the disproportionate number of black
criminals, and the minimal social services available to
blacks.

An article by Booker T. Washington entitled "Why

Should Negro Business Men Go South" completed the issue,

urging blacks to stay in the South because "we should see to
it that we do not lose in the South that which we possess.

We should not grasp at a shadow and lose the substance."
This issue of Charities reflects an early concern of
some progressives in the specific plight of blacks as well
as a general awareness of their social problems that have

since been corroborated by historians of black migration,
the black ghetto, black workers, and black women.'*

During

this period, a number of reformers researched and wrote on
the subject, acknowledging that the trends of migration,

urbanization, immigration, and industrialization called for
a reevaluation of the American race problem.

Studies

revealed the exceptional difficulty for blacks in overcoming
employment.
poverty caused by discrimination in housing and
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inadequate education and diet, and disproportionate rates of
delinquency, crime, death, and infant mortality.

Usually

focusing on a particular city or region, they showed the

omnipresence of black poverty and white racism.

These

pioneering works in the social history of African-Americans
included W. E.

B.

DuBois's Philadelphia Nearo (1899), Mary

White Ovington's Half A Man; The Status of the Negro in New
York (1911), Louise de Koven Bowen's Colored People of
Chicago (1913), and John Daniels's In Freedom's Birthplace;
A History of the Boston Negro (1914)

.

Besides these and

other books, numerous articles on specific topics relating
to blacks appeared in journals of social work, philanthropy,
sociology, and religion.

Many of these authors either

engaged in settlement work or were associated with the
settlement community.

Settlement workers, in addition,

contributed significantly to the founding during this period
of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored

People and the National League on Urban Conditions Among
Negroes.

In addition, settlement workers like Jane Addams

contributed articles to the journals of these organizations.
The Crisis and Opportunity

,

and other organs of the black

press

While they attempted to employ "scientific" methods of
observation, settlement workers did not stand united in the
about
ideas and policies that resulted from their thinking

blacks.

divided
In fact, even issues concerning immigrants

.
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them.

Some espoused assimilation and Americanization

programs, often serving as the social arm of industrialists'

scheme of corporate welfarism.^

Others celebrated the

diverse cultures of immigrant groups as "gifts" that

enriched American culture; these settlement workers sought
to preserve old world traditions in activities such as art

exhibits, classes in living crafts, and the celebration of

holidays.

On the far right of the spectrum, some settlement

workers joined the ethnocentrist trend of the 1910s and
192 0s and fought for immigration restriction.^

Such a range

of opinion on the nature of immigrants' role in the future

of the United States inevitably appeared in discussions of

blacks
A vast historiography has focused on the dichotomy

between Booker

T.

Washington and W.

E.

B.

DuBois, gradualism

and immediatism, and industrial training and liberal
education.^

While this division undoubtedly prevailed,

especially in decisions about concrete policy, it tends to
obscure subtleties of opinion, ideas, and action.

Categorizing settlement workers, for instance, obscures
important nuances and contradictions within even a single

individual's thinking on race.

The theories of leading

settlement workers Jane Addams, Louise de Koven Bowen,
Frances Kellor, Robert Woods, and John Daniels represent the

range of ideas of those rare mainstream settlement workers

who did address the situation of black Americans.

Their
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ideas help piece together an interpretation of the

African-American past that puts them neither in the

Washington nor the Dubois camps, but on shaky ground in
between.

They blamed the perpetuation of poor economic and

social conditions among blacks partly on society but

primarily on what they considered the weakness of the black
family, the degredation of the black individual's psyche,

and the annihilation of culture all resulting from the

system of slavery.

These ideas dominated the thinking of

many reformers in the Progressive Era, and have since.®
While these reformers sought to overthrow what they

considered the racist view of racial differences as based on
biology, their focus on environmental causes still allowed

them to accept a portrait of blacks as inferior or
maladjusted.

Although some might have seen blacks as only

temporarily "backward," they settled for a stereotyped

polarization of all African-Americans into "good" and "bad"
types that helped legitimize a stand against social
intermixture, an ambivalent term that could mean anything
from miscegenation to integration of neighborhoods.

The use

of this term by those who celebrated the "melting pot" for

immigrants established a clear boundary beyond which blacks

were not to cross.

The reasoning behind this view helps

describe a discourse on race that emerged in the particular
historical convergence of massive European immigration and
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the birth of social work and persisted throughout the first

half of the twentieth century.
Jane Addams, ardent proponent of the doctrine of
"immigrant gifts," and thus most likely to espouse an

enlightened view toward blacks, made a crucial distinction
between blacks and white immigrants.

In a 1911 article

entitled "Social Control," she warned that, everywhere in
America, "a strong race antagonism is asserting itself,"

taking the form of residential segregation.

Seclusion

denied blacks access to what she called "inherited
resources" among which numbered psychological and familial

resources that established the basis for "social restraint."
As a result, she went on, "in every large city we have a

colony of colored people who have not been brought under
social control."

To Addams, "social control" did not mean

the imposition of the values or power of one individual or

group on another.

Instead, it meant the ability of the

family to recreate the inner moral structure composed of

elements such as family bonds, parental discipline, and

generational continuity that instilled respect and led to
socially desirable behavior.

Unlike the strong families of

Italians, for example, black families' "lack of restraint"

caused black girls to yield to the city's "temptation" since

their lives lacked the family customs necessary for
assimilation into civilization.

In Addams 's view,

residential segregation in the city exacerbated an already
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volatile situation.

Since blacks had to rent near the vice

districts, she concluded that "the family in the community

least equipped with social tradition is forced to expose its

daughters to the most flagrantly immoral conditions the

community permits."'
Addams assessed the problems facing blacks as resting
both on unjust social arrangements and on what she saw as
the resulting weaknesses of the black family.

supported W.

E.

founding member.

Addams

DuBois and served on the NAACP board as

B.

In her Second Twenty Years at Hull-House

a
.

Addams called the plight of blacks "the gravest situation in
our American life," especially "because we are no longer

stirred as the Abolitionists were, to remove the fetters, to

prevent cruelty, to lead the humblest to the banquet of
civilization."

The primary emphasis of her social work,

however, remained immigrants.

Another settlement worker,

Louise de Koven Bowen, criticized Hull-House for not taking
a leading role in bridging racial divisions.

She noted that

few blacks lived near Hull-House, but that the few that did

occasionally attend

a

club meeting or a class "were not

always welcomed warmly."

Some Hull-House residents helped

start Wendell Phillips, a settlement in

a

black district on

the west side of Chicago, and Jane Addams helped raise money
for Frederick Douglass Center, founded by Unitarian minister

Celia Parker Woolley, for both blacks and whites on the
fringe of the south side black ghetto.

Louise de Koven

:
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Bowen questioned this approach, however, when she stated
that "the settlement seemed unwilling to come to grips with
the 'Negro problem' in its own environs, yet Hull-House was

willing to be concerned with the same 'problem' elsewhere in
the city."^°
Bowen, who later served as president of Hull-House from

1935 to 1944, studied the living conditions for blacks in

Chicago and analyzed her results in 1907 in The Colored
People of Chicago

^

published by the Juvenile Protection

Agency of which she was founding president.

She

differentiated between the opportunities for blacks and
immigrants
The enterprising young people in immigrant
families who have passed through the public
schools and are earning good wages
continually succeed in moving their entire
households intoprosperous neighborhoods
where they gradually lose all trace of their
earlier tenement house experiences. On the
contrary the colored young people however
ambitious, find it extremely difficult to
move their families or even themselves into
desirable parts of the city and to make
friends in these surroundings.
,

,

Bowen noted that most blacks had concrete reasons for

lacking motivation since little opportunity awaited them

upon adulthood.

The crowding of blacks in the lowest

paying, least desirable jobs and the need for earnings from

both spouses were facts of black family life.

Bowen 's

pamphlet expressed outrage at the disproportionate number of
the
blacks in jail, the practice of bringing black women to

North as maids that often ended in their becoming
prostitutes, and the entrenched "black belt" that had the

highest rents and the worst living conditions in the city.
Her observations called for social change: "the life of the

colored boy and girl is so circumscribed on every hand by
race limitations that they can be helped as only the entire

colored population in Chicago is understood and fairly
treated.

"^^

Thomas Philpott shows that no white Chicagoans were
"more conscious of Negro conditions than" settlement workers
like Addams and Bowen.

But despite their exposees of poor

living conditions for blacks, they stopped at

which few whites would cross.

a

certain line

Philpott writes that Bowen

"asked her city to grant its citizens everything but
equality.

.

.

equal treatment before the law, access to

employment and admission to public institutions and
accomodations."

Bowen concluded about the black man that

"he does not resent social ostracism.

"^^

The emphasis that Jane Addams placed on the lack of
"moral restraint" in the black family and the belief of

Louise de Koven Bowen that blacks required equality in all
but the social sphere were among the attitudes that

ironically dominated twentieth-century thinking on race
relations, from the most liberal

exceptions

— to

the most racist.

— except

for a few

These two themes directed

even those reformers most committed to improving conditions
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for blacks.

Frances Kellor, an early adherent to the

environmental school of criminology, began her career with a
study of Southern blacks and crime and later established the

National League for the Protection of Colored Women (one of
three reform agencies consolidating into the National League
on Urban Conditions Among Negroes).

Keller's participation

in the League and her study of crime reflected her belief

that blacks needed outside help from their moral superiors.
The emphasis on environmental factors such as poverty and

discrimination represented a view that appears liberal when
compared to racial determinism, but the preoccupation with
the supposed disintegration of moral tradition rendered

blacks helpless victims in the eyes of reformers.

This

portrayal of blacks led to a paternalistic, moralistic style
of reform.

Rather than establish integrated settlement

houses, most settlement workers turned to different types of

reforms when their efforts targeted blacks.
Frances Keller's study of the "criminal negro"

orchestrated a particular variation on the idea of
environmental causes for criminality.

Her theory provided

the basis for a replacement of inherited racial factors with

historical, environmental ones.

Both concepts, however,

sought to explain basically the same character traits.

Kellor asserted that determining the relative influence of
environmental and hereditary factors in crime had

ramifications for policy:

"Habitual-criminal acts recognize
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the physical basis of the crime; parole laws recognize the

influence of environment."

She contrasted the "more humane

system" of the North that entailed "more moral and mental

instruction" with the South 's system of "revenge and

punishment" which was "neither systematic nor scientific."
The reason cited for this difference was that the South 's

"criminal class is largely Negro.

"^^

Kellor saw the disproportionate number of blacks in the
penal system as inevitable given the "agencies that produce

crimes."

These agencies include the Southern climate that

encourages "crimes of passion and licentiousness" and

predisposes one to "idleness" rather than "frugality and
forethought."

Southern soil requires

a

smaller "expenditure

of energy" than soil in the North, so a black person "rarely

labors a full week, even if he knows the necessity exists;
for he feels assured of a livelihood."

"Every race for whom

Nature provides lavishly, and in whom there have not been

developed desires aside from those incident to
self-preservation," she went on, "will not exert itself.
The necessity does not exist.

It is the obstacles that have

assisted the Anglo-Saxon race in its upward course."

Southern whites shared the indolence of blacks who,

according to Kellor, "were lavishly provided for under
slavery."

White men lost their lethargy when they entered

the competitive industrial city, yet this new environment

also fostered crime.

Southern women had a low crime rate
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because they "are not subjected to the temptations offered
by industrial and professional life."

In this analysis,

Kellor decided on a somewhat anachronistic course of action.

A black man, she concluded, "needs that training which will
take him out of the class of unskilled labor and put him in
a position to attain the interests of a small farmer in the

North.

"^^

The most important factor predisposing blacks to crime
and the most promising area for crime prevention, Kellor
thought, was "the domestic life and the training surrounding

the child."

She declared that "there is no race outside of

barbarism where there is so low a grade of domestic life,
and where the child receives so little training, as among

the negroes."

The explanation for this view was that "in

slavery, the negro knew no domestic life."

In the forty

years since emancipation, Kellor said, the educational
system that should aim "to create and establish all the
sound principles and practices of domestic life" had failed
"to enlighten or reform the negro."

"Instruction in reading

and writing, history, arithmetic, theology" has little value

without teaching "the need of morality, sobriety and
fidelity."

The latter, in addition, had to begin with the

most rudimentary aspects of life itself.

Kellor lamented

that "in matters of cleanliness, sanitation, prevention of
disease, etc., he [the African-American] has been left to

look out for himself.

"^^
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Like Addams, Kellor thought blacks lacked inner moral

strength and thus had "loose domestic relations."

While

white slaveholders bore the brunt of these reformers' anger,
Kellor also blamed black women for yielding "to white men as
readily as in slavery" and for not being "virtuous when they

enter matrimony."

She criticized marriage among blacks as

"more of a religious ceremony.

.

.

[that] does not give them

the consciousness of new legal and social obligations."
Care of children declined since slavery, she asserted, when

"whites were interested in the life of the negro child" for
its "cash value."

The "relatively crude and simple" social

life of blacks likewise declined since the abolition of

slavery ended their contact with whites.

Social life among

blacks, Kellor scolded, centered not on organizations and
clubs, but on the church which "is lacking in the

fundamental principles that should make it
agency."

a

governing

The church organizes "most of the excursions,

picnics, parties, entertainments, cake-walks and festivals."
Its provision for the leisure of blacks "permits of much

social intercourse" but only "leads to an expenditure of

money for finery and unnecessaries that keeps the race
impoverished," she judged.

Keller's view had contradictory implications.

On the

one hand, she tried to show the role of the antebellum.

Reconstruction, and post-Reconstruction South in the

devastation of the personality, morality, and social
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organization of blacks.

On the other, she helped further

racist assumptions about the inferiority of blacks by

blaming them for their situation.

Black politicians had

bungled Reconstruction, she thought, and while
disf ranchisment of all blacks was unethical, most blacks
(and many whites) should be barred from voting on the

grounds of illiteracy.

Kellor concluded that "the Negro at

present has neither the perceptions nor the solidity of
character that would enable him to lead his race" since he
has "not yet attained the position where he is regarded as a

man rather than a Negro."

As for the future, she proposed

the cooperation of whites in advancing "such economic,
financial, cultural and educational conditions as will

enable him to maintain similar grades in his own race and to

have literature and recreations of equal standards."

She

made it clear that the theory of racial progress did not
favor "mingling at the white's social functions, or invading

his home," for "the free intermingling of the two races is
impossible, at least for many generations."

Like Louise

Bowen, she acknowledged a boundary to reform and

advancement, reassuring whites that "the Negro will not
demand.

.

.

social equality with the whites.

He will find

19
within his own race what he needs and desires."

The Progressive Era witnessed what one scholar called a

"flowering of racist thought" during which even those

believing themselves interested in the welfare of blacks
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debated "whether or not the black man's presumed biological

differences from whites made him less capable of
civilization."

While reformers like Addams, Bowen, and

Kellor rejected a biological explanation for the

subordination of a black individual, they failed to answer
the "unresolved question of his capacity to function in

civilized society."

Their focus on environmental origins of

varying capacities failed to contradict the portrayal of
blacks as inferior.

created

a

The stress on cultural deficiency

new rationale for discrimination. ^°

These views did not significantly challenge the

theoretical underpinnings of outright segregationism.

Henry

Bruere, a Boston settlement worker and director of New York

City's Bureau of municipal research, took these ideas to the
extreme when he applied immigrant restrictionist views to
blacks.

In a 1904 article, he advocated industrial training

rather than higher education because he thought it would
keep blacks in the South.

While possessing very different

intentions from Frances Kellor, he nevertheless shared her

view that, after "long years of comfortable slavery," blacks
sought to keep from working.

Blacks needed to develop their

very selves, and self -development, not assimilation, should
be their goal.

Bruere explained that, unlike immigrants,

blacks "cannot be raised by a process of assimilation" as

their race is "so foreign.

"^^

.
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In a time when racist tracts abounded, the eugenics

movement spread the spectre of race suicide, and professors
Edward A. Ross and John Commons and others spouted

quasi-scientific methods of ranking of racial and ethnic
groups, the settleiaent workers no doubt put forth some of

the most enlightened white views of blacks.

Jane Addams strongly supported the anti-lynching

campaign of Ida

Wells.

Bowen and Kellor worked to

prevent the victimization and forced prostitution of black

migrant women in Northern cities.

Others participated in

the social survey movement, studying "the negro problem" and

publishing books and articles on the subject.

Applying the

same techniques to the study of blacks and summoning up as

much reformist fervor, some even drew the analogy between
blacks and immigrants
In 1914, South End House resident John Daniels wrote In

Freedom

'

s

Birthplace

,

a lengthy study of blacks in Boston

from the time of early colonial settlement to the first

world war.

His study did make an important statement about

the contributions of certain African-Americans to American
history.

Though escaping the usual ignorance of the efforts

of blacks, he interpreted their achievements as exceptions.
In addition, his proposed reforms stumbled on several

important obstacles.

He disavowed any hint of favoring

"social intermixture" of the races and failed to break away

from certain stereotypes of the nature of black people.
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Camouflaged in the writings of prominent progressives, and

presented as the analytical summary of social scientific
research, these ideas were all the more insidious.

John Daniels's mentor, Robert Woods, head of South End
House, wrote an introduction to Daniels's study.

Woods

noted than it culminated a work begun in 1904 that led to
the establishment of a black auxiliary to South End, the

Robert Gould Shaw House.

Woods encouraged philanthropists

who donated to industrial education in the South to become
aware of a new Northern issue involving not only racial
"equality" but also "contact."

Since white racism erupts as

black migrants arrive in increasing numbers, the fate of the
city and the fate of blacks could not be separated from the
fate of the entire nation.

The particular historical

moment. Woods thought, provided an unequalled opportunity to

alter all three.

Comparing blacks and immigrants, he stated

that the situation of blacks could become approachable from
a "normal and ultimately manageable angle" if only "the

Negroes can be considered as an unassimilated social factor
analagous to the different immigrant nationalities."

went on, however, to undermine his own argument.

Woods

The

immigrant and the black were not similar in every respect,
he said, for "it is true that the analogy is incomplete:

— at

the point of racial intermixture it ceases.""

Woods elaborated the ways he thought black migrants
should take advantage of the opportunity offered by the city

.
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for permanent change in their position.

Following in the

footsteps of immigrants who also had to overcome bitter
prejudice, blacks should establish political, economic, and

religious allegiance within their own group.

The "secret"

to success, he said, was "the power of association based on

racial loyalty."

He admitted that his theory implied that

"a certain sort of segregation" was "provisionally a

blessing."

Blacks'

inability to marshal respect from whites

resulted from their "incapacity for loyal, continuous,

result-getting team work among themselves."

Blacks needed

self-imposed, "constructive discipline," Woods contended

.

^'^

However enlightened this approach appeared, its

unfavorable image of blacks rejected the very analogy
between blacks and immigrants.

While urging blacks to

follow the example of immigrants toward assimilation and
self-help, Woods placed road blocks on both paths, first by

invoking the taboo of racial intermixture and then by seeing
the root of blacks

"

failures in stunted self -improvement

While he ostensibly faulted white prejudice, he ended up

blaming the moral failings of blacks:
It is not fundamentally in the outward
hindrance to vocational success or cultural
recognition, but in the confusion and

ineptness with which color prejudice affects
the productive moral faculty of a whole
^®
racial group.
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In the text of In Freedom's Birthplace

.

Daniels

presented detailed material depicting the social and
economic odds against blacks.

After reviewing the record of

black history that included valiant black participants in
the Revolutionary and Civil Wars, and renowned blacks from

poet Phyllis Wheatley to "the greatest Negro intellectual,"
W. E.

B.

DuBois, Daniels concluded that the experience of

most blacks in this nation was determined by slavery; blacks
were brought "from their native African jungle, where from
time immemorial their ancestors had lived in a state of

primitive savagery."

Slaves "were savages themselves,

utterly ignorant of civilization, having no religion above
fear-born superstition, and lacking all conception of

reasoned morality," Daniels went on.

Slavery itself

worsened the state of blacks in the South,
where for two centuries and a half their
race was held in subjection even more
degraded than the savage state of their
ancestors, so far as concerned its
prohibition of all independence and
independent progress, and its disregard of
any germs of personal chastity and marital
loyalty.
Since social conditions had hardly been more than "slavish"
since emancipation, Daniels concluded that black migrants
from the South were virtually unchanged from his

unflattering portrait of black slaves.

Even in the North

where blacks were free since the Revolutionary period, and
in possession of "political and civil rights equal to those

a
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of white citizens," Daniels claimed, they "remained the most

backward group in the community."

The obstacles to their

advancement to higher positions in industry resulted from
"obvious shortcomings in the basic qualities of

trustworthiness, responsibility, accuracy and thoroughness."

Daniels went on:

"Their social order and organization are

still the most rudimentary.

Their churches are the weakest.

Their part in political affairs is the least."

The typical

black person worked in "menial or common labor" and except
for a few exceptions, in all respects failed to "measure up

to the average white man."^'

The crux of Daniels's portrait of blacks alarmingly

resembled that of the more charitable Jane Addams, and those
of Frances Kellor and Louise de Koven Bowen.

Blacks, he

maintained, were the "farthest in the rear" of any race, in
"the inculcation among its members of any positive code of

morality and any general ethical standards."

He saw this

lack of morality as reflected in a "lesser reproductive

power" and a "lesser resistance, not only to disease, but to
the general wear and tear of present-day urban conditions."

Rather than the result of those very conditions, this

weakness derived from a lack of "stability," an "incapacity
for cooperation" and independence, a reluctance to "take

fuller advantage" of voting strength, and undeveloped

religious activity.

What religious activity blacks did

engage in included tolerance, which Daniels interpreted as

a
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sign of "a serious defectiveness of moral vision."

This

"excess of religious emotionalism" indicated "a shortage in

the power of restraint and self-control

.

"^°

Daniels interpreted the dire straits of blacks as

signifying "an intrinsic weakness or flabbiness at the very
root and core of his make-up," a lack of "fundamental moral

stamina."

He thought that racial animosity in the North

existing since the earliest Colonial settlements abated

during the Abolitionist and Reconstruction phases when
blacks were "indulged" and failed the test.

Racism reached

new heights after 1895, springing from "legitimate"

acknowledgement of the "inferiority" or lesser "actual
racial worth" of blacks, Daniels believed.

Antipathy

resulted from the breaking away of whites from the

"Abolitionist propaganda of unrestricted inter-association

between the two races, and [turning] in the direction of the
Negro's segregation."^^
In spite of his damning view of blacks, Daniels went on

to call for the "advancement" of the race.

A sign of

progress already apparent was the growing equality before
the law of a black individual, so recently a non-entity.

In

addition, his turning to "self -endeavor" and focus on

"earning his daily bread" and then on education and

"gradually bettering his conditions of life" in the manner

recommended by Booker
"intuition."

T.

Washington symbolized fine

Evidence of "the evolution of

a

general social
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order," based on "independent progress," began to lay
"a

foundation upon which to build his future."

Daniels defined

the "fundamental moral stamina" required for equality as

that "stern and exacting discipline of centuries of

civilization slowly acquired."

Daniels deemed

a

comparison

of blacks and immigrants "neither fair nor intelligent," for

"both justice and accuracy demand that the situation of the

Negro to-day be compared, not with that of the white man
to-day, but with his own condition in the past."

Ironically, Daniels ended his study by claiming that

prejudice would dissipate as blacks made progress.

He

believed that prejudice was much greater in the South, but
because blacks were

a

more "distinct and self-reliant group"

there, they would probably develop faster there.

It was up

to blacks alone to "attain the position" of "self-respect

and worthy recognition," he declared.

Daniels and other leading settlement workers clearly

differed on their ideas about blacks.

But several recurring

themes emerged, none more prominent than African-Americans'
cultural deprivation, their lack of "moral" or "social

restraint," their weak families, and the natural social

distance between blacks and whites.

While they stressed

environmental, not biological, causes, they failed to

challenge the portrayal of blacks as inferior.

This focus,

though not shared by all, had critical implications for the

way settlement workers would translate philosophy into
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policy.

In assessing the overall response of the settlement

movement to blacks, it is important to note that the influx
of black migrants to the city slums had been observed by

those with heightened social concern as early as the turn of
the century, but became obvious to all during World War
and afterward.

I

While most scholars have treated the issue

of race as tangential to the study of the settlement

movement, any study trangressing the usual boundary of 1914

must consider the new black neighbors as perhaps the major
influence on the subsequent history of the movement.
In 1936, Sidney Lindenberg and Ruth Zittel of

Neighborhood Centre in Philadelphia, observed that increased
black migration during and after the war, decreased
immigration, and the subsequent alteration in the

composition of many settlement neighborhoods changed the
very nature of the "settlement scene."

They thought the

future of the settlement movement depended on its ability to
adapt to the changing needs of its new neighbors.

They

reiterated the observations of the Progressive Era reformers
that blacks, more than any group, faced the greatest

challenge of warding off poverty in the twentieth-century
city:

Because of an inferior economic position and
pressure from a white group, which through
control of recreation, housing and education
restricts his freedom of movement, the Negro
is forced into the most densely crowded,
those areas which have
unsanitary areas.
already degenerated through years of
'population packing'.
.

.
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The overpopulated black ghetto suffered from an

exceptionally "high rate of delinquency,

a

high morbidity

and mortality rate, and a low standard of living,"

These

conditions caused the authors to ask, "what is the
Settlement, the sponsor of the underprivileged and the

champion of the immigrant, doing for the Negro who has
settled on its doorstep?"

Lindenberg and Zittel answered

their own question with the comment that "we can say upon

observation that comparatively few of the settlements have
even scratched the surface of this problem."

"Let's face

the issue!" they urged.
Not until the early 1940s did the settlement movement
as a whole make a concerted effort to address the situation

of blacks, when the National Federation of Settlements

engaged in a long-overdue analysis of its interracial
policies.

Throughout the first half of the century, a

settlement confronted by the appearance of blacks in its
environs responded either by closing down, by following its

white immigrant neighbors and moving out of the
neighborhood, by excluding blacks, by conducting segregated
activities, by establishing a separate branch for blacks, or
by attempting integration.

In addition, some black and

white workers established independent settlements for blacks
or for a mixed clientele.'^

This list of choices reflects

the wide range of responses within the settlement movement.
Yet,

from the most racist to the most liberal response,

.
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similar themes arise that echo the thinking of the

movement's leaders and etch in the boundaries of their
reforms
A few examples serve to introduce the various choices

taken by reformers and the translation of their theories
into practice.

Judith Trolander describes Hull-House's

response to blacks as inaction.

Although the second largest

cluster of blacks in Chicago surrounded the settlement,
"blacks were hardly represented in the Hull-House program,"
she writes.
1927,

a

Jane Addams began

a

black mothers' club in

picture of which appeared in the institution's

yearbook with the statement that "Negroes were taking part
in the program."

Yet these mothers were not invited to

community activities and their names were not on any mailing
lists.

Not until 1938 did headworker Charlotte Carr and

Works Progress Administration worker Dewey Jones, the only
black staff member of Hull-House until then, make an effort
to enlist the participation of blacks.

While some black

boys began to use the game room, blacks did not join most of
the activities.

When Jones died in 1939, Carr did not

appoint a successor immediately and efforts at integration
faltered.

Through no specific policy of exclusion,

Trolander concludes, "the feeling" nevertheless "developed
that Hull-House was for whites only."^^

Many other settlements that allowed blacks to

participate organized their involvement along the lines of
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the Hull-House black mothers' club.

In his study of

settlement work in Columbus, Ohio, Jon A. Peterson

elaborates the functions of the Godman Guild House,

established in Flytown, a factory slum district in the

Northwestern section of Columbus inhabited originally by
Irish-Americans, and German and Welsh immigrants.

Godman

Guild workers helped establish the city's first neighborhood
library, the first free public bath, the first public gym,

and one of its first kindergartens.
of Hull-House,

Inspired by the example

it fostered the building of playgrounds,

a

summer vacation school, a pool room, clubs for boys, an

employment bureau that located domestic work for women, an
infant welfare clinic, dental and pre-natal clinics, a

public park, and a family summer camp qua health resort.
In 1912 and 1913, and after 1917, migrant blacks from

the rural South arrived in Flytown.

Some whites and even

the few blacks who had lived in the neighborhood moved out,
and in 1919 and 1920, reports of racial conflict in other

cities demanded action by settlement leaders in the
immediate locale.

Godman Guild Headworker James Wheeler put

into effect a policy of strict segregation of facilities.

Blacks could use the house for classes, clubs, and teams on
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, while Saturday morning and

Sunday were open to adults of both races.

The rest of the

time the house welcomed whites only, and the summer resort
did not admit blacks at all until a separate one was
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established in 1926.

Wheeler explained that "it would be

fatal to the success of the Reservation as a place of resort
for the white race, if colored people were admitted there."

He offered a dubious rationale:

This is a condition and not a theory
The
whites would simply withdraw and fail to
come if the Camp were opened to colored, and
the camps will be either white or colored as
the case may be, but not both.
Therefore
segregation, which is bitterly opposed by
advanced colored people and colored
agitators, is really necessary to any
progress at all.
.

.

.

Only the clinics, the employment bureau, and other general
services were officially unrestricted.

This policy

continued until 1956, when criticism initiated in 1952 from
the NAACP and the National Federation of Settlements finally

brought about the integration of services, ironically at the
same time that Godman Guild and other settlements lost their

central importance in the

city.'^^

Other houses refused to follow this policy of a
biracial settlement with segregated activities and either

closed down or voted to move out of the neighborhood,
following their departing white neighbors.

These decisions

were not easy, and often meant reevaluating the original

settlement leaders' intentions.

Given the pioneer

generation of settlement workers' vagueness on the question
of blacks, later settlement workers often stewed over the

choices and the future of their houses.

They struggled over

whether settlements had primary allegiance to the
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geographical neighborhood or to the actual neighbors.

While

this could be a real dilemma, it also provided a loophole

that led to the neglect of some of the neediest neighbors.

Abraham Lincoln Centre in Chicago was one of the
exceptional early attempts to direct efforts toward
improving race relations.

Director Curtis Reese was white,

but his staff was integrated.

The house stood on the

dividing line between black and white communities and Reese
carefully nurtured the balance of black and white neighbors.
All activities were integrated, including social events.^®

According to Thomas Philpott, the Centre tried harder than
any other Chicago settlement to cross the color line.

It

began as a program of the Unitarian All Souls Church,
intended by one of its founders as "a factory where men were
made."

Above its door read the motto of the All Souls

Church: "Here let no man be stranger."

Yet the tenement

district inhabited by Germans, Irish, and Jews began to
empty as the Black Belt expanded eastward, eventually

enveloping the house.

The settlement tried to keep its

programs integrated, but had increasing difficulties

attracting whites, and thus found its plan of improved race
and ethnic relations stymied by neighbors' attitudes.

Whites refused to use the facilities when blacks attended
and when the settlement harbored blacks during the race

riots of the summer of 1919, it "stood accused of forcing
•social equality' on the community."''
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In the wake of the riots, Abraham Lincoln Centre

retained its ideal of "interracial brotherhood" while

confronting the problem of recruiting and maintaining white
membership.

The house allowed groups to be self-selective,

unwittingly causing segregated activities.

During the

1920s, whites used the settlement less in spite of the

proximity of a large white district within a block of the
settlement house.

The All Souls Church meanwhile abandoned

the neighborhood for an all white section of Chicago.
1929,

in spite of great pressure,

In

Curtis Reese reaffirmed

the staff's commitment to integration and many more whites

withdrew.

In the 1930s, the settlement tried to keep whites

through "controlled registration" in which

a

black person

had to wait until nine whites signed up for an activity

before being admitted.

The price of an interracial policy

seemed to be de facto discrimination.

Another alternative available to those interested in
conducting settlement work among blacks was the independent
house established primarily for blacks.
shared problems with the other houses.

These houses often
On the one hand, a

segregated facility raised questions about the viability of
the house's proclaimed goal of enhanced race relations.

On

the other, assumptions about the nature of the "neighbors"

influenced the specific types of reforms undertaken, or the

very definition of "racial advancement" itself.

.
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Russell and Rowena Jelliffe, called by one contemporary
journal "Banner Bearers in the field of Negro-White

relations in the American Settlement House Movement,"

established Karamu House in Cleveland,

a

settlement that

became a successful music and theater center for blacks.

While Karamu emphasized the importance of educating whites
as well as blacks, the Jelliffes differentiated between

immigrants and blacks.

They stressed that the disadvantaged

background of blacks necessitated "social engineering" to
help them achieve equality.

"European immigrants had the

good fortune to bring with them

a

nucleus of professionals,

men and women, and well established cultural patterns,"

while blacks' main heritage was an absence of these
patterns
The most disadvantaged ethnic group in the
U S today are Negroes though they have
been here nearly as long as any other
segment of population. Ravaged by their
ethnic birthright, they have not been
permitted to be themselves. The subculture
which they have erected [of] AngloProtestantism, music and pol itical life is
yet profoundly affected by their native
endowment in the way of rhythm and tonal
sensitivity, strong group sympathies and the
traumatic experience of slavery. Unlike all
other immigrants, Negroes have had to build
a group life without benefit of professional
men of their own group to advise and assist,
and to challenge the knowledge and morality,
as well as the physical and legal power of
their exploiters.
.

.

^

This view exhibits subtle nuances. While promoting blacks,
it devalues their institutions.

While favoring a challenge

.

,
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to the knowledge, morality, and power ot the exploiters of

blacks, the vision is exclusively urban and undervalues
rural culture in general.

A 1942 article on Karamu read:

In most homogeneous Negro areas the
institutions through which the populations
express themselves are small and highly
stereotyped. They reflect what might be
called a 'hamlet,' 'neighborhood' or
'village' rather than an urban level of
culture
The human potential of aggregation
of from 15 to 50,000 households can in no
sense find expression, be focused on group
interests and be integrated into the
poly-cultural life of the metropolitan city
with such meager and inadequate structures.
The local institutional apparatus far from
freeing, smothers the vitality of the
popul ace
.

,

This view presents an alteration of the settlement

philosophy to apply to blacks.

Rather than the integration

of the neighborhood as a microcosm of the city and nation

the situation of blacks lent itself to
reform, according to settlement leaders
that,

a
.

different style of
Kennedy wrote

"the unit structure to perform this functional task

must be at the city level, since Negro ethnic life is so

poorly and thinly structured in neighborhoods."

The 1942

article called Karamu "America's foremost Negro art center"
as well as a bridge between the isolated, rural southern

life and the new national culture.

"Karamu is the story of

how the Negro stepped at last out of the dead-end streets
onto the main highway."^'
In translation from ideal to practice, this reform

technique demanded the abandonment of those blacks who
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remained on the dead-end street, as well as many functions
of a settlement house.

In 194 6, a Karamu House report

explained that the house would be moved out of the slums to

better neighbors.

In the new neighborhood, which had a

higher degree of home ownership, "live those earlier and
former clients of Karamu who have 'come up a notch in the
world.'"**

Other changes occurred simultaneously.

Those

activities that could "earn community acceptance" like art
and music enjoyed emphasis because they "became a bridge

across a great and hurtful separation."

In a 1946 field

report, the NFS recommended that these cultural activities

replace "emergency programs" such as canteens and day-care.
Instead, the report recommended the use of psychiatric

social workers in place of those trained in group work or

progressive education.*^

At the same time, the report noted

that the house had changed from a mixed to an all black
clientele.

The sacrifices for becoming tied to a city-wide

or national culture seemed to entail giving up the local

attempt at integrated community activism, attention to the
least advantaged group of blacks, social work aimed at

neighborhood instead of individual, and the conducting of

welfare and other community services in addition to cultural
and recreational work.

While Karamu no doubt provided valuable resources and

a

source of civic pride for blacks, the house's philosophy
reflected, though in a milder version, a stereotyped view of
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blacks as falling into categories of either "good or bad."

Settlements with integrated or all-black staffs that worked

predominantly or completely with black neighbors often
shared this dichotomization/^

A Southern Workman article

published in 1906 described Eighth Ward House in
Philadelphia, "a Northern Social Settlement for Negroes.

.

a settlement that bends its efforts to the helping of a

degraded Negro community."

The author wrote that "it is

only the weaker element in the Negro race that comes

drifting into the Northern cities."

The view that these

migrant blacks lacked the most basic social restraints or
civilized traditions often led to an emphasis on hygiene:
"And how has the settlement attacked its problem?

First of

all it took the neighborhood as a mother takes a naughty,

dirty child, and washed its face."

Unlike the efforts of a

Hull-House or a Henry Street Settlement, this clean-up
activity was no beginning of a process, but an end in
itself.

A worker described the goal of Eighth Ward House:

At the present stage of the neighborhood
development, the settlement stands, perhaps
more than anything else, as a disinfecting
agency to the community a sort of moral
Piatt's Chlorides striving by the radiation
of such spiritual power as lies within its
command to make a purer, sweeter atmosphere
for the more normal growth of all who
respond to its influence.

—

—

In 1908, the report of a Clifton, Massachusetts

Conference of black and white leaders, philanthropists and
educators, read that "legislation can never shape this

.
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granite cf African origin for its appropriate place in the
temple of civilization."

The conference report went on in a

self -laudatory manner about "our endeavor to help the

members of the 'child race' in their efforts to rise."^®

It

is tempting to dismiss this form of racism as the

paternalism of white philanthropists.

However, even

middle-class black settlement worker Janie Porter Barrett,
later founder of the Virginia Industrial School for
"wayward" black girls, began Locust St. Settlement in
Hampton, Virginia, by selecting her "neighbors" who "were

ruled out if they weren't clean, or if they used bad words."
She too stressed appearance and hygiene.

She sacrificed a

bathroom for her own house to use the money to build a
clubhouse.

"You see," she reported, "we needed this more

and it helped the people to whom

I

preached cleanliness,

cleanliness, cleanliness all day and every day to know that
I

had exactly the same inconveniences that they did."

Many

of the goals of Locust St. Settlement represented an attempt

to make blacks project an appearance that would counteract

negative stereotypes of blacks as uncivilized and unclean.
Its Homemakers Club, for example, aimed "to make the home

more attractive" and "to keep boys and girls off the
street."

Its "flower lovers' department distributes plants,

seeds and cuttings to beautify the yards of the community
49
and preaches the gospel of clean back yards."
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It is important to note that these views ushered forth

from the mouths of some of those considered the most liberal
of the time and even many black reformers.

This ideology

combined good intentions with a view of blacks as victimized
by their heritage in slavery to buttress gradualism and to

emphasize individual shortcomings as the source of social
and economic status.

This view in turn inspired reform

measures appropriate for this so-called primitive stage of
development of African-American culture and personality.
a time

In

when settlement workers and others stressed that the

environment, not individual weakness, caused poverty and the

suffering of groups, blacks did not benefit from this
reorientation.

Instead, a historical environmental ism kept

alive the stress on individual moral and personal
deficiency.

The Eighth Ward Settlement, for instance,

received letters continually asking whether it trained
servants.

Rather than the outrage one might expect from an

institution dedicated to social work among blacks, the

workers responded, "No, we do not train servants.

The very

best we can hope to do is to prepare the material out of

which servants or any other workman helpful to humanity can
be trained.

The terms in which these reformers articulated their

views of blacks, their very language, had implications for
the types of reform undertaken.

When Albert Kennedy noted

had
that slaveowners "debauched Negro morale," he no doubt
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good intentions.

In his attempt to lay the blame on slavery

where it did indeed need to rest, he expressed an ideology
that in turn helped perpetuate a new set of unequal social
relations.

Slavery, he thought, had created "a white-negro

work relationship that encouraged laziness, thievery, lying
and rebellion.

"^^

These traits, usually voiced as a lack of

innate moral restraint imbued by a vacant cultural tradition

went on to define the identity of the black personality
itself as inferior and deviant.

;

;
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This view suggested that blacks were inferior to whites,
albeit temporarily. Garvey urged blacks to remain loyal to
their own race because whites were not about to assist them
in their drive for pride and liberty.
Throughout the
twentieth century, black separatism sometimes played into
the hands of white racists, providing a rationale for
ignoring the plight of blacks and recasting segregation as
voluntary and expedient. Touching on this point, W. E. B.
DuBois saw Garvey as "the type of dark man whom the white
world is making daily, molding, marring, tossing to the
air," a person whose identity burst forth from the rage
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him and torn his soul" and whose extremism furthers white
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CHAPTER

2

"A SOCIAL CHURCH" BUT NOT A MISSION:

THE SOCIAL GOSPEL, ETHICAL RELIGION, AND SETTLEMENT WORK

At the turn of the twentieth century, renowned black
sociologist W. E.

B.

DuBois noted that "the social life of

the Negro centers in his church

— baptism,

wedding and

burial, and courtship, friendship and intrigue

these walls.

"^

Sixty years later,

E.

— all

lie in

Franklin Frazier

illustrated that African-American churches traditionally
served as much more than promoters of doctrine, but as

mutual aid societies and fraternal organizations that laid
the foundations for institutions ranging from insurance

companies to black colleges.^

Historian

C.

Eric Lincoln

wrote that the black church served as everything from
community forum to lyceum.^

In fact, the black church has

historically combined functions as diverse as day-care,
welfare, employment counseling, education, entertainment,
and social activism.

Ironically, such integration of community services and

reform resembles the ideal settlement house.

In light of

this similarity, comments by many settlement workers about
the weakness of African-American culture, morality, social

organization, and religion, seem inexplicable.

While

evocation of universal racism would handily resolve this
paradox, the blindness of settlement workers requires

further examination.

Their inability to unite their own
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efforts with those of religious activists, both black and
white, partially explains their failure to adapt their

program to the black migrants who replaced their immigrant
"neighbors" during and after World War

I.

Reflecting a

tendency of settlement workers to see their reforms as

directly opposed to the efforts of church missions, the
National Federation of Settlements (NFS) followed a policy
of excluding from membership most religious settlements.

This exclusionary policy contributed to the organization's

elitism and eventual downfall.

The exclusion of religious

workers also symbolized the narrowness of the "liberalizing
creed" preached by settlement workers.

This creed aimed to

integrate racial groups, cultures, and social classes,

through urban, secular, "progressive" institutions.

This

ideal appears inclusive, but lost its potential in

translation into an exclusive policy.
The first section of this chapter will explore the
ideas of early settlement leaders who clearly differentiated

between settlement houses and missions even while receiving
sustenance from the Social Gospel movement.

It will then

trace the codification of these ideas in the anti-

denominational policy of the National Federation of
Settlements from its formation in 1911 through the 1940s.
The second section will illustrate the great extent of

settlement work conducted among blacks under the auspices of
both black and white churches.

The NFS was ignorant of the
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extent of settlement work among blacks for the precise
reason that it insisted on excluding what it considered
missions, even when they fulfilled all of the functions of

settlement houses.
In 1945, Albert Kennedy, settlement worker and former

NFS Secretary, justified confining his discussion of

"Settlement Contributions to the Understanding and
Improvement of Negro-White Relations" to Northern cities by

blaming universal Southern racism.

"There were few

settlements in the South and with the best will in the
world, southern headworkers could not single-handed defy the

public opinion on which their work for whites was based," he
wrote.

This view reflected the belief among many Northern

liberals that the South was a bastion of racism and
provincialism, and caused Kennedy to ignore evidence reeled
in by his own survey of Southern settlement work conducted

among blacks.

Historians have since reinforced this

assumption that Southern settlement work did not exist by
focusing primarily on reforms undertaken in Boston, Chicago,
and New York, with an occasional foray into cities like

Minneapolis or Indianapolis.

Allen Davis writes that the

South 's few settlements, except for a few exemplary houses
such as Eleanor McMain's Kingsley House in New Orleans and

Francis Ingram's Neighborhood House in Louisville, "were of

very little importance."

"Most of them were modified

missions," he adds, unintentionally reflecting the hitherto

unexamined bias of settlement workers themselves.

The

portrait of the mission as the antithesis of progressive
reform, an opposition delineated by settlement house

reformers from the 1890s to the 1950s, guaranteed the

continued silence in the historical record of religious
workers, a group often closely involved in efforts to

improve race relations/

While settlement workers and their central
organization, the National Federation of Settlements,

acknowledged the religious influences on the early
settlement movement, they insisted upon differentiating

between their work and work conducted under religious
auspices.

While trying to carve out an inclusive ideology,

the regionalism, urbanism, and secularism of their movement

limited their vision.

Students of the settlement movement

have largely failed to transcend these biases, and thus have
left uncovered the Southern and religious dimensions of the

settlement movement.

Those dimensions offer clues for

understanding efforts to transpose "the settlement idea"
from immigrant to black neighborhoods.

Albert Kennedy's ignorance of what now appears to be
extensive settlement work conducted among blacks is best

understood not as malicious racism but as part of a limited
cultural vision through which his understanding of blacks
was filtered.

He and other progressives sought to apply a

scientific approach to the study of society that they
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believed would lead to specific reforms for the betterment
of society.

Kennedy wrote that the purpose of settlements

was first,
to subject the contemporary social order to
continuous critical review for the purpose
of discovering ways and means of bringing
about a more equitable and more harmonious
local and national life and secondly, the
use of a particular method.^

This "particular method" entailed a type of social work that

settlement workers thought unique.

They spent a great deal

of time elaborating "the settlement idea."

American settlement workers cited the distinction
between settlements and missions continually in the first
five decades of the movement, insisting that the paramount

feature of "the settlement idea" was the very absence of an
idea.

Kennedy wrote:
By the uninformed, the two may be, and often
are, taken to be identical, or there is,
perhaps a vague idea that a mission is
conducted on lines rather more religious or
The
'churchy' than those of a settlement.
two are in fact distinct efforts: differing
in conception, in constitution, and in
methods, and agreeing only in their object
which is for the good of mankind.

The crux of the distinction rested on the difference between

what Kennedy called "open" and "closed intellectual
systems."

The religious houses, by definition, worked

within a closed system since they tried to purvey dogma, and
"any belief or activity which does not fit within the dogma

can hardly qualify as 'the higher life.'"

This view
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reflected the struggles of urban settlements to realize "the

opportunities of life in America" by "crossing stereotyped
loyalties of race, religion and culture" and by shedding

religion as "a divisive force.

"^

Ironically, this very

attempt at freedom from doctrine created a new creed that

annulled the greatest opportunity facing the second

generation of settlement workers.
At the turn of the century, much of settlement workers'

identity rested on their view that their work differed from

religious work.

They sought to separate themselves from

earlier forms of social work as epitomized in the Charity

Organization Society that focused on the needy individual
rather than trying to alter social conditions.''

Canon

Samuel A. Barnett, considered the mentor of the British

settlement movement after inspiring a group of students who
founded Toynbee Hall in London, wrote a classic and often

cited essay published in the late 1890s and reprinted in
1909 by Canon and Mrs. S. A. Barnett.

The essay,

"'Settlements' or 'Missions'," noted that most people

"regard the Settlement as a sort of Mission
the proselytizing spirit."
the confusion.

— another

form of

The authors set out to dispel

In the great project of the day, answering

the "social question" by "promoting good fellowship between

man and man" meant for the educated a choice between two
ways

— "the

way of Missions and the way of Settlements."
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The Barnetts summed up the difference between the

settlement and the mission: "A Mission has for its object
conversion.

A Settlement has for its object mutual

knowledge."

A mission served best in "agitated times," a

settlement in "quiet times" when it "feels its strength to
be in the gradual infusion of higher thought, the slow

gaining of confidence and of mutual respect between rich and

poor who have learnt to be friends."

The way to bridge the

gap between "Capital" and "Labor," in the Barnetts' view,
was through the dissemination of culture.

"The State and

voluntary bodies" could not achieve this goal, because
"culture comes by contact and true learning by example."'
The Barnetts criticized missionaries for failing to

provide an example of high culture, for they often stooped
to the level of the people they intended to uplift:

They have become untidy, less regardful of
dress by which to signify their respect of
others and of themselves, less scrupulous as
to the cleanliness which is recognized as
the best safeguard of health, less careful
of courtesy which is necessary to equal
intercourse.
At the same time, "a missionary, be it even a clergyman, in
a poor neighborhood,

is liable to become conscious of

superiority," whereas in a settlement's "community of
equals.

.

.

every form of conceit is checked by constant

contact with people of varying points of view."^°

Accepting diverse opinions, rejecting narrow goals, and
residing in poor neighborhoods all aimed at the ideal of
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making "brotherhood a practical reality and not
theory."

a

dreamer's

While deploring the "conceit" of religious

missionaries, however, the Barnetts outlined

a

type of

cultural missionary work based on the assumption that

culture itself appertained to "Capital" and needed to be

taught to "Labor" by the go-between, "University men and
women," all for the purpose of social unity.

While

disclaiming any dislike of missions and insisting on their
importance, Barnett gave the impression that they were out
of touch with the scientific or "reasoning spirit of the

age," that they suffered from the weight of their own

"machinery," and that they focused too narrowly on the

limited end of conversion.

"A Mission exists to

proselytize," he concluded, while "a Settlement's

distinguishing feature is the absence of programme.

"^^

In 1911, Gaylord White, New York's Union Settlement

worker, professor of Applied Christianity, and director of

Student Christian Work at Union Seminary, expressed surprise
at the continued "confusion of mind regarding the method and

the aim of the social settlement."

Some still confused it

with "'mission work,' as if it were some new form of
religious propagandism; others with charity or education."
In article,

"The Social Settlement After Twenty-Five Years,"

White deemed it necessary to repeat the distinction,
insisting that "there is perhaps no more serious blunder

concerning the social settlement than that which confounds
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it with the mission."

Unlike the mission, the settlement

professes "no definite propaganda, no clear-cut social
theory to apply."

Nevertheless, he outlined the goal of

organizing "all the local forces for good, in some co-

operative programme for the common welfare."

Rather than

enjoining the cooperation of church workers in the effort,
he considered any linkage in the public mind with specific

ecclesiastical organizations detrimental to community
solidarity.

The settlement ought to establish neighborly

relations "with every element of the surrounding life."

Yet

its theorists seemed to contradict this purpose by excluding

the impoverished when they insisted that the settlement,

unlike the mission, "is not dealing primarily or as an
essential part of its work with the dependent class. It is
simply

a

neighbor among neighbors

.

"^^

Also in 1911, the year of the founding of the National
Federation of Settlements, Robert Woods and Albert Kennedy,
both settlement workers at South End House in Boston, co-

authored a Handbook of Settlements which engraved the

distinction between religious and settlement work on the
formal policy of the NFS.

They wrote that the settlement

house that "provides neutral ground" and "is wholly

unsectarian not only from the point of view of its staff,
but as judged by the various elements in its neighborhood,"

exemplifies "the kind of social enterprise here set forth."
Woods and Kennedy listed religious settlements separately.
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for although some had "a high degree of settlement spirit,"

they included churchly functions and thus did not qualify as

settlement houses.

However, "where such specific religious

effort is conducted without willing or conscious invasion of

other religious loyalties, it has not been construed as

carrying the house in question beyond the distinctive limits
of the settlement field.

This vague exception later

created difficulties for translation of philosophy to policy
since it put the burden of definition on the leaders of the
NFS.

A partial explanation for the desire to distance the

settlement house from the church is the perception of the
increasing secularization of American life.^^

In 1898,

Robert Woods wrote about the grave situation of the churches
that failed to reach "the majority of their natural

constituency."

The Protestant churches, he thought, needed

increased efficiency and enhanced proselytizing among other
groups, and a unified movement to recapture the interest of
"the working people" who "regard the churches with more or

less indifference, if not with actual hatred."

Woods blamed

the "dogmatic creeds" for the constantly increasing

"estrangement between the working classes.
churches."

.

.

and the

He warned Protestant churches that the Catholic

church had a stronger sense of devotion, and better captured
the popular imagination because it created a compelling

vision of "the nearness of God" and evoked "essential

.
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religious feeling" rather than dwelling on sectarian dogma.
Social betterment, in Woods's view, required a much broader

application of religiosity and moral

fervor.*"^

It is

interesting to see that thirteen years later, Woods and

Kennedy defined a settlement in such a way that an estimated
2500 Catholic settlements did not fit the definition of a

bona fide settlement house.

At that time, roughly

4

00

settlements met the criteria for inclusion in the formal

movement
Viewing the "settlement idea" from the vantage point of
religious activists shows not only that this concept was
itself contested terrain, but also that the absence of dogma

translated
opposite.

— at

least to some listeners

— into

precisely its

As early as 1903, another definition of the

settlement house's function surfaced in an article in The

Nashville Christian Advocate
Episcopal Church, South.

,

the organ of the Methodist

Unlike Northern settlement workers

who emphasized the need to distinguish between religious

activity and social work, these Southern workers thought
that "social settlement work does not usually give promise
of usefulness or permanence unless it has behind it the

backing and the faith of the Christian Church."

The article

portrayed Northern settlement workers, usually university
students, as possessing "a certain immaturity of judgment

and a certain inexperience of complicated problems."

These

students, only temporarily interested in reform, thought
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that "organizations for social betterment, for the care
of
the outcasts and the better distribution of labor among

those who wish to work, will do more for the world than the

church."

These "men.

.

.

have not very modestly insisted

that independent organizations for these purposes are more
desirable, and even more useful, than is the church," the

article continued.

The point was not to malign settlement

houses, but to argue that institutions founded to improve

"moral and material conditions" should address the salvation
of the individual as the means of perfecting society.
It is an excellent thing to have free baths
and reading rooms and gymnasiums. Agencies
for the placing of the unemployed often
serve a most useful purpose. But it is a
truth which this generation is coming to see
more clearly every day, that the only way to
save a man's body is to save his soul.
Let
us, therefore, openly accept also the
corollary that the best way to save his soul
is by the time-honored and spirit-honored
agency of the Church of God.

This opposing view only helped support settlement
leaders' view of religious work as dogmatic.

In 1912,

however, Graham Taylor of Chicago Commons observed that the

white women of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, had

established many social settlements that represented the
most advanced church effort toward social progress.
Significantly, he wrote that they attested to "the awakening
of southern people to their social obligations and

opportunities," an awakening symbolized by the Southern

Sociological Congress which met in 1912 to dedicate the
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South 's resources to modernization.

These women pledged

their lives to "Negro education, community and social
agencies," Taylor noted, with great praise for these

Southern efforts.

During this same period, however, the

formation of the National Federation of Settlements led to

a

codification of the settlement philosophy that neglected
such efforts.

Ironically enough, settlement workers and their

chroniclers usually paid homage to the Social Gospel as

primary motivation for their movement.^'

a

Many first-

generation settlement workers actually had formal religious
training.

Union Settlement worker Gaylord White, a

theological seminary graduate, underlined the religious
impulse in 1911 when he reflected on the early years of the

settlement movement:
We may safely conclude that the settlement
has a contribution of peculiar value to make
to the work of setting up that new order of
society which those who follow the lead of
Christ shall be eventually realized in the
Kingdom of God.^°

During a symposium reevaluating the settlement movement
fifteen years later, William McLennan, a resident of Welcome
Hall in Buffalo, said that "the settlement cannot survive

where its friends have lost the vision of
coming down out of heaven from God."

a

New Jerusalem

Another worker urged

greater attention to the spiritual needs of the neighbors:
"I believe that one of the greatest needs in many of our
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neighborhoods is a strengthening of essential religious
faith in the minds and hearts of thousands of people."

"i

feel that the settlement has an opportunity to meet which
it

cannot entirely throw upon the churches," the speaker
continued.

While these comments reflect the religious

motives of these speakers, many settlement workers saw a
much more vague connection between the church and social
work.

While they too sought

a

more perfect society, the

attainment of a "Kingdom of God" on earth was only a
figurative rendition of a more ideal participatory
democracy.

Most settlement workers aimed at a more secular

version of the Social Gospel than did the churches.
As standard histories of the Social Gospel in the

Progressive Era have failed to note, the movement swept the
South as well as the North.

The pivotal role of the

church in Southern life insured that a strong element of

religiosity would dominate the movement which in the North
tended toward more secular interpretations.

Regional

differences in culture created divergent reform movements.
Even within the Southern Social Gospel movement, tensions
arose that paralleled the conflicts between North and South,
and between secular and religious activity.

The effort to

make their work interracial, for instance, frustrated many
reformers.

Attempting to form organizations that expressed

their essential credo of inter-denominationalism, which they

considered the most progressive characteristic of the Social
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Gospel, these reformers encountered a major obstacle—the

people whose lives they sought to reform.
In the proceedings of a 1907 conference at Greensboro,

North Carolina, of the International Sunday School
Association, field superintendents and state secretaries
wrote, "we soon discovered by further personal investigation

that Negroes are intense denominationalists.

"

They found

that blacks felt tremendous loyalty to their own

denominations, and had "little time or money left for

interdenominational organization."

The nature of the living

and working conditions for blacks in the South partially

explained their reluctance to participate in the movements

associated with the Social Gospel.

Meager incomes prevented

blacks from giving money to causes outside their
denomination.

In addition, the cost of conventions

prohibited participation of blacks and their inability to
control their own time "presented a serious obstacle to our
work," the report continued.

Its disappointed conclusion

was that "the Negroes were not ready to reap the advantages
of interdenominational work."

Other evidence reveals similar tensions between
reformers who organized out of a common intellectual
interest and the blacks whose well-being they sought to
ensure.

A conference of philanthropists, business people,

religious activists, and black leaders met in 1908 in
Clifton, Massachusetts, and published a book based on their

:
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meeting entitled An Era of Progress and Promise:

ThP,

Religious. Moral and Educat ional Development of the Amprirp.n

Negro Since His Emancipation

.

The report emphasized that

political change would not remedy the dire conditions for

blacks and "industrial training and the acguisition of

property must be underwritten by morality and religion."
The authors praised the effects that religion had wrought in

transforming blacks from "savages" to "Christians" but
lamented that, because "no other organization is so

encouraged by the white Neighbors of the Negroes," it has
forced blacks to be "shut up to the church" and caused

educated black men to be "shut up to the service of the
church.

"^^

These reformers also complained about the intense

denominationalism of African-Americans, which they
interpreted as a "stage in the development of Negro
churches"
The point has not been reached, however, in
the progress of these denominations, when
cooperative relations in carrying forward
special phases of religious activity, now so
generally recognized as common to all
evangelical churches, may be entered into
Denominationalism makes
and maintained.
demands up to the limit of the ability of
the average church member to answer. It
follows from this that in whatever way help
is extended to the Negro churches in
advancing any of their departments of work,
full recognition must be given^ to their
denominational predilections.
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Albeit tinged by a sense of the superiority of
nondenominational thinking, these comments did represent

a

realization that conditions in the black community itself

would frustrate the best laid plans of extending the crossdenominational Protestant crusade to blacks and would
influence the nature of reform work among them.
No less authorities than W. E. B. DuBois and E.

Franklin Frazier noted the same tendencies among African-

Americans toward strong denominationalism.

DuBois went

further to say that social life was centered on the
congregation.

In 1903, his Atlanta University study on

religion among blacks stated that "today the Negro

population of the U.

S.

is virtually divided into church

congregations which are the real units of race" experience.
He attributed this localism to the African-American past.

White domination during slavery caused the church to be "the
first distinctively Negro American social institution"

because religion was "the sole surviving social institution
of the African fatherland."

The suppression of other

organizations caused the church "to become the center of
amusements, of what little spontaneous economic activity
remained, of education, and of all social intercourse."
a result of the central ity of the local church,

strong

27
loyalties to particular denominations persisted.
»

E.

Franklin Frazier interpreted denominationalism as

resulting from the backwardness of black religion.

"A

As

social atmosphere of repression" prevented the "self-

realization" of African-American individuals, creating a

"psychology of the sick" including
culture, and even physique.
wrote,

a

deviant personality,

"The religion of the Negro," he

"has been characterized as the religion of death.

is for 'dying souls'."

It

While critical of the black church,

however, he blamed the harsh social environment for what he

called the "malady" of blacks and their institutions.

Equating that environment with white oppression, his
interpretation thus implied a need for social change.^®
Some settlement workers, however, cited what they

considered the primitive stage of development of the black
church as a reason not to engage in the reform of race
relations.

Charles Cooper of the Kingsley Association in

Pittsburgh showed intolerance of African-American traditions
when he stated that "I am personally certain that the best
colored leadership is not sufficient for the best
[settlement] work today."

He wrote that blacks "themselves

are behind" and black leaders "immediately thrown out of

gear" when the issue of race came up in conversation.

Particularly, Cooper deplored their denominationalism:

-

Denominational lines in the colored churches
are what they used to be in the white
churches forty years ago. They are so
jealous of one another and have not reached
the spirit of cooperation and tolerance that
white Protestants have; and in the second
place they are jealous of the settlement
especially if any of its activities fall on
hours in which the neighborhood churches
In a
have their meetings and services.
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colored neighborhood where there are several
colored churches it is almost impossible to
find hours in which some church may not have
some activity.
The denominationalism among African-Americans seemed to
some

white settlement workers sufficiently frustrating to suspend
"the spirit of cooperation and tolerance" altogether.

Many of the most successful institutions conducting
activities with Afro-Americans managed to work through

denominational churches or at the very least, to keep
focus on religion itself.

a

main

In 1930, the Federal Council of

Churches of Christ in America published

a

handbook entitled

The Social Work of the Churches that revealed a remarkable

number of efforts for improved interracial relations and
better conditions for blacks, summing up work conducted in
the previous few decades.

The handbook's editor,

F.

Ernest

Johnson, included religious organizations as diverse as the

various Protestant denominations, the Society of Friends,
the Unitarians, the Catholic church, and the Jewish

communions.

The book summarized specific techniques and

theories of social service, and included social

pronouncements of the various churches on issues ranging
from minimum wage and maximum hours legislation, regulation
of labor for women and children, unemployment insurance,

legalization of unions and collective bargaining, and

housing improvement and health measures.

A significant concern of the churches was interracial

cooperation.

Social pronouncements from the Unitarian,

Congregational, Catholic, Methodist Episcopal Church, South,
and the Federal Council of Churches favored equal rights for
blacks.

In addition, the Baptist, Episcopal, and Jewish

organizations all condemned mob violence and advocated antilynching legislation.

The Federal Council of Churches

stated that,
Negroes should be fully recognized as
Americans and fellow citizens, given equal
economic and professional opportunities,
increasing participation in all community
affairs; a spirit of friendship and
cooperation should obtain between the white
and the colored people. North and South.
They should have parks, playgrounds, equal
wages for equal work, adequate schools,
equal facilities and courtesy when
traveling, adequate housing, lighting and
sanitation, police protection and equality
before the law. Especially should the
barbarism of lynching be condemned by public
opinion and abolished by vigorous measures
and penalties.

These pronouncements represented concerns that led to
concrete actions on the part of some churches.

As

subsequent examples will illustrate, their work often
included all the functions of a settlement house, and

sometimes more.
On the other hand, the National Federation of

Settlements remained committed to discouraging what it
deemed unenlightened denominational community work.

Coupled

with a Northern, urban bias, this view translated into
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policies that unintentionally, but systematically, excluded
Southern settlement houses from their organization, and

especially those conducting reform work among blacks.

The

NFS believed that denominationalism would enhance racial and

ethnic hostilities, and so contradicted the very purpose of

settlement work.
In fact,

in order to articulate their ideal, settlement

workers often felt the need to define their work in
opposition to church missions.

In the formative years of

the national organization, settlement workers thought they

needed to carve out a more definite self-image.

refusing to follow the dictates of

a

The goal of

religious creed fit the

progressive trend of inter-denominationalism as well as the

modernist movements of scientism, cosmopolitanism, and
experimental social education.

The Ethical Culture Society,

with which the settlement movement exchanged participants
and ideas, was the guiding spirit of many Northern and

Midwestern, urban settlement workers.

John Love joy Elliott, one of the mentors of the Ethical
Culture school, wrote that "ethical religion" stressed
social morality, whereas churches and schools merely

addressed individual morality.

In 1915, he defined Ethical

Culture as a new religion based on cooperation and mutual
respect

— the

inspiration for a "new social work."

Rather

than charity, he thought, settlement workers helped instill

self-respect which was necessary for social regeneration.
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This view held that conversion entailed more than the

personal experience of the divine, but also an awakening
of
social conscience.

The convert grasped the divinity of

daily human life; like the breath of God, the inspiration
for becoming a good citizen infused the individual.

"We are

learning to say Man, Humanity, with a significance not less
sacred than that which men formerly meant when they said
God," Elliott wrote.

Unlike the church, which did not tend to awaken social
conscience, he thought, the group work conducted by

settlements encouraged cooperation, fraternity, and
awareness: "The settlement should become in the long run a

kind of social church, engaged in developing the cooperative
life of the neighborhood, developing social vision."

Settlement work should aim at drawing out the "creative
social powers" of all people, a task Elliott likened, in an

interesting simile, to that of a "religious mission.
A later article in The Standard

,

"^^

organ of the Ethical

Culture school, contrasted, as its title indicated, "The

Community Church and the Ethical Movement."

It portrayed

the settlement and the Ethical movement as far superior to

the community church.

While the church might try

successfully to create an ecumenical "civic family," it
could never wholly escape "the preposterous sin of

sectarianism."

While a church might embrace "Hindus,

Bahaists, Christians, Jews, Mohammedans, Theists, Atheists,

Liberals, Orthodox," it has the
impossible task of finding a
method Of worship that suits all
alike.
Ethical religion
more closely approaches the ideal
of a "people's university"
complete with spiritual and moral
functions by abandoning
the element of worship.

The universalism of this theory did
not translate well
into practice, however, at least in
the case of the
St.

Louis Ethical culture Society.
I

Reflecting on the World War

and post-war era, both blacks and whites
surveyed

suggested that the Ethical Culture Society and
its
settlement house did nothing memorable for race

relations.

In fact, the Society failed to take a strong
position on the
race question and one person revealed its policy
of

segregation by simply saying, "I wish they would admit

Negroes to Membership in the Ethical Society.

"^^

After the war, the settlement movement underwent

period of self-criticism and revision of goals.

a

The failure

of the ethical vision in the first World War, the debate

over immigration restriction and its outcome in the National

Origins Act of 1924, the hegemony of capital over labor, the

development of corporate welfarism, the advent of Community
Chest funding, and the introduction of psychiatric social

work were some factors that caused this self-examination.''^
Regardless of the influx of blacks into urban areas during
and after the war, settlement workers still appeared to

believe that their primary clientele was the immigrant
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population.

Although leaders of the NFS
maintained an eerie
silence on the issue of blacks,
the raising of questions
about the purpose of the movement
significantly coincided
with the great migration of blacks
into the immediate

neighborhoods of settlement houses.
Settlement workers' concern with
reevaluating their
work also arose in response to outside
attacks.
The_Century
Magazine, for example, ran an article
that questioned the
very purpose of settlements.
it especially faulted
the

movement for trying to conduct courses of
liberal education
among working people who would rather have
evenings

free for

recreation.

Rather than taxing "tired bodies and tired

minds" with "history or geography or mathematics
or
language," "settlements should find

work more directly related to

economic advancement; that

is,

a

a

type of educational

student's social and
focus on the problems of the

job rather than depending upon the mere itch for culture."

The article proposed that settlement workers, disguised as
floor managers, "but who would be in reality teachers,"

should observe workers on the job, using "the mistakes and
the problems that arise hourly as cues for direct

instruction in the finer and more effective carrying out of
the employees' duties.

"'''

This plan plainly portrayed

settlements as nothing more than an arm of capital, an image
that would be anathema to any settlement worker.
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Other criticism took more subtle
forms.
Published in
1922, Sinclair Lewis's popular novel
Babbitt depicted
Babbitt's daughter, Verona, as an
aimless young woman with a
vague desire to do social work,
but more for the image she
had in mind than genuine concern:
"I want to contribute-l
wish I were working in a settlement-house.
i wonder if i
could get one of the department-stores
to let
me put in a

welfare-department with a nice rest-room and
chintzes and
wicker chairs." Babbitt sputtered furiously
in response

about how "all this uplift and flipflop and
settlement-work
and recreation is nothing in God's world but
the entering
wedge for socialism. "^^ While Lewis invited the
reader to
laugh at Babbitt's attitude, the lame portrait of
the

settlement house nevertheless makes a strong impression.
Settlement workers themselves experienced doubts about
the success and direction of their work, as exemplified
in

their meetings throughout the 1920s.

Many workers thought

the movement had become too staid because of the growth of

bureaucracy, the passing of the pioneer phase, and the

obsession with efficiency and method.

One settlement leader

concerned with the drift away from activism, Paul Kellogg,

editor of the leading social work journal. The Survey

,

urged

reformers to carry on the tradition of "turning the results
of their swift experimental studies into action."
on:

He went

"We have a tremendous vacuum in American life today;

there is a stronger tendency toward research and
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specialization than toward common
action." Eva Whiting
White Of Elizabeth Peabody House
in Boston thought that the
1920S had brought a period of
reaction and with it a "fad"
in social work to use "a kind
of mechanical
technique, or

the ABC steps of procedure."^'

Many blamed the shift from private
donors to the
community Chest, a centrally administered
city-wide fund
donated by businesses for a variety of
philanthropic
efforts, for a trend among settlements
toward political
conservatism. Kellogg asserted that "the Community
Chests
are rather nervous when any organization
takes up a thing

with teeth in it."^°

Jane Addams's stress on the settlement

as an experimental institution, forever responding
to the

needs of particular neighborhoods, seemed threatened
by the

fragmentation of many settlement functions into other

specialized agencies.

in a society of increasingly

institutionalized services, the integrated settlement had to

reconsider its role.

A reevaluation of the difference

between church and settlement work, still a primary concern,
inevitably ensued.

A concerted effort to unite with the

church in improving conditions for black Americans might

have answered the settlement workers' questions about the
future of their work, but instead their struggles with the
issue of religion ruled out this possibility.

The Topics for Discussion of the Executive Committee of
the NFS for a 1923 meeting included "discussion of questions
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raised by the growth of settlements
organized under
denominational auspices and carried
on by leaders supplied
through missionary training schools."
"what shall
be the

policy of the National Federation
toward the admission of
such houses?" it asked/i Following
the theoretical
guidelines of the mentors of the movement,
the Execut ive

Committee decided in 1924 "that care be
exercised that no
organization or settlement form for propaganda
of religion
or other dogma be included in membership. "^2
Ironically,

around the same time,

a

discussion of interracial work took

place.

Mary Simkovitch pointed out that it is easy
for
settlements to limit their work and influence to one

or two

dominant races in the neighborhood.

"Spot maps" that

charted the ethnic composition of settlement neighborhoods
showed "queer holes" and "these sometimes mean local

colonies of foreign groups not reached by the settlements,"
she said.

Hindsight suggests that these "queer holes" were

often inhabited by recent black migrants.

The only concrete

action proposed for working with blacks, however, was
inviting "an outstanding Negro" to address the next NFS

Conference on Interracial Cooperation.*'

Tortured discussions of the settlement's changing role
and position in the community continued to revolve around

the issue of religion.

In 1928, the question of admitting

religious houses into the National Federation arose during a

discussion about whether to admit a particular house.

sr.

Graham Taylor of Chicago Commons
thought the question
involved much more than the
policies of one house.
"what
[a]

religious institution?

what is [a] mission?

is

what is

settlement house?" the minutes of
an Executive Committee
meeting read. Another worker
thought that a religious house
that served a partisan neighborhood
[a]

was acceptable, although

"personally

mistake."

[I]

think religious propeg[ation]

great

a

He wondered what would happen if
the composition

of the neighborhood changed,

an increasingly pressing matter

as blacks moved into immigrant neighborhoods.

Albert

Kennedy questioned whether churches should
be able to use
settlement houses, and Charles Cooper chimed
in,

swimfming] pool

[could be] used for baptisms!"

"[the]

Mary

Simkovitch advocated admitting religious houses as
long as
they did not use propaganda, but Graham Taylor judged

it too

"hard to determine propaganda."

They eventually agreed that

"it always got back to what is a Sett lement
[

knows.

That's the trouble.

]

.

No one

"^^

In 1928, the Executive Committee of the NFS again

addressed the Issue of religion, revealing the reasons for

their great concern.

Graham Taylor feared public

misunderstanding of the settlement house, saying that he was
"afraid of propaganda and religious agencies since [the]

public regards all on [an] equal status."

About the

committee's policy on admitting church settlements, Taylor
thought it would be better to exclude those religious
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agencies that were "the real thing"
than to include those
that did not conduct true
settlement work, "and so guard
our
fundamental power." Revealing that
this power was already
somewhat threatened, Taylor insisted
that the NFS needed a
"group standard" to avoid being
"prey to points of view
of

[the]

stray inquirer."

His words took on an even more

embattled tone when he said, "if we
don't hang together, we
will all hang separately "^^
.

Other members of the Executive Committee
shared this
defensiveness, expressing a need to distinguish
between the
settlement house and other organizations they
saw

encroaching on their territory.

Lillian Wald, New York's

Henry Street Settlement founder and pioneer in
settlement
work, announced that "the time has come again to
have a

definition [of a settlement house]!"

Albert Kennedy obliged

her by citing four types of agencies calling themselves

settlements along with their raison d'etre:
Missions, to change opinion, 2. Jewish,
Protestant, Catholic, to reinforce faith and
mode [of] life, 3. Clubs and organizations
like Y[MCA and YWCA] 's, and 4. Settlements
which are strictly local and belonging to
one definite district.**
1.

In response to a statement about the great number of

agencies that sought membership in the NFS, Kennedy alluded
to the possible threat to the funding of other houses by the

Community Chests:
think Settlements would be hurt by [the]
inclusion of Missions.
[It would]
debase currency as it were.
[It would]
[I]

.

.

.

.
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appear representative to the
public.
They
do stereotyped work rather
than fal
^""^ experimental type of work
[The Community] Chests might
average as representative of take [thef'
[the] whole!
The need to please the Community
Chests arose in the same
meeting concerning labor and
interracial relations, citing
the example of businessmen's
withdrawal of support from J ane
Addams because of her pacifism during
World War I, Graham

Taylor wondered whether houses could
take stands on
controversial questions.
if settlement workers expressed
their views, "how long would we remain
in [the] chest?"

Helen Hall added that "controversial
questions [were] taboo"
and Frances Ingram cited a case where
"a child labor group
was asked to cease propaganda until after
[a] campaign."
Other members cited criticism from schools of
social work
and comments by academics to "keep the whole
sociological

movement in [the] realm of the transcendental—the safest
place of alll"

George Bellamy, of Hiram House in Cleveland,

thought the Chest system led to

a

"lot of other agencies

getting disciplined as well," adding, "we're not the only
ones sweating under this situation."

He suggested that

outside endowments would make settlements independent again,

though they could still rely on Chests for support for the
"accepted type of activities."

Other committee members

disliked the restraining presence of the Chest, but thought
Bellamy's proposal would never meet Chest approval.*^
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Kennedy proposed detaching
the settlement "altogether
from philanthropic work"
and becoming devoted entirely
to

education by having all houses
associate with a university.
John L. Elliott exclaimed that
this would constitute
"education at [a] low level!"
others pointed out that
settlements had many other functions
they would not want to
sacrifice.
Elliott admitted that other institutions
could
conceivably conduct some programs
such as those in the

"arts, music and health" but that
the settlement used these

uniquely in "the interests of

a

higher life."

The daily

concerns of practical programs put the burden
of keeping up
a broader vision upon the national
organization,
and,

vision has failed us," Elliott thought.

Expressing the

general sentiment of the committee, he said,
"we need

emphasis

"this

a

new

"^®
.

In the 1920s, this "new emphasis" was a bone
of

contention.

Some settlement workers did propose cooperating

with other national groups working on similar issues such as
"emigration."

Mary Simkovitch also thought that "more

hospitality" and not more exclusiveness would make the

settlement's future more promising.

Cooper acknowledged

that "religion does motivate [the] life of many of our
people.

[The] Settlement has [the]

function of getting

religious groups to appreciate and understand each other."
He continued:
aloofness.

"[There] must be some other way than

[We]

should unite all other groups."^'

While

these sentiments hinted at a
tantalizing possibility for
united reform, the fear of
propaganda dominated,

as did th

need to establish the settlement's
identity as opposed to
other institutions.
in the same year, plans to
set up an
interracial conference ironically
revolved around united
"social and religious organizations,"
the two types of
organizations admittedly most interested
in improved race
relations.
The failure of settlement workers
to grasp the
impact of their exclusive policy toward
religious work
reinforces Elliott's idea that their original
vision had
somehow failed them. At the moment of
redefinition of the
movement, narrow vision, paranoia resulting
from the fear

(

budget cuts, concern with institutional uniqueness
and
image, along with fears of losing power, all
limited the

possibilities latent in the settlement movement's second
generation.
The question of admitting religious houses to the NFS

arose perennially, allowing for the possibility of

reversal of this stance.

a

The NFS's intense commitment to

discouraging denominational work, coupled with

a

Northern,

urban bias, translated into concrete action that

systematically excluded reformers from other regions, and
those most likely to conduct work among blacks.

The view

that denominationalism would enhance racial and ethnic

hostilities and contradicted the very purpose of settlement

work led to

a

policy that inadvertently furthered social
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disunity.

AS an indication of the
severe implications of
this policy for houses in the
South, the example of Kingsley
House run by Frances Ingram,
known fondly as "the Jane
Addams of the South," stands out.
It had a policy of
working out race divisions, reasoning
that "all helpful
experiments will have a national and
even an international
meaning." As it was formed in a
Northern, urban context,
following the NFS s ideal meant sacrificing
power in the
South.
Kingsley House had a great difficulty
affecting
policy, for the very reason that it was
the only non•

sectarian house in New Orleans. ^°
Regardless of the cultural differences between
the
Northern and Southern context for settlements,
reservations
about admitting church-related houses continued
to preoccupy
the NFS. White women of the Methodist Episcopal
Church,

South, ran a number of settlements for both whites and

blacks.

This activity took root in the 1880s with the

establishment of the Women's Home Mission Society that arose

partly out of the urge to provide assistance to the freedmen
and women.

By the 1930s,

integrated staffs operated

settlements throughout the South, although the clientele

remained segregated into Bethlehem Houses for blacks and

Wesley Houses for whites.
In 1935, for example, the Bethlehem Center in

Nashville, Tennessee, applied for membership.

In response

to this particular request for admission, the NFS warned
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that admission might "make

a

precedent in regard to certain
houses having church connections."
a subsequent visit
revealed that the house in question
was an exemplary
settlement house in a black
neighborhood with an interracial
staff dedicated to improved race
relations.
The house
conducted religious work, but "not
of any denominational
character" in spite of its backing by
the Methodist
Episcopal Church. The house won a
favorable recommendation
and the NFS circumvented the religious
question by making
clear the exceptional quality of the
particular
house:

As to the question of precedent for other
houses under the direction of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, South, it is of
considerable higher standard than their
other centers.
These would not be
considered eligible, either in standard of
work or in attitude on the religious
question.
.

.

The admission of Bethlehem House was accompanied by
the

assurance that "there is some religious work,

...

but this

is a Protestant inter-denominational school in a totally

Protestant community" so it was therefore acceptable."
The belief that settlements with a large element of

religion in their programs were doctrinaire made the NFS

continually stress the distinction between what they

continued to call "missions" and settlements.

Membership and Standards Committee developed

The
a list of

criteria for admission, trying to articulate the nuances
that made a religious settlement unacceptable.

A shift
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began to occur in the next
few years, however, as
settlement
workers underwent yet another
period of self-examination.
This time, causes for alarm
included the New Deal's
assumption of many roles traditionally
played by local
agencies, as well as the departure
of workers from the Works
Progress Administration who had
greatly assisted settlements
during the early and mid-1930s.^^
In the late 1930s, the NFS became
engulfed in a growing

awareness that the Hull -House model no
longer applied and
thus new guidelines for admission into
the national
organization required updating. in 1937, the
original
criterion spelled out in 1911 by Albert Kennedy
that a

settlement operate within an "open intellectual
systemunderwent review. The Board of Directors realized

that

actually "we did take a stand within

a

closed intellectual

system which had as its basis democratic ideals,"
although
"we are open minded in our approach in that it coincides

with demands of democratic procedure."

That procedure only

came into play after exclusion of those settlements not

considered qualified, as they admitted: "Sometimes we act in
a dictatorial way in the interests of what we think is

right.""
At the same time, a slight softening of the rigid

stance on religion took place:
Some felt that the religious needs of the
neighborhood are just as important as
others, but if the settlement is working in
a given district and the examination of the
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needs of the neighborhood
showed that

The address of religious
"needs" reflected a new
approach
toward settlement work that was
increasingly reactive,
professional, and systematized.
Criteria for admissiln of
new houses no longer stressed
open-mindedness, but
efficiency, stability, and adequate
facilities.
Ironically,
this change paved the way for the
long overdue recognition
and admission of religiously affiliated
houses, but well
after the pioneering years of these
church missions when
they sought to effect lasting social
change as well
as to

help individuals.

Settlement workers acknowledged that they

had a new focus, emphasizing the "adjustment
of the
particular individual" as much as the alteration

of the

basic structures of local and national life.

In fact,

in a

list of the purposes of settlement work, community
work was

only one item along with work with individuals and
groups
and the delivery of services.

settlement

— residence

The fundamental definition of

in a poor neighborhood

— also

diminished in importance at this time.^^
These trends helped change the NFS's view toward

religious work.

No longer seen as competition, missions and

religious settlements seemed bona fide if they offered the
types of services offered by settlement houses.

When Albert

Kennedy conducted his national questionnaire concerning
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interracial work in settlements,
he was bombarded with
information about religious work.

in the 1940s and 1950s,

the NFS thus suddenly "discovered"
religious work and
interracial work simultaneously.
The heightened awareness
of racism brought on by the
experience of black soldiers in
world war II, the nascent civil
Rights movement,

Nazism, and

post-war racial conflict startled the
NFS into the sudden
realization that improved race relations
should be their

primary concern.
The 1950s finally revealed the problems
of a policy of
exclusion of nearly all church related work.
Religious
work,

involving both blacks and whites, had attempted to
confront race problems for decades, problems that

the NFS

suddenly realized were critical.

Evidence that the religion

barrier needed to be broken long before surfaced in a
statement of the Women's Division of the Board of Missions
in May,

1952.

These women hinted at the existence of

conflicting views within the ranks of religious workers
themselves when they stated that clergymen had often
objected to their work precisely for the reason that it was
not missionary in type.^^
*

*

*

In the 194 0s, the survey conducted by Albert Kennedy

provided a plethora of information on religious settlement

work that concerned race relations, tragically filling in a
picture retrospectively of an opportunity missed by the
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settlement movement.

The blindness of many
leaders of the
mainstream movement that resulted
from regionalism,

urbanism, and nondenominational
progressivism, fortunately
need not be repeated by future
students of the movement.
A review of the many attempts
by organizations with
religious affiliations to address
issues concerning race
reveal the limits of the settlement
"method" that actually
worked against its goals when it came
to blacks.
The desire
to be scientific, secular in a style
they thought

democratic, cosmopolitan, and progressive
kept settlement
workers from approaching their ideal of
responsiveness

to

the nascent social problems of their
neighborhoods, cities,
and nation.
Their ideals thwarted a potentially powerful
union with those groups interested in improving
race

relations and foiled the possibility of infusing these

movements—admittedly often provincial and limited by their
own agendas— with the broader vision of social ethics.
In 1937,

Frances Ingram of Neighborhood House in

Louisville, Kentucky, published an article entitled "The

Settlement Movement in the South," in which she described an
extensive number of houses in that region.

She noted that

at the turn of the century, "the settlement movement gained

impetus in the South":

"Churches, missionary societies,

federations of Women's Clubs, kindergarten associations, the
Council of Jewish Women, nurses, sororities, and
individuals, were all fired by its idealism."

She described
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settlements piloted by industrial
schools, the Women's
Christian Temperance Union, colleges,
and church
organizations, in communities from
Washington D. c. and
Baltimore to the mountains of
Harlan
County, Kentucky.

Citing the primary problem of the
South as the economic
structure, she noted that the system
of tenant farming was
considered the "curse of the South."

The sharecroppers, "a

dissatisfied group," migrated from "farm
to farm and from
state to state" and eventually into the
city.

Unadapted to the city conditions, he [the
migrant worker] is unequipped educationally
and industrially to compete with the city
man.
He is most likely to travel into the
poorer sections and become discouraged by
a
lack of opportunity, whereupon he returns
to
the country; soon dissatisfied, however, he
returns to the city.^®
Ingram's observation echoed that of settlement
workers who
aimed their work at immigrants.

Aware of these conditions, certain churches and
associations, by establishing settlements and centers, tried
to help migrants adapt to new communities since the turn of

the century.

Ingram cited the Women's Missionary Society of

the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, which established its
first settlement in 1901 and later built many others "in

cotton mill districts, in foreign-speaking sections, in

mining centers, near fish canneries, among Mexicans, Cubans,
French Arcadians, and Negroes, also in rural districts."
Others conducting work included Presbyterians and the

women's Missionary Union, an
auxiliary of the Southern
Baptist convention.^' These
Southern efforts were mirrored
by various organizations in
other regions. Religious
associations particularly interested
in improving
race

relations included the YWCAs, other
white Protestant
denominations, and the black churches,
especially the
African Methodist Episcopal Church.
Several examples will
illustrate the scope of social reforms
conducted under
religious auspices well before the onset
of an organized
Civil Rights movement, and also well before
the recognition
by the NFS of the primacy of the situation
of blacks
in

America in the goal of social harmony and
national selfimprovement.
Black churches themselves often conducted settlement

work along with their worship services, to the best of
their
abilities considering their often tight or non-existent
budgets.

In particular, the AME institutional churches

often combined welfare, employment, education, insurance,

savings and loan, and many other functions.

The AME

Institutional Church on South Dearborn in Chicago,

established by Reverend Reverdy
1900.

C.

Ransom, was built in

Founded to administer social work among what was then

the largest black community in the city, the settlement

included a building with a 1400-seat auditorium, a Sunday
School, a church, a kindergarten, a day nursery, music

classes, a reading room, a library, a voice training
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department, and an employment
bureau.

it conducted clubs,

classes, lectures, and night
classes in stenography and
typing.
This ambitious worK was,
however, curtailed becaus
of lack of funds and Ransom
left within a few years.
Another effort in Chicago, the
Olivet Baptist Church,
had a huge membership of 9,069 in
1919.
The center

maintained an employment department,
kindergarten, and a day nursery.

a

rooming directory,

a

its organization included

forty-two auxiliaries and sixteen employees.

The Riot

Commission Report published after the Chicago
Riot of 1919
found that the church was one of the
strongest

institutions

among blacks, as it was often the only "social
institution
with an unhampered opportunity for development."
The

Commission observed a multitude of churches conducting
employment bureaus, lectures, community programs,
parties,
meetings, recreation and amusements, social-service

departments, basketball teams, and literary societies.

One

such center, the People's Church and Metropolitan Community
Center, organized by a group that withdrew from the Bethel

AME church in 1920, raised $22,000 from its members in five

months in order to establish a community center for several
thousand blacks in Chicago.

An explosion of churches with

extensive, integrated programs akin to those of settlement

houses accompanied the migration of blacks during and after

World War l/^
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other institutional churches
included the Trinity
Mission established a few years
later by Bishop R. r.
Wright, Jr., who went on to be
president of the Colored
Protective Association in Philadelphia
after the First World
War, an association dedicated to
defending blacks against
racial persecution. The Association
and the AME church
established the Richard Allen House for
black migrants to
"come and get free lodging, meals, and
service until they
could locate a permanent place," but it only
operated during
the years of peak migration during and after
the war.
Later

Wright founded the Goodwill Service Center, an
AME community
organization in Memphis, Tennessee."

Another example reveals a concrete reason why efforts
among blacks sometimes might not have appeared to equal
the

renowned Northern settlements—lack of wealthy donors.

The

Congregational Church established the Barnwell Community

Center in Beaumont, Texas, named after a superintendent of

black Congregational churches,

H.

S.

Barnwell.

The center

aimed at promoting "community solidarity, happiness, health,

good citizenship and highest Christian ideals" among the

black neighbors it served, through the departments of
"Religious, Moral and Health Education."

It provided a

meeting place for the Boy Scouts, the community Recreation
Council, the Goodwill Council, and other civic

organizations, and organized the local YMCA until it became
a branch of the white YMCA funded by the Community Chest.
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Paralleling the settlement's goals
and "having no interest
in creeds, it seeks to lift
to higher levels
the lives of

those who come within her sphere
of influence.""
In the 1920s, the church bought
property for an
adjoining playground, and established
a social service
department during the 1930s. The
department investigated
700 cases of blacks in need, distributed
700 cords of wood
and 3,000 garments. Responding to
the severe crisis of the
depression, Barnwell also established
eight "community
unemployment gardens and wood yards" as well
as a clinic for
those who could not afford medical care.
Called the

Community Health Home, the clinic served as
the only
hospital providing competent care to blacks and
allowing
black nurses and doctors to practice. In 1939,
the center
was self-sufficient and able to separate from the
Congregational church, but continued to be supported

primarily through donations and denominational contributions
from throughout the country.

In 1940,

Barnwell initiated an

insurance program, the Barnwell Sympathetic Benevolent
Association, which resembled the mutual aid societies

prevalent in black communities since the eighteenth century.
Members paid one dollar per month in return for free
clinical care, twenty-five days of free hospitalization per
year, and "a respectable burial at death."

The elderly for

whom it was difficult or impossible to obtain old-age
insurance "found it a balm."

In 194 2, a Home for Negro

—
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Youths opened its doors to assist
juvenile delinquents and
yearly Community Christmas Tree
started to help the poor,
in addition, the center housed
a branch of the public
library.
194 6, the General Director of the
house

m

.

wrote,

'

"the center has made itself felt
in many ways; reclaiming
the lives of those it has worked
with physically, socially,

morally and spiritually."^
In Philadelphia, Benezet House
attempted to work among

both blacks and whites to improve race
relations as well as
living conditions for blacks. Under the
auspices of the
Society of Friends, the house formed in
1920 as a

combination of Locust St. Mission Association,
the Western
District Colored School, and the Joseph Sturge
Colored

Mission Sunday School.

The City Welfare Federation helped

support the settlement until 1935, when dwindling funds
from
the Quakers caused the house to disband. Under the
Crime

Prevention Association, a boys club of 2000 members
continued, as did an Adult Bible Class of 80 members, which

had existed since 1910.

In spite of its religious

orientation, Benezet directed settlement work through its

day nursery, kindergarten, school classes, boys and girls
clubs, and family visiting.

The house sought to conduct

interracial work with the unique combination of offering
"first, the type of social work which is needed by thousands

of Negroes in a big city in common with many other groups
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and second, cooperation and
fellowship without fear or
favor
between members of the two races.""

Running classes in "hygiene and
habits," and sewing and
cooking for women, and day-care
programs for children, the
house aimed to address the needs
of the entire family "from
toddling beginners with pigtails
erect to grey-haired old
ladies and their toothless husbands."
it provided
babysitting, classes in carpentry,
basketball tournaments,
and other athletic opportunities, and
claimed to direct
"youthful energies into more wholesome
channels than
the

nearby poolrooms and dance halls."

While this definition of

"wholesome" is subjective and has paternalistic
overtones,
the provision of day-care and classes in
trades alone must
have been welcomed warmly by the working-class
blacks
the

house was able to reach, judging by its membership.

The

house offered day-care to twenty to thirty children,
including bathing and food.

in regular activities, the

average attendance was 150, ranging in age from six months
to ninety-eight years old.

In the 1920s, the house's

concern with race relations far surpassed the norm for most

whites and from the vantage point of Benezet House, the
Friends had an optimistic outlook: "As we try to help, in
our various capacities as workers, visitors, Sunday school
teachers, and board members, we find that 'color lines' are

quietly disappearing of our common concern."'^
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This kind of interracial work,

a

rare effort in

settlement work, encountered great
obstacles.
religious organizations pressed
on anyway.

Many

The Rankin

Christian Center, for instance,
developed as a project of
the National Home Mission
Societies of the Northern Baptist
Convention in cooperation with the
Pittsburgh Baptist
Association following a survey of the
Inter-Church
World

Movement.
Rankin,

m

the survey found that ten percent
of the
Pennsylvania, population was black, about
sixty
1920,

percent recent immigrants, and the rest
native-born white.
Settlement work began primarily for immigrants,

but in 1924,

blacks applied to use the facilities.
settlements, the house initiated

a

Like some

bi-racial policy,

allowing blacks to occupy the building for one
day

a

week,

under the supervision of their own leaders while the
regular
staff took a day off.
By 1930, the black population
had

doubled and

a

club room.

Gradually,

second day was added, along with
a

a

separate

policy of scheduling blacks and

whites on all days in the same building got under way.

If

they could afford it, native and immigrant whites deserted
the neighborhood.*'^
By 1940, blacks constituted nearly thirty percent of

the community, but made up a much higher concentration of
the Immediate environs of Rankin house.

city opened

a

In the 1940s, the

Housing Project at the urging of the center.

Racial tensions flared, kept the project segregated, and
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prohibited cooperation between
the comnunity center and
the
housing project. Whites resented
the presence of any
blacks, especially since the
black population was growing.
Blacks who had inhabited the
neighborhood

for years resented

the influx of Southern blacks
as well as the new
segregationist tendency of whites.
Whites refused to
associate with blacks at tenant
councils and recreational
activities.
From 1930 to 1945, the center
operated as a
settlement house with denominational
backing, and not a

missionary group.

Racial tension flared in certain

activities and receded in others, such as
educational
classes, leaders' institutes, track team,

and the well baby

clinic.

Mass activities like the library, gameroom,
and
playground, were integrated, but usually dominated
by blacks
because "1. other facilities for Negro youth are
almost non-

existent in this area,

places to go, and

3.

2.

White young people have more other

Parental approval of interracial policy

by Negro parents versus disapproval by white parents."

The

integrated staff persisted in running most activities,

presenting their plans as a "de facto development" to the
Board of Directors, which did not approve of "programs and

policies designed to promote inter-racial participation."^
Other interracial experiments conducted under religious
auspices included efforts of the YWCA, which as early as
1915 organized a conference to conduct work among black

girls in the South and within decades had established some
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Of the earliest integrated
social institutions/' The
Board
Of Home Missions of the
Congregational Christian Churches,
through the American Missionary
Association, also attempted
to better conditions for blacks
by establishing rural life
schools Which aimed "to bring whole
groups of farmers out of
the Sharecropper or Tenant class
into the class of
landowners and home owners." The
schools helped train black
ministers, offered classes in cooperative
canning, cooking,
and homemaking, and provided important
information on
farming, and crop rotation.
Schools helped in cooperative

communities such as Dorchester, Georgia, with
programs such
as the Friendly Service Department, which
reconditioned and
sold clothing at low cost.^°

Other similar efforts embraced centers such as
the
ecumenical Church of All Nations and Neighborhood House
in
New York City, which sought to "demonstrate that people
of

various races, nationalities and religions can live and work
together."

An integrated staff of African-Americans,

Asians, and Caucasians, with religious leanings from Greek

Orthodox to Jewish, set an example for the membership whose
composition reflected the house leaders' diversity.

While

this type of effort was unusual, denominational work often

aimed at a similar acceptance of diversity, as did
settlements conducted under the auspices of the Lutheran and
the Presbyterian ministries.

In 1945, Albert Kennedy also

mentioned the Bronx House and Council House in New York City

as settlements that conducted
work with blacks under
Jewi^r
auspices.

Albert Kennedy acknowledged that
Presbyterian conununity
centers in Louisville, Kentucky,
had long been on the
forefront of combatting white racism
while offering needed
services to blacks. These included
the Hope Community
Center and the Grace Community Center,
both operated by the
Presbyterian Colored Missions.^ The
Board of National
Missions also established a Presbyterian
church
and

"Christian Service Center" in the heart
of the "interracial" area of West Oakland, California,
sending a black
pastor. Reverend John Dillingham, to develop
a social
center,
with degrees from Shaw University, Crozer

Theological Seminary, and Yale University, Dillingham
had
great range of experience from teaching in a
Southern

a

college, to pastoring churches and attending
international

conferences.

The petition for the organization had

signatures and support from Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana, and
Oklahoma, as well as California.

In addition to the church

auditorium, the center enjoyed the use of additional rooms,

adjacent playgrounds, and athletic fields.

broader goal than merely offering
settlement housed a health clinic,

With a much

place of worship, the

a
a

counseling center, boys

and girls clubs, and other activities comprising an

integrated program of "worship, education, and fellowship"
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seven days a week, not just on
Sundays/^ The center aimed
at improving the quality of
life in the community.
One of the most striking examples
of attempts to
conduct work among blacks were
those of the Women's Home
Mission Society of the Methodist
Episcopal Church,
South.

From the time of its founding in
the 1880s, the Society
endeavored to address the problems of
the "Freedwomen of the
South.
The organization formed in Cincinnati
in 1880 and
as early as 1897, president Belle Bennett
asserted that the

society had "done nothing for the Negroes."
that "the path of duty is plain before us.

she declared
.

.we must

enterprise some special work for this great race
of
people.

"^^

In spite of resistance from the male leaders
of

the church and from local whites, the Society
increasingly

focused on the plight of blacks.

They aspired not to

evangelize, but to improve living conditions with the

cooperation of the black community by establishing
settlement houses.
The Bethlehem House in Augusta, Georgia, began in an

abandoned saloon in 1912 under the supervision of Mary
DeBardeleben, a young women from Alabama who later headed
the house.

The settlement offered boys' and girls' clubs,

sewing and cooking classes, women's work, family visiting, a

well-baby clinic, and a Bible school, and tried to "promote
group cooperation and create a feeling of good will between

white and colored races."

The center also provided a
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"Social work Laboratory" for
training Paine College
students, and other cooperative
programs united the
settlement and the college. An
integrated staff and
advisory board managed facilities
that included club rooms,
a library, an apartment, a
kitchen, a dining
room, a

gymnasium, shower rooms, a work shop,
and a playground.
addition, the house ran extension
programs in the black

m

communities in other parts of the city.
The Methodist Episcopal settlement
workers sometimes
saw their work as a struggle against
black leaders who
resisted the idea of accepting help from whites,
and also
against the majority of the white community who
did not

support the house.

But in spite of discouragements, "the

future looks bright," their reports stated.

In 1945, the

Augusta Bethlehem House was flourishing, turning away as
many kindergartners as they could accept, enrolling members
in Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, basketball tournaments, and

other recreations.

It ran the only gymnasium in the city

available to blacks, a camping program, and a pediatric
clinic.

An interracial, interdenominational advisory board

supervised the project, trying to improve local conditions
for both blacks and whites.

The house also conducted a

Socio-Religious Conference and

a

Goodwill Christmas Program,

both of which had open seating and drew whites and blacks.

Summarizing these efforts, one headworker wrote that "surely
no one can join with a thousand others in singing the
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beautiful Christinas carols without
experiencing a feeling of
unity." With a total budget of
$251,840.72 in 1932, other
Bethlehem Houses for blacks formed
throughout the South, in
cities such as Chattanooga and
Nashville, Tennessee,
Birmingham, Alabama, and Winston-Salem,
North Carolina.^
While this work no doubt had its
paternalistic element,
these examples represent a drastic
contradiction to the
image proffered by the Northern
settlement workers who
stressed the provincial, dogmatic, sectarian
nature of
religious "propaganda." The women of the
Methodist

Episcopal Church, South, had genuine motives,
as evidenced
by the great amount of time and energy poured
into

celebrating the achievements and potential of AfricanAmericans. ^«

To a limited degree, this type of organization

improved communities, if only by offering facilities

hitherto unattainable.

Merely establishing

a

gymnasium for

blacks in a slum district in the context of the early

twentieth century must be considered progressive.

For

impoverished neighbors who lacked access to facilities

serving the most basic needs of working-class life, such as

day-care centers, kindergartens, night schools, and grounds
for recreation and religious worship, all represented an

authentic attempt to infuse the Social Gospel into the less
glamorous, more neglected neighborhoods than the sites of

Hull-House or Henry Street.^

While these religious

organizations differed in some ways from their more

Ill

cosmopolitan sisters, the Northern
and Midwestern settlement
houses, they came a step closer
to addressing the perennial
and still unsolved domestic
parallel to the immigrant
question-the situation of black Americans.
*

In the 1950s, the National
Federation of Settlements

and Neighborhood Centers, as the NFS
was then renamed,
reported on a conference designed to
develop an awareness of
work that resembled settlement work but
operated under
religious auspices.
it noted the formation of the National
Council of the Churches of Christ out of
twenty-nine

denominations interested in social betterment.

The Women's

Division of the Methodist Church, the report went
on,
operated sixteen Bethlehem Houses with integrated staffs
in
largely black neighborhoods. These women thought that

their

work should not be missionary and thus had "come into
conflict with the local clergymen who questioned why the

women should be putting in time and money for neighborhood

work which was not missionary or evangelistic in nature."
The NFSNC had the belated opportunity to glean from the

information it now had that work under denominational

auspices often constituted the best way to gain financial
support, buildings, community acceptance, volunteers, and

membership.

It also had another chance to unite with

religious activists interested in lasting reform.

Instead,

the national organization evoked its time-honored but
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misguided rule: "since settlements
are .eant to provide
common ground where peoples of
all

a

sorts can meet together,

certain formal religious practices
are excluded and Houses'
which evangelize cannot become
members of
the NFSNC."«°

At about the same time, the
Ethical Culture Society's
journal, The Standard reprinted
articles written thirty
years earlier that established the
strict distinction
,

between the "dogmatic creeds" and ethical
religion.
article stated:

One

The Society has never attempted to
substitute a moral creed for the dogmatic or
doctrinal creeds which it repudiated at the
outset.
If an Ethical Society were to
lay down a moral creed then it would
automatically exclude not only all those
persons who in theory dissent, but all those
who in theory assent.
.

.

By struggling so valiantly against dogma, the leaders
of the

settlement movement created

a

new dogma, a new criterion for

exclusiveness, a "closed intellectual system."

In spite of

the ideals of objectivity, progressivism, and

cosmopolitanism, the movement carved out its own provincial

sphere in the midst of the burgeoning industrial city.

Theorists of settlement work erected an edifice of discourse
and thought that blocked the path of their own vows to

respond immediately to the most pressing social problems of

their day and to extend what they saw as the blessings of

American citizenship to the neediest.

Settlement leaders

tragically failed to grasp the truth of their own words.
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that "morality is a matter of
practice.
promise of their own ideals.

They broke the

.
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COMMUNITY CENTERS FOR "TOTAL
EDUCATION":
N AND THE SCHOOL SETTLEMENT
IN THE NEW S

in 1912, Mary White Ovington,
settlement worker and cofounder Of the National Association
for the Advancement of

colored People (NAACP)

,

described a dichotomy in early

twentieth-century thinking about African-Americans.
One
school of thought stressed education
and supported
industrial training in the South. Adherents
thought that
the only solution to the problems of blacks
was

"the slow

education of all of the people," and therefore
refused to
dwell upon "injuries and persecutions." The second

school,

she explained, asserted that "the policy of 'time
and

patience' is outworn."

Violence against blacks,

discriminatory treatment by the courts, disfranchisement,
and unequal distribution of school funds, all mandated what

this school's advocates considered more direct action, such
as the activities of the NAACP.

These two opposing views

were embodied, in the eyes of many contemporaries and
scholars since, in the persons of two of the greatest black
leaders, Tuskegee Institute founder Booker T. Washington and

sociologist W.

E.

B.

DuBois.

The differences between these

two thinkers have often been simplified as a debate over

industrial education versus liberal education, and

accommodation versus agitation.
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The rhetoric and ideology of
these two leaders
undoubtedly clashed. Yet the
abstract polarization of all
efforts for social betterment
into Washingtonian and
DuBoisian camps has prevented an
understanding of the
significance of many concrete social
reform efforts,

especially those in the rural South.

In addition,

positioning the spotlight on this great
debate between two
renowned figures has eclipsed the efforts
of lesser known

individuals, such as a cadre of women, both
black and white,
who undertook reform work in the South.
This chapter will
focus on three of these women and their
efforts to conduct a
form of settlement work in the rural South.
These and other
women engaged in similar efforts have not ordinarily

appeared in accounts of reforms characteristic of the
Progressive Era because of the usual bias toward urban and

Northern reformers.

Under the guise of industrial training,

however, women dedicated to improving race relations

conducted ambitious work among blacks living in some of the
most impoverished regions of the Deep South.

They founded

elementary and secondary industrial schools that served as

nothing less than community centers integrating

a

variety of

social service organizations, local improvement programs,
and educational services.

Although white racism and

economic exploitation severely handicapped their efforts,
these school-settlements aimed at a radical reconstruction
of indigent and demoralized communities.

^
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Booker

Washington modeled Tuskegee on
his alma
mater, Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute in
T.

Hampton,

Virginia.

Under the leadership and ideological
inspiration
of founder Samuel Chapman
Armstrong, Hampton self-

consciously styled itself as different
from the usual
college or university. it sought
to combine higher
education and technical training, "the
training

of the hand

and eye, as well as of the mind."

Armstrong's nineteenth-

century missionary upbringing was reflected
in his belief
that effective education built moral
character and that the

education of blacks would lead to their social
uplift.
While criticized by those who thought him
paternalistic or
patronizing toward blacks, and too accommodating
toward
racist whites, Armstrong undeniably inspired many
blacks and
whites to dedicate their lives to working for the betterment
of social conditions among blacks and for improved race

relations.

Booker T. Washington, his best known protege,

drew inspiration from Armstrong and established a Hampton

outgrowth in the Alabama countryside.

Tuskegee wielded

enormous influence on all aspects of race relations in this
country, including the views of whites toward blacks and the

approach of black activists, to say nothing of the broader
spheres of education, politics and American culture.

Like

many Hampton graduates, Washington nurtured a lifelong
commitment to Armstrong's ideas which he immortalized in a

memorial service address after Armstrong's death in 1893.
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Washington went so far as to say
that Armstrong was much
more than a teacher "to hundreds
of us who knew no man that
we could call father."'
When Washington wanted to convey
the "Hampton idea,"
often related a vignette about "a
young girl educated at
Tuskegee" who foraged into "a dense,
ignorant mass

h,

of

30,000" where she encountered "the slavery
of the mortgage
system^ like a cancer eating up soul
and body, leaving the
Negro in debt, landless, homeless and too
often with empty
stomach and clotheless body." The school
term lasted less
than three months and the people lived in
one-room cabins,

"groaning under a load of debt, with worn and haggard
countenances, without hope for themselves or their

children."

This young graduate immediately went to work

using the Hampton approach she had learned at Tuskegee.
She went among the parents, gave instruction
in housekeeping, organized a sewing class,
advised here and reprimanded there. Soon
she organized the older people into a club
that met every week.
In these meetings she
would tell them in a plain, simple, common
sense manner how to save, what to buy and
what not to buy, how to sacrifice, how to
live on bread and water, if need be till
they could get out of debt and stop
mortgaging. Thus by showing them how to use
the results of their labor, how to turn
their earnings in the direction of their
mental, industrial and moral uplifting,
the first year she caused many to stop
mortgaging and make contracts for the buying

The "mortgage system," in contemporary usage, connoted
the crop-lien system or sharecropping which replaced slavery
as the main economic relation between the races in the South
at the end of Reconstruction.
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of homes.

In addition she showed
them h ow
^^il^
^°
supply
wit^ proper
ni""
with
apparatus a neat, comfortabLe
schoolhouse to replace the w^eck
o? a
log cabin.
Now my friends, i wish von
could have the privilege that'l
ha^e had
of going into that community
and seeinq the
complete revolution, yes
regenerat!on?\hat
.

.

religi^us'nff of'?J'" """'"^ industriaf and
ef fo^^nf'^h'is^one'gL??^"^''^
Washington used this story to describe
the methods of
Hampton and Tuskegee, stressing that
the money for community
regeneration originated from the inhabitants
and that the

effort represented

a

revival of "that sense of self-

dependence, habit of economy and executive
power"

discouraged during the 250 years of African-American
bondage. 5

The agent of this "complete revolution" of

community life was an education that aimed beyond
the
teaching of academic subjects to the inculcation of

high

standards of conduct and achievement.

Washington thought

other whole communities, and blacks as

a group,

could

undergo a similar awakening simply by witnessing what he
called "object lessons."

Rather than employing traditional

pedagogy, handing out charity, or preaching hope for the
future, the graduates of Tuskegee, Hampton, Fisk, Talladega,

Tougaloo, and other schools would send out "a class of

leaders" to guide the people, he said.^

Teaching by "object

lesson," Washington believed, constituted the best approach

toward whites as well.

Rather than reciting the wrongs

inflicted on blacks, he promoted the following plan:

12!

Let a graduate go out from
this
other school, settle near them, or some
Uve a good
life keep a clean house,
with a yard fuU
of flowers, raise forty
bushels of corn
instead of twenty to an acre;
and by and bv
the white neighbor is going
to notice it
and stop by the gate to look
at ?he flow4rs
and talk about the crop; and
gradually he
excep?ions, and
afterTSi^?"
after
a while find other exceptions,
and
find common ground of interest,
and in this
problem will gradually 'work i?self
nn^
"""S
out.
We have been depending too much
power of the mouth instead of object on the
lessons/

^

While the catalogues of Tuskegee and
Hampton listed courses
in manual trades and other aspects
of industrial training,
one of the most important points of
Washington's

interpretation of the Hampton imperative—
community

development— has often remained veiled under the
stigma of
industrial training itself.®

James Anderson and many other scholars have
portrayed
the Hampton model, as did its contemporary critics,
as

possessing the mission of training "a cadre of conservative
black teachers who were expected to help adjust the Afro-

American minority to a subordinate social role in the
Southern political economy."'

Washington's rhetoric was

certainly milder than the language used by DuBois and the
Niagara Movement.

As symbolized by his Atlanta Exposition

Address, Washington urged peace between the races and

counseled blacks to have patience.

On the so-called slow

road to equality, however, the Hampton-Tuskegee model

encouraged efforts that sometimes were far from

conservative.

Anderson and others have left
no doubt about
the racist motivations of
Northern white philanthropists
and
white southerners who supported
industrial training for
blacks to the exclusion of any
type of liberal
education.

Yet the evidence of certain
settlement schools suggests that
despite the racism and paternalism
of their donors, actual
efforts on the community level
ranged beyond their

ostensible accommodationism.

m

fact, Anderson himself

presents information that casts doubt on
the ability of the
conspiracy thesis to dismiss settlement
schools as mere

manifestations of racism.

He questions the stereotype of

the industrial school itself partly by
showing that the
emphasis on Hampton's industrial program obscured
its

primary mission—to train black teachers for the
South.
This goal, articulated by both blacks and whites

in a time

when Southern blacks daily encountered the realities
of

a

violent, openly racist culture characterized by lynching,

disfranchisement, Jim Crow, and dire poverty, hardly aimed
to support the status quo.

The late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries

witnessed sweeping educational transformations that bore
such innovations as the industrial education movement,

expanded public school systems, the rise of black colleges,

progressive education, the adult education movement,
agricultural extension work, and the expansion of higher
educational opportunities for women.

The Hampton idea

.
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flourished within the broader

„,ove,nent of

industrial

education, which had a variety
of meanings,
it could
connote applied science and
technology programs that trained
professionals, trade schools that
prepared workers for
certain occupations in industry,
or ..anual instruction,
common schools Often adopted the
latter to supplement the
academic curriculum "in order to
promote habits of industry,
thrift, and morality

Hampton Institute promoted manual
training along with
its academic program for the declared
purpose
of "moral

uplift."

Another essential motive for including
this type
of education involved the need to procure
much needed funds
for what amounted to a type of upper
level secondary and
higher education for blacks at a time when
other

opportunities were scarce.

The late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries brought about

a tidal

wave of reform

dedicated to improving the quality of modern life, but at
the same time it witnessed one of the most severe racial

backlashes in U.

S.

history.

Scholars have amply

illustrated that the North and the South were both

characterized by brutality against blacks, social ostracism,
residential segregation, and other horrors that made simple

existence an anguished struggle.

Racism was not confined to

one hostile group, but included many prominent politicians,

intellectuals, and other leaders, as well as unfriendly

white neighbors.

The economic realities of entrenched black
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poverty in the Northern and
Midwestern slums and the
permanent indebtedness of black
workers under the Southern
crop-lien system combined with
custom to buttress a racial
caste organization.^^
Within this context, reformers
interested in altering
the plight Of blacks did indeed
see education as the road of
appeasement with those in control of
scarce financial
resources, namely Northern white
philanthropists with cash
and Southern businessmen with land.
Hampton reformers
valued manual training, as they expressed
in their
resounding praise of its benefits.
it also undoubtedly lent
a legitimacy and persuasiveness to
their fund raising
efforts.
Hampton and Tuskegee ostensibly supported
industrial education as the long-term solution to
the social
inequality facing blacks, and this appealed to potential

donors both for its harmless demeanor and its tangential

benefit of keeping blacks in the South.

within the context

of race relations in the 1890s, Washington thought it best

to underemphasize what he saw as Tuskegee

's

mission of

providing an "education for life" with its full connotations
of teaching teachers as community activists to revivify

impoverished rural regions and teach self-sufficiency.
While photographs of Tuskegee portrayed students dressed in
their Sunday best to feed chickens or hoe a garden, the
vague epithet "industrial training" covered
expanse of educational experience.

a

much broader
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Historian Elizabeth Jacoway
points out that the word
"industrial" had different
implications in the early
twentieth century from its current
meaning. Many scholars
Who criticize the industrial
education movement
as a

southern attempt to control and
exploit blacks economically
and socially provide as evidence
the failure of industrial

education to prepare workers for
modern industry. Some
suggest, Jacoway writes, that
Southerners implemented an
obsolete educational program to keep
blacks in a subordinate
position. Jacoway argues with this
interpretation,
however,

by showing that Northerners and not
Southerners controlled
industrial schools and also that "industrial"
training never
aimed to equip blacks for new jobs in industry.
Instead,
she writes, "industrial education was a moral
program

designed to inculcate the primary virtue of industry ."

it

neither sought to instill readiness for life in the
industrial city nor to deliver vocational instruction, but
to provide an "education for life."

This education included

practical skills but revolved around building character, or
"the development of manhood and womanhood," in the words of

contemporary education reformer and sociologist Thomas Jesse
Jones

Jacoway 's interpretation of the industrial schools
provides a corrective to the conspiracy thesis, yet she

merely concludes that Northerners brought the missionary
impulse to a policy that essentially constituted "social

control" Of blaOcs.-

m

his study of the founding
of

blaT

colleges in the late nineteenth
century by Northern white
religious liberals, James McPherson
called this motive
"educational colonialism." He
qualified his critique by
pointing out that without liberal
interest, "there would
have been no Howard, no Fisk, no
Lincoln, no Morehouse, no
Spelman, no Atlanta University "^^
indeed, W.
.

E.

B.

DuBois

thought that these church-sponsored
schools provided nearly
all the college education and much
high school training for
Southern blacks and were "the finest thing
in American
history." These colleges spurred social
work and community
improvement and amounted, he said, to "social
settlements.

While DuBois and others contrasted these

colleges with the Hampton-Tuskegee model, the latter

nevertheless often resembled

a social

settlement as well.

Like the colleges that were limited by the paternalistic,

colonialist approach of their benefactors, the industrial
schools had to contend with the conservatism of their
guardians.

The simple conspiracy or social control

interpretations, however, fail to explain the participation
of local blacks, and black students and teachers in an

enterprise of oppression, as well as the efforts of whites
who dedicated their lives to

a

cause they genuinely

embraced.

An examination of some of the results of education at
these institutions suggests that accommodationist rhetoric
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Often veiled significant attempts
at local reforxn.
While
the leaders of the xnajor
institutions of industrial training
acquiesced to the paternalism of
their donors, their
students had greater leeway in
their interpretations of the
relative emphasis on manual training
and other aspects of
the program.
Several case studies reveal that,
in practice,

the Hampton idea could mean
nothing short of attempted
community change. Many female Hampton
and Tuskegee
graduates and ex-teachers went on to
found social centers
under the title "industrial schools"
throughout

the South.

Like black men, they were largely shut
out of the usual
methods of wielding power through established
channels of

administration in existing educational institutions
or
political office. Like many nineteenth century
female

teachers and missionaries before them, they set
out into
unknown parts to carve out lives and careers. Many

of these

women founded and headed schools.

Perhaps their very

experience as women, while in some ways limiting, allowed

them to expand their own horizons and the Hampton ideology
to the point where calling their work manual training would
be a gross misrepresentation.

Margaret Murray Washington, the wife of Booker

T.

Washington, attended Fisk University but went on to support

her husband's industrial school.

She established a

settlement house on the grounds of Tuskegee Institute called
Plantation or Elizabeth Russell Settlement.

The settlement
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had a Mother's Club that
provided the organizing
structu re
for social service and reform
activities. Hundreds of
women
gathered weekly for meetings,
walking or riding from mil es
around in the Alabama countryside.
The work was divided
into departments or committees,
each devoted to particular
projects such as temperance work,
community work, Sunday
schools, and Mother's meetings.
The women also ran a night
school with courses in cooking,
sewing, writing, arithmetic,
carpentry, reading, and history with
special emphasis on
black history. Projects entailed
courses of study on a
topic such as Sex Hygiene, basically
a euphemism for birth
control.
A 1913 Woman's Club report read that
"we have not
only informed ourselves on this question
but have had the
opportunity of instructing many women outside
of the club."
Other programs included Current News and a
Music Department.
A department in Social Service, raising money
by making and

selling candy and other food, paid the dentist bill
for 100
children one year, provided medical services, built a

playground and park, and constructed
Boys' Social and Literary Club.

a

Reading Room and a

Members of the Woman's

Club, an early supporter of woman suffrage, saw themselves
as following in the tradition of the settlement house

movement, as symbolized by their vote for the ten greatest

living Americans.

They chose Jane Addams second, after

Thomas Edison, and listed Booker

T.

Washington sixth.

""^
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The specific cases of women
strongly influenced by
Hampton or Tuskegee thus reveal
much broader plans than
suggested by the term "industrial
school.
indeed, the
work Of the founders, leaders,
and teachers, at schools
such
as the Calhoun Colored School
and Social Settlement
in

Lowndes County, Alabama, the Penn
Normal and Agricultural
industrial School on St. Helena Island,
South

Carolina, and

the People's Village School at Mt.
Meigs, Alabama,
illustrated a lifelong devotion to certain
industrial and
academic programs only as a part of
"total education."
some ways, their programs resembled the
full range of

m

activities offered by black colleges at the
time.
activities comprised part of

a

Their

larger rural education

movement to which they were fiercely committed.

They sought

the education of individual students as part
of community

regeneration which in turn pointed to the higher goal of
long-term, permanent change in the economic and social facts
of black life and race relations.

In many ways, their

efforts resembled the work of settlement workers.
In 1907, the legacy of Anna T. Jeanes, Quaker

philanthropist, allowed for the establishment of the Negro
Rural School Fund under the Anna

T.

Jeanes Foundation.

The

Board of Trustees included powerful men, both white and
black, like Andrew Carnegie, Robert Ogden, George Peabody,

Booker T. Washington, and William Taft.

Representatives of

the General Education Board often received invitations to
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Jeanes.s board meetings and in
some cases, as in Ogden's,
membership overlapped.
1908, the trustees oversaw
a plan
in Which an industrial
teacher would visit the black
schools
in the county and start
improvement leagues so that each
community might respond to outside
influence and models of
teaching and begin to help themselves,
it was not difficult
to find the first teaching
supervisor, for a black woman
named Virginia E. Randolph from
Richmond, Virginia,

m

had

conducted industrial work in public
schools for twelve
years.
while the men on the Board made valuable

contributions by dispensing money from the
Jeanes
foundation, managing public relations,
and setting up major
events like the "University Commission on
the Race Question"
held in connection with the Southern
Sociological Congress
in 1912, women like Virginia Randolph had
pioneered in

public schooling for blacks and self -improvement
years
before.

When James Dillard reported that the Jeanes Fund

Executive Committee had decided their first task was a

reorganization of rural schools, providing "effective

training for rural life," he described efforts already
underway.
In response to questions about the state of Alabama's

educational provisions, Booker

T.

Washington succinctly

described black schooling in a letter to George Washington
Cable as something "that is left to the people, and the
result is that the schools among the colored people
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especially are usually taught
in church houses."This was
indeed the case in 1892 when
two white wo.en fro™ the
North
arrived in an i„,poverished rural
con,n,unlty of blacks in
Lowndes county, Alaba„,a, about
100 miles fro. Tuskegee.
The
only building they found was
a dilapidated one-roo.
shack
called Lee Plantation Church
that served as a school with a
ter. that lasted less than three
months a year and furnished
only with pews made of rough logs.^^
Mabel Wilhelmina Dillingham from
Boston and Charlotte
R. Thorn from New Haven,
Connecticut, had taught at Hampton
Institute where in 1892 they heard Booker
T. Washington talk
about the desperation among blacks in
rural regions of the
Deep South." In the 1890s, Washington
often spoke about
work among blacks in the gulf states as a
vital mission.
"The problem is vast and serious; the work is
not done," he

announced.

To young people concerned with current social

problems, his description of the deprivations ahead
was

undaunting in light of the great rewards to be reaped:
There is nothing to invite you there but
hard work for our people.
But I believe
that if you go with the Hampton spirit and
the ideas and methods General Armstrong has
taught us, you can revolutionize the
communities where you go. One point is
encouraging; the people want light; they
will live and die for such a teacher.
.

.

The next morning the women presented themselves to

Washington and expressed their desire "to go out into some
country district and start

a

school for Negroes that would

g.ve a Chance for the young
people to receive a good
commonschool education" and that
would "touch the home
life of the
people so that whole families
would be raised to a
higher
standard of living." Washington
decided to send them to the
small town of Calhoun because
Lowndes County had the highest
proportion of blacks to whites
of any county in Alabama,

m

1891 he visited the area and wrote
to Mabel Dillingham that
he "found the out-look even
more promising than I had
dared

hope for."

Besides destitution, the main
problem he
observed was that "the people are
more than anxious for the
school.
all day long people were arriving.
Some
.

.

on

mules, some in buggies and some in
ox carts.

All were eager

to know what the prospects of 'their
school- were."^^
The new teachers expressed similar
excitement about the
project.
In fact, Hollis Burke Frissell, Vice
President of
Hampton who became President in 1893 after
Armstrong's
death, warned that Mabel Dillingham's "scheme
for work in
Alabama" would require "some one who will look at
things

more coolly than she is likely to do."

Frissell noted her

great enthusiasm but feared that the project would demand

more "patient endurance" than she usually showed.

The

conditions in Lowndes County, however, called on every
reserve of enthusiasm.

The party of Dillingham, Washington,

and Thorn, arrived in Calhoun during a long rainy spell.
Finally, after days of rain, Washington wrote.

building.

remember distinctly my
^""^
9^°°"'^' how dismal
fnH i""^^'
seemed; how
everv?hinr:r^
everything
seemed to present the worst
appearance possible.
she did no? seem
the least daunted, not the
least
discouraged, and the place was
selected.
I

f

.

.

Dillingham expressed great
enthusiasm for the Hampton
ideal in 1893 when she reviewed
the Tuskegee Negro
conference for Hampton's organ,
Tji e_Southern WorV...

Revealing her own feelings, she
wrote that in response to
Armstrong's speech, "a wave of love"
swept the audience.

She held in high esteem the
members of the Calhoun community
who struggled to repay their debts,
to buy land, and to
build homes, remarking that "to one
who lives among these
people, who sees and knows how desperately
poor they are—
the amount of money raised by them
for the school is

astonishing."

Dillingham especially praised the work

conducted through schools that could transform
entire
communities. About teachers and reformers at the
Tuskegee
Conference, she asked, "are not these people solving
the

'Negro Problem', while others talk of solving it?"^*

Unfortunately, she did not live to see the implementation of

her plans.

At her funeral in 1894, Washington summoned up a

fond recollection.

"I see her now as she stood with an

umbrella over her head and with mud up to her ankles, while
we decided upon the exact spot and measured off the ground
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where the first building was
to be."" Dillingham
left her
missionary zeal as a legacy to
a new institution
that would
continually draw on her type of
enthusiasr« for years to
come.

Charlotte R. Thorn, whom Frissell
had recruited from
New Haven high society to teach
at Hampton, took over
Calhoun as co-principal with Mabel
Dillingham's
father,

Reverend Pitt Dillingham.

Thorn dominated the leadership

and in 1909 attained the sole
principalship which she held
for the next two decades.
Initially, the community had
reacted to Charlotte Thorn and Mabel
Dillingham with
suspicion. Washington noted that the
people "could not
understand it." "They could not realize
how it was that
somebody was enough interested in their
condition, in their
life, to come there on such a day as that
desiring to give
life itself for their uplifting," he explained.
The whites
in the neighborhood also suspected that
"these white

teachers had not come there with the best motives."

Washington even had to make

a

special effort of explaining

to the white businessman who sold the first ten acres

cheaply to the school that "the school was to be conducted
by Northern white ladies and something of its character, so
that he could not say later that he did not understand about
matters."^'

Mabel Dillingham had at least lived to see this

suspicion dissipate, for at her funeral, Washington was able
to observe that the teachers had gained the confidence of

the co^n^unity.

"what a channel" he
exclaimed,

remexnber that this is the

•

..por

we .ust

blade belt- of Alabama,
where

only a few years ago it was
a cri.e punishable
with death,
to teach a black boy or
girl a letter in a book.
The Calhoun plan envisioned
and implemented by
Charlotte Thorn entailed a unique
combination of serious
elementary and secondary education,
a version of industrial
training, and social settlement
work.
The first step of the
pioneers was to build a new schoolhouse.
The two founders
and four assistants then welcomed
300 pupils whose ages
ranged from six to 28, two-thirds
of whom could not read or
write.
Annual reports of Calhoun revealed an
extensive
schedule of academic and industrial
courses and activities
the teachers thought would transform
the community.
Thorn
drew inspiration from progressive educators
like John Dewey
and saw all manual training as directly
related
to

intellectual growth.

She quoted Dewey's advice that "All

concrete work should lead to the library," and
valued the

accessibility of books, newspapers, and magazines in
a wellstocked library. A travelling library supplied nine
bookcases of selected books for three months to schools and
individuals throughout the county.

Calhoun sought to make

the best possible educational facilities available to

students who had been accustomed to a school building that
did not contain windows and desks let alone books, maps,
paper, blackboards, and more than one teacher.^'

.
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While Calhoun aimed to provide
an integration of
industrial training and academic
education, it by no means
resorted to a predominantly
vocational curriculum.

In 1901,

'

for example, the schedule
for seniors included six
thirtyfive to forty minute periods
in manual skills out of a
total
of thirty-two class periods
weekly.
A sample outline of
work for the senior class read as
follows:

Arithmetic.
4 periods per week
Percentage, ratio, square root enough
to
*° """^
°f rafters.
M^nv
L^K?"
Many problems.
Reading.
3 periods.
Ethics for Young People.
2 periods (part of
the year)
Geography and History.
(Europe.)
3
periods.
(Part of the year.)
Bible History.
2 periods.
Citizenship.
2 periods.
Dole's American
Citizen, Alabama Civil Government, United
States Constitution.
Drawing.
2 periods.
Methods of Teaching.
2 periods.
Spelling.
2 periods.
Language.
3 periods.
Study of
masterpieces, composition.
Grammar.
2 periods.
Science.
2 periods.
Agriculture.
Singing.
2 periods.
News Items.
1 period.
Educational Work.
6 periods.
Boys in
carpentry and fanning. Girls in sewing,
laundry work, or cooking.

This approach focused on relating education to the daily
lives of students in a meaningful way, and encouraging

"character-building."

Teachers tried to inculcate a "love

for biography," for instance, to teach the lives of great

people as models of virtue and accomplishment.

"A love of

good reading" and challenging mental work was also fostered,
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as the pupils ca.e "fro.
ho.es where there are no
books or
papers...
Over the years the academic
plan grew more
rigorous and extensive as
students advanced and by
1920, a
Calhoun Circular of Information
displayed an impressive and
detailed course of study that
included applied aspects of
academic subjects such as business
arithmetic, debating,
'

map-making, current events,
mechanical drawing, industrial
mathematics, agricultural science,
nursing, hygiene and
sanitation, zoology, botany, ethics,
local history and
geography, as well as traditional
academic subjects such as
Latin, English, and History.
From kindergarten through the
tenth grade, the highest level taught,
the academic

department sought to instill an understanding
of the
concrete, daily applications of material
purveyed.

At the

same time, a cosmopolitan awareness
pervaded the curriculum.
A course in commercial geography dealt with
"the

interdependence of countries of the world through
commerce
and industry." Classes in English Composition
included
"exercises in derivation of words and history of the
English
language."

"Negro Literature" appeared in the topics for

literature courses whose "special aim [was] the enjoyment of
the literature read."

Other courses heightened political

ken through material on the local, state, and national
government.

By 1919, students received thirty-six hours a

week of academic instruction and only two to six hours of
industrial training according to grade.
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industrial work at Calhoun was
divided into manual
training and agriculture for
boys and domestic science
for
girls.
"Girls, industries" included
"the three constant
needs of home life"-sewing,
cooking, and laundering.
Students, knowledge of
"intelligent, trained methods of
work" would then travel into
their parents' households and
their own when they became adults.
Many female graduates
left Calhoun equipped with the
skills to earn livelihoods as
seamstresses and dressmakers or as
sewing teachers.
"Proficiency in cooking or laundering"
had similar practical
consequences.
Cooking lessons aimed "to meet the
home needs
and pocket books," focusing on
materials and ingredients
readily available. Cooking included
planning, preparation
and cost estimation. other classes
for both girls and boys
taught crafts such as weaving, basketry,
chair
caning, and

the making of other necessary household
items such as
cushions and mattresses. A Home Nursing class
informed

students about the "causes and prevention of disease,
first
aid, bandages, lifting and bathing patient, care
of baby"

and other skills necessary for women in charge of their
families, health.^
Boys, industrial work sought similarly to teach skills

necessary for life in the local community.

Instruction in

blacksmithing and carpentry supplemented a program that

prepared boys to run their own farms.

A course in cobbling

'.enables the farmer to keep his own shoes in repair and
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those Of his wife and children,
and also to .end his far.
harnesses." Agricultural training
included vegetable
gardening, the study of "plant
life, soil formation,
texture
Of soil, air and temperature,
plant food, far.
manures, and

commercial fertilizers" for
seventh-graders. The eighthgrade was devoted to "farm
crops, giving attention to
rotation of crops, the value of
legumes, cultivation, and
harvesting" along with "fungus and
insect enemies together
with the means of fighting them."
The ninth-grade studied
animal husbandry, and "the production
and care of milk."
The point of this work was to
replace single-crop cotton
farming and its disastrous effects on
the soil and the
community with modern techniques and tools
of farming.
The
school farm of nearly lOO acres provided
an arena for the
experimentation and application of course work.
Crop

diversification, rotation, and fertilization, combined
with
livestock raising would allow for the self-sufficiency,
prosperity, and persistence of the rural community of

Lowndes County.^'
Like Tuskegee and Hampton, Calhoun considered the

training of teachers one its most vital missions.

The

school had two outpost schools in Lowndes County, Sandy

Ridge and Lee Place, and matriculated numerous scholars who
went on to positions teaching or preaching in the South, or

who attended Hampton, Tuskegee, or another institution of
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advanced learning, and then
became teachers, educati
on
administrators or heads of their
own schools.^
Calhoun teachers had to strike
a balance between
keeping in touch with the
community and fitting graduates
for teaching in the surrounding
public schools by enabling
them to pass the "somewhat
old-fashioned academic

examination which Alabama requires
its colored teachers to
pass." Calhoun tried to remain
friendly with county and
state officials, and to focus on
the coming educational
reforms of "Alabama's forward movement."
Calhoun
annual

reports cited a "general awakening of
the state" that should
mean more money even to the backward
counties of the Cotton
Belt." In Lowndes County, blacks far
outnumbered whites and
the proportion of county funds devoted
to each black child
was far less than for a white. As a result,
a Calhoun

report read, Lowndes "must largely furnish its
own

teachers."

Because "few teachers will come from the normal

schools of the State," Calhoun workers took on the
burden of
supplying the best trained teachers they could produce.

Rather that await reform of the State system, Calhoun
ushered it in through forums such as an annual Teachers'
County Conference.

Teachers heading the forty black

schools, seven of them Calhoun graduates, met to discuss

teaching methods and subjects, the relation of community and
school, and various successes.

National leaders in

education addressed these conferences and reform ideas thus

spread.

m
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1915, Rural School Agent Ja.es
L. Sibley asked

Calhoun to be the center of
the Lowndes County Teachers'
institute.
Thirty teachers volunteered
to spend two
Saturdays a month at Calhoun
learning its methods under
the
faculty in the teachers' reading
^«
circle.

Training teachers, fanners, and
artisans constituted
part Of what Calhoun's leaders
deemed a valuable

service and

sensitive understanding of the needs
of the community,
a
separate sphere of activity called
community work, however,
embraced many other programs. Calhoun
conducted a night
school for young people who could
not get free
to take

classes in the daytime and for adults.

The community night

classes opened in 1911 to teach parents
of the

schoolchildren English and arithmetic as well
as to provide
instruction in the shop under industrial teachers.
An
Annual Farmers Conference drew men from a great
distance
'

and discussed momentous questions such as the
future of
cotton in the South. Various State and County

representatives attended the conferences, such as the
agricultural demonstration workers of Lowndes County and the
rest of Alabama and nearby States.

The school also opened

its grounds to the community for an Annual Agricultural
Fair, Graduates' Meetings, numerous Christmas gatherings,

Emancipation Day, community sales, quarterly Parents'
Meetings, and monthly entertainments for the elderly.

A

"deposit system" allowed members of the community to deposit
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money at the school and draw
on the funds in times
o, need
Teachers from Calhoun visited
surrounding schools and
Churches to speak about collective
self-improvement and
other issues. Calhoun's
work also included fighting
epidemics, teaching preventative
medicine through proper
sanitation and diet, holding
dental clinics, and providing
hospital rooms at the school,
sum,

m

as one annual report

pointed out, the school functioned
as a "community center,"
integrating a variety of social
services and neighborhood'
improvement activities with the formal
education of adults
and young people.^'
Mothers' meetings and Women's Club
meetings took place
twice monthly and were supplemented by
"home visits" by the
teachers. A doctor also met with County
women, giving them
"inspiration and knowledge" for the improvement
of their
families' health. Mothers' meetings brought
about improved
care of the sick, increased attention to
the education of
girls,

"the co-operative buying of groceries to secure
lower

prices," group canning of fruits and vegetables, and

enhanced skills in earning and saving money.

Participants

saw the goal of their efforts as transcending their

practical accomplishments.

In a 1907 Mothers' Club meeting,

one woman declared that "right now is a critical time, and

we as mothers must get together and understand one another."
The Club thought that Calhoun should aim to "make

neighborhoods in the Black Belt where children can grow up
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into manhood."

xney enlic-i-ori
Thev
enlisted the help of others
in this
cooperative community building.
Another woman said that
.-i
a. glad to see the men are
wa.ing up.
since they are waKing
up, we women are willing
to help them.
The mothers
cannot raise their children
by themselves,
our children are
on the minds of the fathers
too." Mothers' club meetings
often ended with a renewal of
a mutual vow called the
"Neighborhood Covenant." standing
with right hands
uplifted, the women said in unison,
v,

-,

.

.

"'^""'^ ''^^'^ ^^^P'
li^^
our
chi^'dr^n^^;
children, to do everything
we can to put
unfriendly to the life of a
^Ti'I'i^
K^^S^ and to try
little child,
in every way to
Jb^e things which will help the
K^!^

children.

The central aim of all phases of
Calhoun's work was to
attack the social conditions diminishing
the quality of life
for members of the community.
Living under the

demoralization of the crop-lien system and Southern
racism,
one of the most powerful ways that Calhoun
made its
influence felt was through

established a Land Company.

a

plan initiated in 1894 that

Following the lead of the

Tuskegee Negro Conference, the Company bought 120 acres
in
1894 and sold them to three men.

Within

a

few years, the

Company secured over one thousand acres and after

a

few

more, over four thousand acres were offered in tracts of

forty to sixty acres for men's farms, with ten acre lots for

single women.

Money donated from Northern philanthropists
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helped provide .oney for
loans to the new landowners
who
pa.d the» bac. at eight
percent interest. By isio,
at least
92 deeds had been distributed
and new three- to eight-roo.
houses erected in place of
the traditional one-roo.
cabin.
AS a result, the people
basked in "the self-respect
which
the ownership of property
brings," noted a Hampton
Institute
pamphlet/^
in its published reports
and other formal publications,

Calhoun underemphasized its
land-buying plan. A 1902 appeal
for funds suggested that Calhoun's
sphere of influence was
broad but did have li.its.
"it is building a neighborhood
of farms and homes and is
stimulating the growth of other
neighborhoods in its county," the appeal
stated, but assured
the reader that "the school as a
corporation is in no way
involved financially in the selling of
small holdings
to the

Negroes."

Significantly, the appeal focused its request
for

funds on its much more acceptable program
of industrial
work. ^2 An appeal written fourteen years
later, however,

emphasized that Calhoun was not merely a school,
but also "a
settlement which specializes in community work."
A more
favorable climate prevailed after farm demonstration
work
aimed at the self-sufficiency of farm families was marked
as
a priority by the federal government under the
Smith-Lever

Act of 1914.

Then Calhoun could announce that it "has by

the purchase and sale to the Negroes of over 2,000 acres of

land created a community of land-owning, self-respecting
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fanners who in
n soite
spire Of
of hard
h;*y-H ^-a^
times have all been able
to
retain their property. "^^

A newspaper article noted
that the powerful role of
Calhoun as neighborhood center
revolved around its active
role in procuring land and
modern homes:
^""^ learning to raise their
fiin^^^r."?^"
food
and live at home, avoid the
mortgage and waive note and the crop
credit
T^^y h^^^ shown
themselves capable of thrift. Man
and
wife together have learned and
are learning
^""^ "^^^
Children/^ ^°

fw^/^

called "The Lighthouse on the Hill"
by some and "De MorninStar" by others because the white
buildings stood in stark
contrast to the lush greenery of the
Alabama countryside,
Calhoun effected a great change in its
environment.
One
historian wrote that before Calhoun existed,
"practically
all the Negroes were being kept in a
state similar
to

peonage."

"The Lighthouse on a Hill," he added, "changed

the whole community

.

"^^

Inevitably, Calhoun faced obstacles on the road to
its

ambitious goal of community regeneration, including the

resistance of "friends"— those Northerners upon whose
donations the school depended— and neighbors.

The powerful

minority of Southern whites in Lowndes County provided a
constant source of concern.

Upon the opening of the school,

white farmers blamed the teachers for trying to disrupt
their labor force.

A neighboring businessman named Bell
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to black far. workers for
years.

As customary in the crop-

lien system, blacks paid
rent in crops and were
deeply
indebted to Bell, who controlled
the local store as well,
in 1909, Charlotte Thorn
heard a rumor that Bell planned
to
sell 12,000 acres surrounding
the school to a Northern
organization, the Baron Hirsh Fund,
that sought the land for
a colony of Russian Jewish
immigrants.
Thorn wrote Hollis
Burke Frissell at Hampton that
"I don't think Bell wants
us
to get hold of the land." The
sale of surrounding land
would inevitably frustrate Calhoun's
vital goal of community
self-sufficiency and strength. Thorn wrote:

know the Hirsh Fund People are 'good
people' but fear that the carrying out
of
their colonization scheme for the Russian
Jews here at Calhoun would naturally oblige
the colored people to give up living on
the
land they are now renting so largely from
Bell.
The removal of all the colored
people from this tract of land would mean
reducing the number of Negroes to such an
extent that we would have to become an
Institution rather than a Settlement.
I

Thorn envisioned obtaining the land for "our people"
instead, probably after Bell's death, along with control

over the store and the cotton gin at the railroad station,
"building up a little business center that would encourage
our graduates to return to Calhoun to find occupations."

In

the future, she surmised, "we might eventually have Calhoun

owned largely by colored people.

"^^
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Meanwhile, the land sale was
in the hands of an
attorney who had a contract
with the "stipulation
that the
contract or agree^nent will be
of no effect if it is
known by
the tenants or other parties
at Calhoun that this land
is
for sale." Another attorney
explained to Thorn that Bell
wanted to keep the information
from the tenants so that his
current year-s crops would not
be in jeopardy. Calhoun
considered putting up a bid for the
land, but only under an
outside party, "as you know his
[Bell's] feelings toward
us," Thorn wrote in a letter to
Frissell.

m

Calhoun trustee and educator George

P.

1924

a

Phenix suggested to

another trustee that Bell had ended
up retaining his land
out of malice:
It affords but another illustration
of the
fact that the evil men do in their lives
lives after them.
There are 13,000 acres of
land entirely surrounding the school's
property, and so tied up by the will of the
late owner that no portion of the estate may
be sold until the grandchildren, now very
young, are of age.

To the Calhoun community, the Bell name was a
source of

anxiety and kept blacks from migrating to Calhoun and
buying
land.^^

In 1924, F. Raymond Jenkins, head of a Quaker school in

Arkansas called Southland Institute, was under consideration
for a position at Calhoun.

questions about Calhoun,

a

In response to Jenkins'

Hampton worker wrote.

The attitude of the white neighbors has
never been friendly, partly because the
school's policy of seating colored and white

The broader climate of
race relations in Alabama
heightened
the tension at the school.

m

1915,

for instance, a bill

introduced in the state legislature
proposed "to prohibit
white persons teaching in schools
for Negroes."
The bill

led to much consternation among
Southern teachers, forcing
H. Margaret Beard, Principal
of Montgomery Industrial
school, to exclaim: "What a bitter
blow it will be to all of
us if it passes. "^9 Henry W.
Farnham, professor of
Economics at Yale University, wrote
that the bill is "most
alarming.
i very much feel that it
will pass, and if so
this means the end of Calhoun. "^^
Fortunately, he was

mistaken and the bill was voted down at
the end of the year.
Teachers subsequently latched with great
hope onto the

"emphatic repudiation of any legislation which
might tend or
even seem to limit the freedom of Northern
schools and

Northern white educators in their work for the
colored
people" as the promise of a new progressive movement
for

reform of Alabama's educational system.
At the school level, similar tensions arose around the

integrated nature of the staff of Calhoun.

At times,

teachers or staff people were found unfriendly to the aims
of the school or to the advancement of blacks themselves.

Charlotte Thorn, whose devotion
to blacKs was
topic Of remar. by trustees,

a

constant

graduates, and others, would

not tolerate those who lacked
that devotion.
1913, the
school Chaplain, Reverend
A. Field had several
conflilts
with Thorn. She wrote
Frissell that Field had .ade
a
negative remark about Booker
T. Washington to a group
of
White men at the Calhoun
railroad station that was "out
of
accord with our stand here at
the school." When she
suggested to Field that he consider
leaving Calhoun, he said
that "as the community were an
emotional people he could go
around and -jolly, them and he would
soon be in touch with
them." In fairness, she said.
Field was likeable enough to
the people, outside of his "lack
of loyalty, as they felt,
to the race and to the school.""

m

In 1924,

a

much more dramatic display of the tension

inherent in the Calhoun situation erupted in
an incident
that, according to an official notice
filed at Hampton

Institute, "nearly broke up the school.""

At the end of

the spring term, several students brought to
the attention
of Charlotte Thorn a "too friendly relationship"
that

existed between two white female teachers and two black male
teachers.

In addition, one of the women carried on a

flirtation with three students.

Another of the school's

black male teachers, James Webb, asked the white woman not
to flirt with the students.

When Charlotte Thorn learned of

the situation, she dismissed all four of the teachers and

Webb, apparently for taking
the matter into his own
hands by
scolding the teacher and
disciplining the students.
Several
Calhoun workers, including
the dismissed Webb, charged
Thorn
with listening to unruly
students and using Webb as
a
scapegoat.

one man wrote that Webb was
"driven from the campus i n
a most disgraceful way because
he reported an immoral act
that existed between two of the
teachers."" James Webb

himself wrote to Thorn that her
action was "biased and
prejudiced" and based on the advice
of only

one trustee.

His letter suggested he was being
blamed for disciplining
students too harshly. He defended his
disciplinary measures
as appropriate for boys "who have
been spoiled and pampered
by teachers whose interest is only
surface deep." He told

Thorn that, "I believe

I

know my race better than you do,

I

come into closer contact with them daily,"
and thus he

understood the type of discipline necessary for
uplift and
for the eradication of "immorality" at Calhoun.
He
concluded that, "where the white race and the black become
involved in unwise association, every colored man within

a

hundred miles of the place stands in danger," suggesting
that he did not think Thorn understood the gravity of the

offenses of the students and teachers involved.
While it is difficult to sort out the details of the
incident, the turmoil clearly illustrates that tension about

the climate of race relations and taboos about sex and race
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lay just below the surface
of everyday life at
Calhoun.
The
implication that Thorn had used
a blacK xnan as scapegoat
seeded to contradict his very
claim that she was not harsh
enough in dealing with "ixn^oral"
associates and unruly black
students.
on the other hand, Webb's
harsh discipline
suggests that perhaps he, better
than she, understood the
terrifying consequences of
interracial liaisons in the
racist South. He might have merely
tried to protect and
educate the students.
in any case, the event left
the
school in disarray during the summer
of 1924 and Charlotte
Thorn in a fit of nerves. Some of
Calhoun's trustees even
sought to remove Thorn permanently from
her position as
principal, citing her loss of control
over school affairs.
By the beginning of the fall term.
Thorn was stripped of her
active responsibilities. Naturally, she was
"very unhappy
over her present position" and thought that
the trustees had

"acted in a discourteous and most inconsiderate
way towards
her.

"'^

Regardless of the trustees' action. Thorn wanted to
take an active role in appointing her own successor as she
was greatly concerned that the new principal be dedicated to

blacks and Calhoun.^®

The trustees seemed mainly concerned

about finding someone "strong enough to run the school but
to get the money besides."^'

Replacing Thorn was not as

easy as imagined, the trustees found, and they soon realized

they had acted too soon.

For it turned out that the

pioneering founder of Calhoun
might try to control events
too much at times, but
performed
an "impossible load."

The

trustees discovered it would
take three people to replace
her, a Principal, a Business
Manager, and an Educational
Director.
Furthermore, Thorn had the school's
very wellbeing in her hands since the
primary means of fund raising
was her personality itself.
One trustee wrote to another
that "to replace Miss Thorn at
the present time would
be a

calamity."

He thought the trustees had acted
too hastily
and asked, "is there some way of
undoing what was done?"
another letter, he wrote that he could
not understand how
Thorn could raise money when "her status
is really

anomalous."

m

He advocated reinstating her as full
principal,

noting that the trustees were not well
informed when they
stripped her of her managerial duties, adding
that "her

devotion to the school is without limit.

"^°

Since the time of its founding, Calhoun had relied
on
the superhuman efforts and unquenchable enthusiasm
of its

leaders for its very life.

Local people contributed to its

support by an initial sum of over two hundred dollars and

yearly tuition per child of a dollar.

a

But the school

depended on outside sources of funding such as the Slater
Foundation, the General Education Board, the Rockefeller
Foundation, the Westchester Association, the Frothingham
Fund, and the New Haven Calhoun Club, along with churches,

Sunday school classes, missionary societies, women's clubs,
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Civic groups, and individuals.

it was a great asset
for any

experimental effort liKe Calhoun
to have at its head an
"attractive Yankee socialite"
like Charlotte Thorn, who
traveled easily
the circles of Northern
philanthropists
and whose charisma and knowledge
of every detail

m

of the

workings of Calhoun earned many
an eager donation.
trustees showed their ignorance

The

not only of the great amount

Of power vested in Thorn but
in the vital role she played
as
a bridge between two foreign
countries, the local community

people and the donors.

Only as long as both groups placed

their trust and allegiance in Thorn
could the experiment
prosper.
Belatedly, the trustees recognized the
importance
of Thorn's role and reinstated her
with all of her former

responsibilities.

in 1927,

a

trustee wrote to Thorn that

Northern support had waned and so winning new
"friends" was
essential.
"Your own ability in this direction
and your

personality continue to be the chief asset in moneyraising," he wrote.

Calhoun rarely enjoyed

a

feeling of financial

stability, but its tenuous position increased as the

movement for improved county training schools and other

government-sponsored schools got underway and
philanthropists' donations slowly dried up.

As early as

1916, several trustees mentioned relinquishing control to

the Unitarians, much to Thorn's disapproval since she did
not think that the denominational backing would mesh well
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with local religious life.

Thorn also mentioned that

s ome

advocated making Calhoun
primarily a vocational school
because of the new dedication
at the federal

level to that

type Of industrial work, but
she objected to the idea/^
1923, several teachers formed a
committee representing
hundreds of Calhoun graduates
and ex-students and commented
about the great success of
Calhoun in transforming

m

the

community and spearheading
educational reform throughout the
county, adding that "the present
financial
condition,

however, threatens the very life
of the school." They noted
that Thorn, at age 66, was tiring
and needed help from the
trustees in raising money.
"Knowing her struggles and
achievements here, it makes us sick at
heart to see her
noble and animating spirit daunted.""
In 1924, trustees again considered
relinquishing

control either to a religious body such as
the American
Church Institute, the Unitarian Association,
the Society of
Friends, or to the state educational system."
One trustee

described as a probability the notion of the state
educational system's assumption of Calhoun:
The school and its community work, during
thirty-five years, have now become a
necessity, which should be continued. With
the lessening of Northern support, many
colored schools of the South, so maintained,
will undoubtedly be taken over under state
control, so that it seems of vital
importance to conform to state requirements,
and for the Calhoun Colored School to go
adjust its program as to become an
accredited High School.

^
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For another decade and a
half, Calhoun managed
to resist its
absorption into the state system
or a denominational
organization. However, two
pivotal events occurred nearly
simultaneously that weakened
Calhoun's resistance,

m

1931,

the onset of the Great
Depression dried up even more
donations and the school had to
halt payment of the
teachers' salaries.
"without some large help in the
immediate future, the Northern
members of our Trustee Board
are going to be wholly in sympathy
with the closing down of
the work," Thorn feared.^ Early
the next year, Joseph
Loud, president of the Calhoun
Board of Trustees, wrote an
article for the Boston Transcript
entitled "Calhoun's Urgent
Need of Funds" soliciting contributions
for the very
"continuance" of Calhoun.
Three months later. Loud noted
that the Carnegie Corporation had adopted
a resolution
offering Calhoun five thousand dollars as an
"emergency

grant" and the General Education Board had donated
ten

thousand with another five thousand earmarked in
matching
funds.
In another two months, however, the second momentous

event occurred.

The administrative Board of Hampton

Institute sent a telegram on August 29, 1932, stating that
"the Hampton Family sympathize with.

Family in the death of Miss Thorn.

"^'

.

.

all the Calhoun

The night before, the

school had lost the great personality that had helped give
it life and vision.

Charlotte Thorn's contribution
to educational and
community reform, however,
received unprecedented acclaim
with the advent of the New
Deal.
Calhoun had received

recognition before that from a
variety of sources. Like
other schools that had white
leadership well after many
black colleges had black presidents,
the situation at
Calhoun requires further analysis.
Surely, Calhoun could
not have lacked a share of the
paternalism plaguing other
institutions supported and run by white
liberals in the
early twentieth-century.
Because of the racist climate,
Calhoun's success must be attributed
partly to the fact that
Charlotte Thorn was white.
It is essential to keep in mind that
Calhoun did not

transcend all of the paternalism and subtle
racism of its
time.
It had a laudable aim to make a model
community

based

on black self-sufficiency, but its success
was no doubt

restricted by the reality of white supremacy.

For its time,

however, Calhoun represented a serious attempt to alter

social conditions.

One observer described Calhoun's value

as a model for agricultural extension work in the 1910s.

Mary White Ovington also commented that work conducted by
Charlotte Thorn set the stage for government involvement in
agricultural extension work.^°

Jackson Davis, General

Education Board field agent from Virginia, thought that
Calhoun did some things better than Tuskegee and Hampton.
Calhoun, "one of the best schools in the South," he wrote.
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"is a small school imbued
with
"-Li-ii the
cne id*.^i
Ideal r.€
of community
service and it is exerting a
very great influence in
shaping
the home ideals of the colored
people." He went on to say
that the broader significance
of the school was that it
"is
keenly alive to the awakened
interest in Alabama, not only
in the matter of school
improvement, but in the great

agricultural revolution which is
underway.

"^^

Another observer noted that Calhoun
was "unique of the
institutions of the kind existing
anywhere," and received
visits from prominent educators from

Belgium, France, Japan,

China, and India. ^

Those associated with the school

praised everything from the beautiful
buildings and setting,
and the extreme devotion of Charlotte
Thorn, to
the

tremendous effect the school had on the
community.
a

in 1924,

trustee observed:
When one visits a school and finds an
unusually intelligent teacher, or meets a
prosperous farmer, the owner of an
attractive home, and discovers that they are
graduates of Calhoun School, after a
number of such experiences, the fact is
effectively driven home that this school has
tangible results to show for what has been
put into it.
It has certainly accomplished
a great deal, and its possibilities for
future usefulness are unlimited.^
The Great Depression had the unexpected benefit of

publicizing the poverty of areas like Lowndes County and

making it clear that the federal government would have to
take a role in relief and reconstruction.^*

Thorn

Dickinson, Charlotte Thorn's nephew, had taken over her work
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at Calhoun after her death
and at first saw the New
Deal as
"wasteful and demoralizing, and
a recKless infringement
upon
the prerogatives of the States."
within a year, however, he
headed the Subsistence Homestead
Project in Lowndes County
Which he called the "most
promising" such program in
Alabama. As County engineer
for the Civil Works

Administration, he secured a grant
from the federal
government of seventy-five thousand
dollars for black
farmers in Lowndes County, and
twenty-five thousand from the
General Education Board for improving
the roads near
Calhoun.
Thomas Jesse Jones, then Educational
Director of
the Phelps-Stokes Fund and President of
the Calhoun
Board of

Trustees, saw the Homestead project as a
direct result of
the community activism conducted at Calhoun,
"an impressive

continuation of Miss Thorn's land and homestead
activities
during the last twenty years." Homestead, funded
by two-

hundred thousand dollars for projects for blacks in
Alabama,
supplied seventy-five thousand each to Macon County and
Lowndes County, and fifty thousand to Montgomery County for
a project for industrial workers.

The money in Lowndes went

to land, buildings, roads, a water supply, and terracing for
a relief project.

A black architect working for the federal

government said that "he had not had anything like the
cooperation elsewhere that he has received at Calhoun."^
In 1935, Will Alexander, Director of the Commission on

Interracial Cooperation and Assistant Administrator of the
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Resettlement Association,
described his travels to
the
Deep south to learn the
methods of Calhoun in
assisting
tenants and sharecroppers to
beco,„e landowners.
He said
that Calhoun -s "program which
has been carried on
for a

number of years is the most
successful demonstration that
has been made of a thing
which the Resettlement

Administration is now attempting
to do on a nation-wide
basis." Alexander cited Calhoun's
means of "rehabilitating
people" through a plan based on

"wise family selection," use

of fertile soil, careful planning,
and supervision. He
stressed the importance of Calhoun
as a model for government
policy:

Calhoun has demonstrated beyond argument
that If the above methods are followed
a
can be made in the whole
economic and social situation among the
people in the lower economic strata of the
South.
The whole country is indebted to
Calhoun for this demonstration/^

Thomas Jesse Jones believed that the key to
Calhoun's
success was its responsiveness to local conditions
and

culture.

"School activities and community services have

been effectively adapted to the health, the agriculture,
the
homes, the recreations, and the religious life of the

people," he said.

Thorn Dickinson added that the government

workers found Calhoun's techniques "admirably suited to both
black and white children," and that the farm demonstration
agents in charge of the program (one of them a Calhoun
graduate)

,

"accepted the view-point of Calhoun, and shaped

^
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their policy in accordance with
the following principles,
Which the school had adopted as
a result of long
experience."

This policy included several
tenets: that
assistance should be directed at
the immediate needs of
"desperately poor people, without
any of the frills of
social service reformers," that
a farm program must be
tailored to each individual, that
"supervision must at first
be thorough and on other occasions
severe in order to break
old habits of shiftlessness and
ignorance," then that

supervision must be gradually relaxed and
the individual
encouraged to be "self-respecting and
independent" and not
rely on outside assistance, and finally
that the goal be

eventual ownership of

a

farm.

By 1935, this plan allowed

267 families to be "resettled" and Lowndes to
boast the best

repayment record in the state. ^

Calhoun also served as the

center for Red Cross relief efforts during the
Depression,
the mediator between the government and individual

recipients of relief, and the advocate for farmers seeking

government seed and feed loans.
In spite of the centrality of Calhoun in government

relief programs and its great achievement as

a

model for

government policy, the Depression hobbled Calhoun.

The

agricultural depression wrought desperate poverty in a

community that had already suffered for years from the
replacement of farming with industry and migration out of
the rural South.

In 1935, Thomas Jesse Jones appealed to
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donors for funds to save an
ad,nirable institution "in
severe
financial straits."
1937 the minutes of a
Calhoun
-eting read that there was "a great
need for canvassing for
large sums in aid of Calhoun.""
1938, expenses

m

m

at

Calhoun were "cut to the bone."^°
Furthermore, the current president
of Calhoun, Jerome
F. Kidder, suggested that
government resettlement actually
hurt Calhoun.
s land redistribution program by constructing
houses and renting them out nearby,
thus competing with the
model of land ownership. «1 Several
possibilities
for

solving the financial crisis took the
form of the usual
choice between state or church sponsorship.
Kidder
thought that absorption under the state
authorities would
mark a loss of independence. Calhoun, he
thought,

was "so

far ahead of the average Negro school that
to put it under
the same management as the average Negro public
school would

be a distinct step backward.

"^^

The same year, Kidder's

reputation was punctured by accusations that he had whipped
some black female students, that he professed to prefer

white cooks in the teachers' kitchen because they were
"cleaner," that he favored whites at the heads of

departments, and that he was "a slave-driving type man."^
By September of 1939, Kidder had left the school,

finances worsened, and the school failed to open.

Some

"colored people are weeping," observed Thomas Jesse Jones.
In 1943, the trustees finally deeded the school to the State
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Lowndes County Board of
Educati on
the responsibility of supervising
Calhoun as a public
school.
While Calhoun's pioneers had
attempted a model
community in an impoverished
region of the Deep South, which

guided government policy during
the tragedy of the Great
Depression, this very success
contributed to the downfall of
its own ideal.
The removal of control over land
redistribution from Calhoun began the
fragmentation of
programs and goals, the integration of
which had been the
genius of the community settlement
school.
The adoption of
Calhoun by the state school system meant
bureaucratization,
standardization, and the decline of open
experimentation.

Calhoun's decline no doubt resulted partly from
the
investment of so much power and responsibility

in the single

person of Charlotte Thorn.

After her death, the school had

difficulty proceeding without the animus of the mind
that
could integrate such diverse functions and moderate such

opposing factions.

Worst of all, the Great Depression swept

Calhoun's voluntary contributions out from under it, money
that was already waning with the growth of the state

educational system and the growing federal assumption of

responsibility for extension and vocational work.

Perhaps

the Depression merely painted the final stroke over a way of

life that was increasingly outmoded in American culture.
The rural "good life" defined by community, family, self-

sufficiency, and plenty, was passing as a possibility and as
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an ideal.

The decline of cotton fanning
and the
continuation of virulent racism
paved the road fron, the
countryside to the city and made
exodus an easy choice for
many blacks.
In the 1930s, Thomas Jesse
Jones had taken one last
stand for Calhoun. The collapse
of "cotton tenancy," he
said, had been called "our are.t..^
sp^j^i
1
.

..

because of the desperate living
conditions that were
revealed; tenant regions were "a
miserable panorama of
unpainted shacks, rain-gullied fields,
straggling fences,
rattle trap Fords, dirt, poverty, disease,
drudgery, and

monotony."

He thought that approaches like Calhoun's
had

potential for all suffering communities.

Like nearly all

so-called liberals of the early twentieth century,
Jones
tended to support white leadership of efforts
to assist
blacks, a tendency that qualifies the sincerity
of his

concern. 85

In spite of the omnipresence of paternalism,

however, Calhoun remains as evidence of a remarkable
attempt
to alter the desperate living conditions for blacks
in

Lowndes County.

Charlotte Thorn thought that Calhoun was

not "just another school," but instead a type of "education
for life."
*

*

*

The story of the People's Village School at Mt. Meigs,
Alabama, also represented a genuine attempt at community

regeneration.

Driven by a similar spirit, People's Village
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made more modest gains.

its accomplishments were
contained

less by a conservative philosophy
than by concrete
limitations such as a lack of funds
and a harsh physical
environment.
Founded by Georgia Washington,
a black woman
who graduated from Hampton,
the school suffered under
constant financial strain, climatic
crises, and what she
considered a fatalistic attitude
among community members.
"The one great trouble with our
people here is they seem to
live in the dark most of the time
and never seem to see that
it is possible to do more in the
future than in the past,"
she wrote to Hollis Burke Frissell.^

Georgia Washington graduated from Hampton
in 1882 where
she stayed for ten years afterward working
as an assistant
in care of Winona, the dormitory for
Indian girls attending
Hampton, teaching Sunday school, and doing
temperance work.
She subsequently spent a year under Charlotte
Thorn and
Mabel Dillingham helping them launch Calhoun Colored
School,
and then set off to establish a school-settlement of
her own
at Mt. Meigs, Alabama, a village fifteen miles from

Montgomery and 28 miles from Tuskegee.®^

Washington drew

her inspiration from General Howard Armstrong, founder of
Hampton, quoting him as saying, "what is commonly called

sacrifice is the best, happiest use of one's self and one's

resources

— the

means."

in 1916, looking back upon her work at People's

best investment of time, strength, and

Village, she concluded that Armstrong was a forerunner of
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progressive reform and that his
"lesson of service for
others is being taught throughout
the world now." Booker
T
Washington and others, like
herself, merely followed
the
plan taught by Armstrong that
aimed at uplift. The work
involved "not only Negroes, but
the white
man and the red,

all working with the same
end in view-the uplift of

humanity through service."

To Washington, service meant
the

education of her own people by
providing schools to
impoverished communities and assisting
"in lifting

the cloud

of ignorance and superstition
from my brothers and sisters
there. "^ The year before she began
People's Village,

Washington wrote that during her schooling
at Hampton, she
had envisioned the type of work she
desired to undertake.
To a Hampton Anniversary gathering in
1892, she said that,

"My ideal school all along had been where
the people were in
a very low state of civilization,
some out of the way place

where no one else cared to go."

it appealed to her to work

"side by side with another race, different perhaps
from

ourselves, yet helping us to grow large-hearted, keeping

ever before us Hampton's motto,

'Help one another.'"

Washington's words shed light on the motivations of other
teachers who chose similarly to serve
self or career.

a

higher goal than

Washington and others, once apprised of the

conditions of desperate poverty and permanent indebtedness
facing blacks in the rural South, thought they had no choice
but to follow the "mission" laid manifest before them.

"I
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cannot close my ears to this
pitiful appeal of the
helpless," Washington wrote.
In the next decades, Georgia
Washington had to call on

this fervent missionary spirit
to endure the many crises
that faced People's Village.
While Washington shared the
same tie to Hampton upon which
Thorn and Dillingham
depended, she lacked their easy
access to Northern white
philanthropists. A Southern black woman,
she did not move
freely in the society of the white
liberal elite
and

therefore relied on indirect connections
through
administrators at Hampton or Hampton men
on her own staff
for raising money.
The few white Southerners on the board
of trustees were apathetic about raising
funds.
While

Washington understood that financial shortages
threatened
the very existence of the school, she wrote,
the
trustees

"are perfectly contented."

"says well

I

"One old man," she went on,

reckon some body will send it [money] to you

from the North."

Washington's relations with the Southern

trustees were strained and she spoke of enlisting their help
but making sure not to "rouse them to anger. "^

She ended

up having to communicate to them through Hampton leaders

Mollis Burke Frissell and George Phenix.

While Charlotte

Thorn's ability to move in the three circles of the local
community, Hampton, and Northern philanthropists,

contributed to the success of Calhoun, Georgia Washington's
inability to do so left her frustrated and placed People's

Village at the .ercy of the
climate of Northern sentiment"'
and the co^unitys own
.carce resources as well
as Southern
racism.'^

People's Village School rested
on a shaky financial
foundation.
As early as 1898, Georgia
Washington noted that
"my greatest burden is where
to get the money to pay
teachers, but I am trusting God
for it and doing what I can
to interest friends."'^ In
1904, Washington's spirits hung
by a thread, and she beseeched
Frissell, "please let me hear
a word from you soon,
just a few words from you would
help
me,

for the work there is very hard
to carry at present but
I mean to stick to it until
my strength has entirely
failed."'^ In 1906, she wrote that the
money shortage had

become desperate.

The school had not managed to pay

salaries and one teacher had threatened

a

law suit.

Washington voiced the need for an outside person
to join
People's Village in order to enhance fund raising

efforts.'^

Three years later the school was again in debt and
the

teachers without salaries.

Saved by contributions from

local people and Northerners, the school limped along,
but

fluctuations in donations forced students to use the benches
on which they sat for desks and teachers to go without

salaries for three months in 1915.
to close early.
decades.'^

Finally, the school had

So it went throughout the next two
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"break up," or take all the crop
produced the last year of
tenancy and send away the family
with nothing. Even in
secure situations, families
suffered from perpetual debt.
Nevertheless, parents begged the
school to take their
children, offering potatoes or
syrup in place of tuition.
At times children could work
on school grounds instead of
payment,
spite of its impoverishment, the
community
managed to pay 470 dollars for tuition
for an average daily
attendance of 200 in 1894. "» In
1910, an annual report
noted that "930 dollars was paid here
in this hard pressed
community.

m

As a result of cooperation, the meager
resources of the
community allowed the school to accomplish
some of the goals
of other similar school settlements.
Like Calhoun, People's
Village offered a practical but challenging
program of

"industrial work" and academics.

Subjects included grammar,

geography, history, spelling, nature study, bible
study,
writing, drawing, mathematics, algebra, and reading,
along

with sewing and gardening.

The school, perhaps more

importantly, provided a community center for the region.

The school house, remarked Washington in 1896, "is at

present the wonder of the village, for both white and
colored.

The children hang around it all day Saturday, and

Sunday too.

.

.

They are happy.

"""^^

The school also ran

numerous community events, a twenty-four acre farm, a night
school, a YMCA, Sunday schools, a society for the care of
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the elderly, and a sick and
Burying Society.
spite of
financial problems, one article
described People's village
as a "little settlement-ho.e,
school, far., and church,"
"an oasis in the desert.

m

One of the most remarkable
achievements was a land
company that evolved into a
cooperative Farmers' Union. As
land was difficult to obtain
in small acreage, each farmer
paid a monthly fee to a form a
treasury that allowed for th.
purchase of large plantations to be
divided into lots for
family farms. The Union also helped
surrounding farmers to
plan their planting.
in 1903, seventy-five men also
organized a cotton gin company and soon
were "not only
ginning cotton themselves but.
for some of their white
neighbors. "1°^ These plans reversed the
financial condition
of the community, allowing many blacks
to climb out of debt
and to own land and build their own houses.
.

.

In 1913, an

annual report stated, "friends, you cannot
imagine how happy
these people are when they are able to own the land
which

they have rented for so many years since the [Civil] war."^°^

Community women also operated collectively through
People's Village, distributing garments produced by the

sewing class for sale to villagers, or marketing vegetables,
chickens, eggs, butter, and fruit by wagon in Montgomery to

meet bills for groceries and clothing thereby helping the
family to become self-suf f icient

.

Women also organized

Mother's Conference that sent a delegate to the Tuskegee

a

wcen.s conference run by Margaret
Murray Washington,
Wife Of Booker

monthly

T.

Washington.'"'
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the

The Conference .et twice

talk over and suggest plans
for the ho.es and
neighborhood work.-. Projects
included traveling
..to

out and

organizing clubs an,ong

-.the

women on the far away

Plantations-, who could not travel
to the school house, and
"looking after and reporting cases
of motherless children on
the different plantations "^^^
.

Like other settlement schools,
People's Village sought
to prepare students for teaching
and community work among
blacks.
As one annual report pointed
out:

Our object is to keep this day school
small,
but good.
Give the boys a common school
education, and as much of the industries
as
we can, then send them to Tuskegee,
Hampton
or the State Normal School, where they
can
be better fitted for future work among
our
people in the South [sic]."^

Many People's Village students went on to
higher training at
Tuskegee, Talladega, Payne, Spellman, Wilberforce,
Hampton,

and State Normal School at Montgomery; others
received

teaching certificates and taught throughout Alabama. ''^^
Schools like People's were thus important for their

preparatory education, and elementary and secondary school
teacher training, as well as community improvement."^
While People's Village functioned as well as possible

given its tight financial backing, the simultaneous
retirement of Georgia Washington and the eruption of the
Great Depression caused

a

permanent setback.

In 1935,
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Washington wrote with despair
about the difficulty
procuring
funds:
"I have been writing
letters for forty-two
years for

the People's Village School,
my hands have grown tired,
.y
heart is weary, ray heart is
worn out, so I hardly know
what
to say...^^^ Later that year,
she took a month's vacation
to
visit a sister in New York City
she had not seen since
1929^^5 Upon returning to
People's Village, Washington
commented, "My people were glad to
see me back and I confess
that I was glad to see them and
the old school ground with
weeds over grown and dilapidated
buildings all looked good
to me. "^^6 The next year, however,
she gave up the

principalship and devoted her time to building
up the school
library
In 1937, Washington mentioned that the
school was in

such financial trouble that she was not
receiving her
salary.
She wrote to Hampton that, "I have to take
care of
myself, food and etc.
l need help.
i hate to write this to

you but it is all
term.

I

I

can do.

can still now though

hope to get some work next

l
I

am old, yet

strong and pretty well in health."

I

am still

For a woman who had

foregone pay and luxuries for a mission of teaching self-

help to the poor, soliciting personal aid must have been
nearly as painful as witnessing the decline of her school.
She lamented that the campus showed neglect, the farm was in
shambles, the ditches needed digging, the barn needed
repairs, and the fences were down.

"It makes my head ache
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just to look out and see
things going to nothing,"
she
added.
summing up the school's
long-term difficulties, she
said, "we just haven't the
money" to make improvements.
As
late as 1946, Washington
described the basic struggle
of
running a school in an
impoverished community "with hungry
boys and girls some of whom
have had no breakfast
at

alL^m

The shortage of funds in the
Great Depression severely
curtailed the cooperative programs
run successfully for
years by People's Village. Georgia
Washington's retirement
also marked the end of an era
characterized by her broad
vision and renewable enthusiasm.
it also represented
the

loss of a leader who at once had
served as a teacher, farm
manager, housekeeper for the teacher's
accommodations, and
principal.
Mollis Burke Frissell delivered an address
about her called "Self-Sacrifice" in which
he paid homage to
her selflessness and love of her people, ^^o
^^^^
testified to Washington's importance to both school
and

community when she was away from People's Village
on a visit
to Hampton:
wish you to send Miss Georgy right back
hear Miss Georgy have don more good hear
than anny body that ever have bin hear She
don't know how much good she have don her
self I know she have caus the colard people
to buy right Round this School about 1600
acres of Land she all so went about 10 miles
from this Place into the Churches and maid
speaches and a few Sundays ago I visit in
that Naborhood where the Negros did not oan
a foot of Land know they have bought a
thousand acres and ar Living on it Since
Miss Georgy have bin hear she have cause a
better fealing betwean the whites and
I

.
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Blacks
She is the instrument
of
husbands and wivs getting along
together
better I would say she have
spLk over a
different chuLhes Ind
PliaT. wH^"^"
-"-^
he?\^L:l;:?s^SSt^Cs?c1.^^^^^
.

.

While People's Village School
did not have the distinction
Of influencing government
policy, it represented a
sincere
attempt at community regeneration
and collectivism.
*

The Penn School on St. Helena
Island, South Carolina,
provides a final example of a school
that combined academic
and industrial work with an extensive
plan for community
rejuvenation. As one reporter stated,
"the community is the
school." Throughout its life, Penn
enjoyed wide acclaim and
an eventful history. As part of the
Port Royal Experiment,
abolitionist Laura M. Towne and her friend
Ellen Murray,
both from Philadelphia, arrived after the
federal occupation
of the area in 1861, to help ex-slaves
adjust to their new
freedom.
Willie Lee Rose illustrates the tragedy
of the

Port Royal Experiment as an effort to provide
an example to
the rest of the country of the possibilities of

reconstruction, but also showed the positive results of the

missionary enterprise.

Unlike most black Southerners, Sea

Island blacks largely owned their own land and controlled

their own local government
In addition, Towne and Murray founded Penn School which

offered a classical education to the island blacks.

In
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1905, a New vorker who graduated
fro» Vassar College, Rossa
B. cooley arrived
to take over the principalship
and gave
Penn a new lease on life.
As one scholar points,
Cooley
thought that "the school was
not a mere transmitter of
icnowledge, but a social
dynamo in affecting much needed
social change. "^^^

Rossa

B.

cooley and Grace

B.

House, both former Hampton

teachers, sought to translate the
Hampton ideal into
practice on St. Helena island.
Phasing out the pedagogical
methods of Towne and Murray which
focused on rote
memorization, these women aimed to make
education more
applicable to life on the island and
eventually to create an
"all-island, an all-the-year-round school,
merging school
and community. "124 Along the lines of
Calhoun and People's
Village, Penn initiated an ambitious plan
that would enlist
the participation of the eight-thousand
islanders in a

cooperative movement for community betterment.

The school

succeeded to such a degree that it attracted visitors
from
all over the world and caused one American
observer,
Paul

Kellogg, editor of The Survey

,

to call it "our most

arresting experiment in community education."

"There is

something primal in the rediscovery of the power of the
school as a social dynamo.

.

.

its release of the organic

strength of the community, and its stirring frontage on
change," he was inspired to

add.''^^
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Like other school-settlements,
Penn attempted to
provide high quality academic
education with stress on
relevance and practical training
in agriculture, teaching,
and other skills.
The school aimed "to produce
graduates
able to solve the problems
of the community; furnish
teachers for the local schools;
and develop a type of
leadership which appreciates that
truest happiness comes
from a life of service. "^^^ Along
with the academic
curriculum, Penn offered instruction
in such "industries" as
carpentry, blacksmithing, wheelwrighting,
machine repair,
cobbling, basketry, dairy and livestock,
agriculture,
sewing, laundry, cooking, and
housekeeping. Rossa Cooley
insisted that the whole point of the
venture was to make the
island a community of yeoman farmers who
could sustain life
independently yet who had a high standard of
citizenship and

worldliness.

A significant part of the plan was to foster

rural collectivism and pride, to encourage
people "to be

rural-wise, community conscious and self-disciplined
persons

with a profound concern for the continual redemption
of self
and society. "^^^
With a faith that hindsight renders naive, Cooley

promoted the possibilities of a self-sufficient farming
community, exhibiting an honest belief in the superiority of
rural over urban conditions for black achievement.

Many

observers called Cooley "the interpreter" of the Sea
Islanders.

Like a settlement worker, she tried to respond
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to the needs of her neighbors
and encouraged their
independent efforts whenever
possible.
Kellogg wrote that
Cooley.s participation in Penn
was not "a gesture of
paternalism" but an attempt "to
release nascent forces for
self-development." she aimed "to
stir things up and build
from the bottom democratically."
The logic of industrial
work was not training for socially
subordinate positions,
but self-sufficiency of individuals,
families, and
communities, especially freedom of
blacks from reliance on
whites for employment. Cooley wrote
that "the gauge that
freedom set to these Negro women of the
southern countryside
was not to become housemaids to be
had for wages by city
dwellers, but to become the home-makers
and mothers and farm
women for their own rural communities. "^^^

Penn School established a school farm to
demonstrate

new methods of agriculture including crop
rotation and
diversification.

Land that produced eight to ten bushels of

corn per acre soon produced twenty to thirty with
the
teachers' supervision of the students' "home acres."

Acres

of corn, sweet potatoes, cowpeas, and oats supplemented
the

planting of cotton.

Other programs included a county

teachers' organization, a school committee,

a

Graduates'

Club, a midwives training class, a public health campaign

with community nurse and doctor, a credit union, parent-

teacher conferences, a YWCA and YMCA, farm demonstration
clubs, and better homes committees.

The Home-Makers' Clubs

had a membership of several
hundred and included
projects in
gardening, canning, improved
poultry, beautif ication
of
homes and yards, marketing,
food and nutrition,
child
development, clothing, home
management, health and
sanitation, and handicrafts.
A Cooperative Society, in
addition, Offered an opportunity
for farmers to market and
purchase goods collectively in
quantity.
Finally, a
Folklore Society formed in order
"to preserve the dialect,
folk games and songs of the
Islands. "^^o a newspaper article
stressed that the school aimed to
"preserve, uncontaminated,
much of its original African
culture. "^^^

Elizabeth Jacoway, historian of Penn
School, assesses
the efforts of Penn to provide an
example for the solution
of the "Negro problem" by "Yankee
missionaries". she

considers Penn a failure and blames the
paternalistic
tendency of Cooley and Penn's benefactors
to impose a

Northern, accommodationist vision of race
relations and the
New England values of hard work and moral
uplift. At the
same time, Jacoway faults Cooley for failing
to develop and

follow a particular philosophy and for reacting to
concrete

situations as they arose.

Yet this responsiveness to local

conditions was exactly the point of Cooley 's notion of

community regeneration and seems to argue against the

portrait of her efforts as driven by a desire for social
control, paternalism, or the imposition of an alien culture.

Cooley no doubt brought with her precepts from Northern
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life, but She attempted
to create an institution
that
allowed for the .axi.u.
participation by cc.unity
„e.bers
for their own empowerment.

More important factors
constricting the Penn ideal
were
the calamitous events such
as the advent
of the boll weevil,

inexorable outmigration

agricultural depression, and
finally the Great Depression.
Along with the national trend
toward industrialization and
urbanization, these factors
rendered the ideal of a vital,
self-sufficient island
community increasingly difficult
to sustain.
Blaming
individuals like Cooley for the
failure of Penn to
revolutionize race relations in the U.
s. is to fault
reformers for undertaking a life's
work that was at once
ambitious and selfless.
in fact, Cooley responded to such
criticism. An editorial in The Southern
w^rKlH-'l caused her
to write Hampton to express "deep
concern and

disappointment."

,

The editorial lauded the replacement of

missionary spirit with professionalism, as the
former
"somehow always carried with it the idea of
superior going
out to help uplift inferior." The regular
courses now
replaced the old plans of

a

"work school," it read.

Cooley

was shocked by the misunderstanding of what she
considered

work dedicated to giving the community

a

voice, self-

sufficiency, and prosperity, and not merely manual
training.

Despite the limitations of
her race, class, and
regional upbringing, Cooley-s
ai. was to provide a
co:„.unity
center that would allow for
the development of a
sense of
collectivism in a demoralized,
rural region, and release
the
power Of an educated citizenry.
Far from custodian
of the

status quo, Penn-s unique
program of community activism
made
St. Helena into what one
reporter calls a "training
ground
for black organizers "^^^
.

*

*

The Calhoun School, the People's
Village School, and
the Penn School all ultimately
faced obstacles that included
financial shortages, climatic crises,
and uncommonly
virulent racism in the country at
large.
They were
undoubtedly limited by their need to
fulfill the desire of
their benefactors to solve bitter race
relations with a
long-term plan of industrial education.
Yet women like
Charlotte Thorn, Margaret Murray Washington,
Georgia

Washington, Rossa Cooley, and others managed
to expand the
realm of industrial training to include rural
social work
and community activism. Hindsight has proven
their agrarian
ideal of a self-sufficient community in which blacks

controlled the local economy and owned the land to be
outmoded.

At best, however, their school settlements

attempted to create an alternative vision of the future for
blacks in this country.

It was a vision based on the belief

that blacks should not be forced to move away from Southern

-il

and that they deserved
help in finding the
„eans of
gaining power over their
own labor, fainilies,
and
communities.
The failure of these
efforts to provide
community regeneration that
would revolutionize race
relations in this country
originated not so much out
of a
crisis of vision or lack of
genuine dedication but as
a
result of the profound forces
standing in their way. The
lack Of financial support,
the agricultural depression,
industrialization, and virulent racism
constituted major
forces of destruction of the
ideal of local community

regeneration represented by the
school settlements. These
community centers, however, did
have their successes, which
should be measured in the temporary
rejuvenation of the
psyche of individuals and communities,
the provision of
essential social and educational services,
and the

introduction of training grounds for blacks
and whites
dedicated to community activism.
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CHAPTER

4

FROM "MOTHER POWER" TO
CIVIL RIGHTS:
BI^CK SETTLEMENTS, THE
YWCA, AND INTERRACIAL
COOPERATION

until 1920, black and white
women interested in
improving the living conditions
of American blacks usually
worked independently. Vet,
they formed similar
institutions
under the aegis of the YWCA,
home missions, settlement
work,
and other organizational
activity, that laid the
foundation
for future cooperation.
They also shared elements of
an
ideology that combined notions
of activist motherhood and
moralist womanhood. This doctrine
paved the way for a
limited but remarkable degree of
interracial cooperation
given the hostile climate of the
early twentieth
century.

This chapter will show how black
settlement workers
drew on motherhood as an imperative
for reform.
One
illustration, the case of Lugenia Burns
Hope and Atlanta's
Neighborhood Union, shows how settlement
work grew out of an
expanded notion of women's sphere that
included any activity
bearing upon the welfare of black children.
Settlement work
also gave workers the clout and awareness
to demand social
justice and equal treatment in organizations
such as the
Young Women's Christian Associations (YWCA).
The agitation
of Hope and other black reformers helped transform
the YWCA,
which, in the first half of the twentieth century
had a

broad plan of settlement-type activity, into a base for

working for state intervention on behalf of civil rights and

welfare.

The specific example of
African-Americans tested
the humanitarian principles
of the YWCA's philosophy
of
Christian democracy. As
the YWCA enacted a program
directed
against racism, it articulated
a credo of moralist

womanhood.

This ideology stressed a
special humanitarianism
belonging to women that
demanded their participation
in
community life not only as
mothers and neighbors but also
as
citizens of the nation and the
world.
in 1920, a set of unusual
events led to the cooperation
of white and black women
interested in the particular

problems facing African-Americans.

Lugenia Burns Hope, who

founded the powerful Atlanta
settlement Neighborhood Union,
held a caucus of black women in
her home, wife of Morehouse
College and later Atlanta University
President John Hope,
Lugenia Hope had agitated for equal
treatment of blacks in
the YWCA, supervising its work for
black soldiers during
World War I. stirred by encounters
with racism in

organizations and in American life in general,
the black
women's caucus announced that "the time was
ripe [to] go

beyond the YWCA and any other organization and
reach

a few

outstanding White and Negro women. Christian and
with wellbalanced judgement and not afraid [sic]." This move
coincided with the white Methodist Women's Missionary
Council's convention which called upon Southern women to use
their newly won right to vote for the encouragement of
interracial cooperation.

President Belle Bennett and

special guest speaker Kill
Alexander, head of the
Atlanta
Co^^nission on Interracial
Cooperation, urged a new
departure
toward greater cooperation
with black „o,„en at all
levels.'
subsequently, Lugenia Hope
invited two white Methodist
leaders, Sara Estelle
Haskin and Carrie Parks
Johnson, to
the biennial conference
of the National Association
of
colored women at Tuskegee
Institute and a special meeting
afterward in the home of Margaret
Murray Washington, founder
Of Elizabeth Russell
Settlement and the Tuskegee
Woman's
Club as well as wife of Booker
T. Washington and head
of
Women-s Work at Tuskegee. The
unorthodox meeting initially
stumbled on mutual apprehension,
but ended with a spirit of
unity.
The meeting led to a landmark
in the history of race

relations-the interracial women's
conference in Memphis,
Tennessee, in October of 1920, with
91 women from the major
Protestant denominations, women's clubs,
and the YWCA. The
conference opened with the Methodist
women's accounts of
their trip to Tuskegee and proceeded
with four powerful
addresses by black female organization
leaders, including
Margaret Murray Washington. Charlotte Hawkins
Brown,

founder of a preparatory school for blacks
called Palmer
Memorial Institute located near Sedalia, North
Carolina,

called the conference "the greatest step forward.
since emancipation."

.

.

taken

The conference successfully

recommended the founding of a Commission on Interracial
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cooperation's women's committee
that later provided the
springboard for Jessie Daniel
Ames's anti-lynching crusade.^
In the late 1910s and
afterward, black and white
women's common interests and
experiences led to increased
communication.
their call for interracial

m

cooperation,

they articulated an early
ideology of civil rights activism
that was made possible by
their common experiences as
women
Of the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, as
community reformers, and as members
of the middle-class.
They Shared a sense of the
religious or moral imperative for
reform, experience in social
welfare and community
improvement organizations, and awareness
of the need for
expanded women's rights. They also
believed
in the special

responsibility of women for smooth social
relations and in
the unique role of Southern women in
the future of
race

relations.

While white and black women came from vastly

different social and cultural backgrounds,
and while the
organizations they erected varied considerably,
their common
experiences and language allowed for a new form of

cooperation and understanding.
The interracial women's conference in Memphis combined

three major groups of women: white Methodist women in the

home missions movement, black women in the club and
settlement movements, and white and black women in the YWCA.

Throughout the 1920s and 1930s these women continued to work
together, often with great difficulty, to make inroads
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against Ji„ crow.

The conference that
launched their
cooperative efforts took
place during what »any
have
considered the nadir of race
relations in post-civil War
America. On the surface,
interracial cooperation appears
to
be the logical conclusion
of the three groups'
settlement
worK a^ong blacKs. Given
the vast chasm dividing
blacks and
Whites, especially in the
South, this activity requires
some
explanation, while each group
ostensibly shared an interest
in the welfare of blacks,
their views of African-Americans
differed substantially.
The white Methodist women, for
example, took an
ambivalent approach toward blacks.
While they fought within
their own denomination for the right
to establish settlement
houses in black communities, their
segregated facilities did
not threaten the premise of Jim
Crow.
1910, the organ of
the Women's Home Mission Society of
the Methodist Episcopal
Church, South, Our Homes, devoted an
entire issue to "Our
Duty to the Negro." while the journal
attributed the
alienation of blacks and whites to the failure
of the

m

Southern church to address the problems of the
freedmen and
women, it also claimed that blacks required the
assistance
of whites in order to develop their very character,

since

this task fell within the province of women, the Methodist

women believed they were well suited to instruct black women
on the elementary lesson of how to be women:

We believe that no nation or race can
develop the highest qualities of truth.

itself ^fni^h"'l?:^dfrd''f
womanhood.
What
Of our standard ^2
"^9ro
womanhood?
2*
Do
we
exDsct
""'^
of''lharac?er?"'Sow°can'thP"'^\"^
Places for aeveL°^in°ryoSn^riiv°:r„L^"*

^

broad statements, but we
hundreds of negro homes inknow that in
our rural
districts and city slums
this is the

case.

Despite the condescension
and use of stereotype,
white
Methodist women advocated
training black women as
Methodist
deaconesses, social workers,
and city missionaries through
institutions such as Paine College
in Augusta,

m

addition,

Methodist women showed an early
interest in local
interracial congregating for
increased cooperation in the
fight against discrimination
and
prejudice.

m

1917, they

called for "the protection of
the childhood and womanhood of
Georgia without regard for race."^
Black women intent on progress
toward civil rights and
the welfare of their neighborhoods
and experienced in
organizations for social change found a
way to bridge
differences and elicit the cooperation of
white women. They
not only succeeded by articulating the
imperative of
motherhood, but brought their own views of
the female sphere
to bear on reform organizations.
From their positions
as

community leaders, black women influenced wider
reforms and
helped contribute to changing notions of woman's
sphere.

In

addition, black women's notions of motherhood and
womanhood

lay .t the root of
thei. own imperatives
,or involvement
reform.

T

Black and white women
who united in the
interracial
albeit erratically, viewed
their interest, as
inextricable because of
their view of the role
of Southern
women.
From the 1890s on.
Southern leaders sought to
rejuvenate the region by
addressing the social
problems that
caused the South to seem
to lag behind the North
both in
culture and economic
development.
BooKer T. Washington's
Tuskegee idea, w. E. B.
DuBois-s Atlanta University
conferences, and the Southern
Sociological Congress
exemplified the various attempts
to uncover social problems
in order to bring about
progress through reform. These

~nt,

efforts both inspired and were
inspired by a multitude of
local reformers and community
organizers. Many Southern
women saw themselves as having
a definite role in
revitalizing the South,
1906, a report of the Conference
for Education in the South that
met at Lexington,

m

Kentucky,

outlined three projects facing those
interested in improving
social conditions in the South: "the
rehabilitation
of rural

life; meeting efficiently a great
industrial movement; and
the living together of two races in
complete harmony." a

representative of the Women's Education Aid
Societies said
that "the work of focusing public opinion
rests largely with
the women." "The destiny of the women
of the South,"
she

went on, "[is] to train their children to adapt
themselves

to these new conditions...

.-Training their children-,
meant

not only guiding their
own families but also
emhar.ing on
careers in education.
The conference called
on women to
build schoolhouses, form
educational societies, and
lead
educational reform movements.*

Much of women.
s turn-of-the-century club and
organizational activity drew on
middle-class Victorian
ideals Of female behavior
for legitimacy.
Historians have
outlined at length the ideology
that held women responsible
for nurturing the family,
managing the household, acting
as
moral guide, and rearing children
to be good
citizens,

scholars have also shown how women
used this doctrine of
female domesticity to justify
their involvement in a vast
range of social reforms, especially
those related to
educating or nurturing the young,
all falling well within
the code of respectability. Women
merely extended

supposedly feminine virtues and
prerogatives from the family
into the public realm, serving as
collective rearers of
society's children and as the moral
stronghold for the
entire country. ^

While much work has addressed the uses of

the doctrine of separate male and female
spheres in

legitimizing the expansion of women's role, little
has
addressed its influence in race relations. In the
early

twentieth century, the idea of women's exceptional ism
combined with the prerogatives of the New South to make
many
women, both white and black, conclude that they had a

special responsibility
for improving living
conditions for
^lacKs. At a ti.e when
their refer, organizations
had
amassed a national .exnbership,
blacJc wo.en successfully
seized this opportunity
to brea. new ground in
enhancing
civxl rights through
improved race relations.
While white
female reformers for the
.ost part failed to challenge
the
south.
s entrenched segregation, they did at tixnes
prove
receptive to change. Black
women agitated powerfully
by
appealing effectively to the
sense of female morality
so

highly touted by white
middle-class women and to other
social ideals black and white
women held in common.
Black women based their
interracial agitation on
notions Of womanhood.
it is essential to point
out,
however, that commonalities
appeared in the views of some
white and black middle class women
despite vastly different
social, cultural, economic, and
organizational backgrounds.

Historians have pointed out that the
"cult of true
womanhood" when taken to its extreme
could hardly represent
the reality of the lives of black
women and other working
women.

For one thing, the assumption that women
had the
leisure to devote their lives to the
glorified domestic
sphere did not apply to most black American
women who had a
long tradition of working to support
themselves and their
families.
Scholar Toinette M. Eugene states that black

women had a set of values that stressed social
activism,
self-sacrifice, and a sense of themselves as "moral agents";

She calls this a doctrine
of „oral "wo^anis™.
Besides
suggesting that notions of
„o„anhood differed according
to
ethnicity and race, scholars
have shown how the cluhs
and
organisations forced by black
.iddle-class women differed
from those created by
whites.
Black wo.en much more
commonly united their
efforts with those of their
poor or
working-class sisters and with
those of black men.'
addition, they were often
concerned with specific issues
affecting their communities,
such as lynching,

m

rape,

domestic violence, and the
convict lease system, islues
"rarely touched by white women."'
in spite of these differences,
a major focus of black

women.

organizations of the 1890s and
afterward paved the
way for a rapprochement with
white women's associations.
Anne Firor Scott describes what
she considers the
"collective ambivalence" running through
most black women's
associations:
s

On the one hand members felt a
desperate
need to establish the elusive
respectability
that was supposed to bring acceptance
from
the dominant culture; on the other hand
there was the equally desperate need to
change the whole structure of race
relations, to demand an end to lynching and
to joh discrimination, to demand civil
rights and the right to vote.'

Black women's effort to project "respectability"
was part of
a conscious plan to fight white racism by
teaching blacks to

appear and behave in a way that would disprove the
stereotypes that characterized African-Americans as

uncivili.ea, aependent,
a.oral, and victi.izea.
Blac. wo.en
appealed to notions of women's
role in promoting
respectability and morality
in order to enact the
second
part Of their plan-advancing
civil rights.
By obliterating
the debilitating image
of blac. women as
promiscuous and
ignorant, reformers sought
to provide role models
for other
black women and to enlist
the aid of educated,
middle-class
White women in their cause.
scholar Paula Giddings'
words, black women "believed
that the contribution of
women,
both Black and White, was
essential to racial harmony."
As'
Charlotte Hawkins Brown pointed
out, "one of the chief
causes of unrest in the South
today is the attitude of the
women of both races towards each
other. "^° As well as
making significant inroads towards
their stated goals, these
women helped broaden the meaning
of womanhood, a

m

redefinition that inspired a generation
of women to
participate actively in the later, more
well-known Civil
Rights movement.
""^

Along with men, African-American women
had
history of voluntary, organizational activity.

a long

Partly

because of their exclusion from organizations
in a whitedominated culture and partly as an expression of
strong
ethnic identity and local collectivism, organizations
like
churches, lodges, and mutual aid societies helped provide

social services, entertainment, and solidarity to black
communities.''^

According to one scholar, "benevolent.

"
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burial and secret societies
existed even under slavery,"
a nd
abolition societies-many of
them female-proliferated
with
the approach of the civil
War and continued during
the war
to provide assistance to
the black regiments and
freedmen
and women. After the war,
women's clubs formed to address
the needs of the poor and
of blacks migrating to the
cities.
These Often met weekly or monthly
and devoted themselves to
welfare and education through
specific projects such as
orphanages, schools, and churches.
the

m

1890s,

Ida B.

Wells-Barnetfs speaking tours against
lynching launched an
anti-lynching movement in Britain and
the United States.
The issue of violence as well as
the broader racism of
American life spurred the formation
in 1896 of the National
Association of Colored Women with Mary
Church Terrell as
president, which united Terrell's National
League of Colored
Women and Margaret Murray Washington's
National Federation
of Colored Women and over a hundred
other local

organizations.

Josephine St. Pierre Ruffin, president of the New
Era
Club of black women in Boston in 1895, and later
vice

president of the NACW, organized the first National
Conference of Colored Women in 1895.

She discussed the

particular goals of black women's organizations which needed
to revolve, she believed, around "our peculiar questions":
We need to talk over not only those things
which are of vital importance to us as
women, but also the things that are of
especial interest to us as colored women,

education of the race
u^^^
with which
we are identified, our
mental
.

Children in o?de"r?rpr%^re^^;;L°to
meet
conditions in which they shall
f^nd^^h'^'^^f
find themselves, how to
make the most of our
own, to some extent,
limited opportuni?ies?^^
Besides addressing the problems
unique to black
children, many middle-class
black women also felt the need
to counteract the negative
stereotypes about blacks
and

especially about black women as
ignorant and immoral
This portrayal inhibited the
self-expression and
achievements of "a large and growing
class of earnest,
intelligent, progressive colored women"
who sought the
opportunity "to be more." Josephine
Ruff in thought that
organizing a black women's movement was
necessary in order
to prove their worth, not with angry
denials of stereotypes
but with "a dignified showing of what
we are" that would
provide "an object lesson to the world." she
thought that
molding public opinion constituted the special

responsibility of "the women of the race" who could
prove
their adherence to universal standards of womanhood:
For the sake of our own dignity, the dignity
of our race, and the future good name of our
children, it is 'mete, right and our bounden
duty' to stand forth and declare ourselves
and principles, to teach an ignorant and
suspicious world that our aims and interests
are identical with those of all good
aspiring women.

Ruffin concluded that "our
woxnan's .ove.ent is
woman's
movement in that it is led
and directed by women
for the
good Of women and men, for
the benefit of
humanity."
Margaret Murray Washington,
head of Women's Work at
Tuskege
and Wife of Booker T.
Washington as well as national
club
organizer, noted that the
concerns of the National

^

Association of Colored Women
should include improving
schools, campaigning for woman
suffrage,

and anti-lynching,

which she considered "women's
work now as always.
Five years after the conference's

"^^

call for unity,

Ruffin was excluded from
participation in the General
Federation of Women's Clubs, a nearly
entirely white
organization founded in 1890.
the Milwaukee Conference
of 1900, Ruffin represented the
Woman's Era

m

Club, a

respected society of black women that
had gained acceptance
into the Massachusetts state Federation.
The General
Federation would not accept her as a
representative of a
black club, though it would accept her as
an individual
member representing the white Massachusetts
State
Federation.

Ruffin refused this offer on principle.

While

black women felt disheartened by the racism of
the dominant
faction in the General Federation, they drew
inspiration
from the many who opposed the decision.

Black club woman

and settlement worker Fannie Barrier Williams wrote
that

thousands of women "committed to a more liberal view on the

admission of colored clubs to the National Federation are

equally tenacious of their
position [as were the
exclusionists,
These „o„en ..Relieve that
»
the white „o»en
Of the country should
not be unwilling to aid
in every way
colored „o„en who are
struggling to work out their
own
.

salvation...

wo^en

„iiUa„s went on to point out
that these white

not disturbed by the cry
of social equality.
They stand for progress
and for the broadest sy:„pathy
and
"^^
for womankind.
..are

r

While the General Federation
continued its
segregationist policies for decades,
black women continued
to organize separately,
establishing settlement houses,
fostering the kindergarten movement,
establishing day
nurseries for working mothers, and
raising money
to

establish industrial homes, night
schools, homes for the
aged, literary clubs. Mother's
Clubs, and orphanages,
while
conducting specific social services and
general
social work,

these women increasingly encountered
great obstacles
consisting of the attitudes and behavior
of racist whites
and used their notion of womanhood as
common ground
to

enlist the empathetic cooperation of white
women. J The
experiences of black women in settlement work
often gave

them the knowledge, the community backing, and
the impetus
to agitate for greater change at the city, state,
or

national level.

This expansion of their realm of interest

necessitated encounters with whites that often led to
attempts at interracial cooperation.

s
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Lugenia Burns Hope's experience
as a black woman
pioneering in settlement work
provided the base from which
She helped launch an attack
on racism in the Young
WomenChristian Association as well
as the interracial movement
that began with the Tuskegee
and Nashville conferences
of

Hope's black settlement,
Neighborhood Union in
Atlanta, began as a club of
neighbors and faculty wives at
Spelman and Atlanta Baptist
College (renamed Morehouse
192 0.

in

1913) who gathered to discuss the
desperate lack of

recreational facilities for their
own children.
Neighborhood Union became a powerful
city-wide organization
of black neighborhoods and by
the 1930s attained acclaim as
"a national and international
role model for community
organization.

Jacquelyn Anne Rouse, biographer of Lugenia
Hope,
illustrates that Hope's early experience in
social reform in
Chicago (including a brief contact with
Hull-House methods),
combined with her sense of the responsibilities
of educated
black women to their race, to lay the grounding
for her
involvement in community work in Atlanta.

The direct

inspiration for such work was her concern for children—
her
own included— an interest held in common by other black

women in reform.

Upon moving to Atlanta with her husband

John, Lugenia Hope was invited by noted sociologist W. E.

B.

Dubois to participate in one of the Atlanta University

conferences entitled "The Welfare of the Negro Child."

Out

Of this conference grew
the Gate city Free
Kindergarten

Association which developed
into a full-ti.e day
nursery in
1918.
Members of the association
received no compensation
for their work, and
conceived of their efforts as
dedicated
to "the Children of the
less fortunate mothers who
would
have become the wayward and
criminal element of our city
had
it not been for the
assistance the organization was

privileged to give them.

"2°

The kindergarten association's
nucleus of middle-class
black women then proceeded to
attack other problems that
threatened the safe upbringing of
children.
Rouse writes
about Lugenia that "this protectiveness
arose out of her
desire to provide the best possible
environment for her own
sons. "21 The association sought
to remake schools into
social centers to encourage "lives
of decency and
usefulness" by providing baths, wholesome
food, information,
and other assistance.
This plan's appeal rested on a sense
of the importance of motherly concern.
The imperatives of

motherhood, Lugenia Hope and others argued,
necessitated an
appeal to humanitarian values that would bridge
differences
for the sake of the children.

An association flyer read.

We believe that the work which we are doing
for these children is second to none in the
city, and we need the interest and sympathy
of every humanity-loving man and woman.
in behalf of thousands of little people who
need our help, we ask for your
cooperation.
.

.

AS a result of .er
participation in the association,
Lu.enia
Hope instigated in 1903
the establishment of
Neighborhood
union Whose declared goal
was "to raise the standard
of
living in the coxnxnunity
and to .ake the West side
of Atlanta
a better place to rear
our children. "23
At the first meeting of
the Neighborhood Union on
July
8, 1908, eight women met at the
home of Lugenia Hope
to

determine whether settlement
work was needed. Each woman
was Charged with the duty of
finding out the names and ages
Of the neighbors, "especially
the girls between eight and
22," in the usual settlement
manner of making "friendly
visits," but with special emphasis
on youth.
One of the
settlement's first steps was a
successful appeal to the
administration of Morehouse College to
allow part of its
campus to be used as a playground
for neighborhood children
supervised by Neighborhood Union volunteers.
The Union also
initiated neighborhood celebrations,
improvement efforts,

community gardens, clean-up drives, summer
vacation Bible
schools, anti-tuberculosis campaigns,
and participation in
Associated Charities.
In 1912, black Neighborhood Union women
organized a

Social Improvement Committee to investigate and
improve the
appalling conditions of Atlanta's black public schools.

Weekly meetings structured an investigation of every
school
in the city and the study concluded that unsanitary

conditions were universal.

in addition, the poor light and
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ventilation caused children
eye strain and sickness,
and
overcrowding in double sessions
rendered the teachers
exhausted and students severely
undereducated.^^

The union

proceeded to appeal to "every
influential white woman in
Atlanta to solicit her support,"
realizing

that the issue of

educational change would demand
the attention of other
sectors of Atlanta society. At
the urging of the black
women, many white women of
Atlanta visited the schools to
witness the deplorable conditions.
Social Improvement
Committee members also visited the
mayor, city council
members, and white pastors. Armed
with precise information
from their study, these women made
significant strides
towards the improvement of education
for blacks.
As an
immediate result of their efforts, black
teachers' salaries
rose. South Atlanta built a school
house, and black men and

women began to cooperate in the drive for
better schools.
By 1923, the publicity of poor educational
services achieved

great results when the city voted to provide
twelve public
school buildings for blacks, bringing the total
to fourteen-an increase of 600 percent.
Neighborhood Union organizers

continued their efforts in spite of the invidious racism
that kept Atlanta's schools segregated and unequal for
decades.^®

The revelations of the school survey led the

Neighborhood Union to concentrate on the health problems of

black people that were exacerbated by inferior or

nonexistent hospital facilities,
poor nutrition caused by
poverty, and ignorance about
the importance of hygiene
in
disease prevention.
1915, the Union established
a health
center that provided a clinic,
nursing services, and health
education.
1924, one committee on health
reported making
196 visits, organizing a baby
clinic, securing playgrounds,
giving instruction in home care
and home economics,

m

m

arranging out-patient clinics,
leading a vaccination
campaign, and distributing
literature.

reported examining 999 children.

m

1927, the Union

Under the direction of the

Red Cross, workers taught courses
in health and hygiene in
homes, churches, lodges, and social
centers,
1929, the
Union sponsored National Negro Health
Week.
in addition,
the Union added a dental clinic and
mothers' clinics in the
1930s and arranged for over four-thousand
patients to use
the facilities yearly.^'

m

The Neighborhood Union was highly organized.

it

separated the city into different zones and
neighborhoods
that could be studied and assisted on the local
level by
workers intimately knowledgeable about conditions.
These

smaller units often mobilized effectively for city-wide
projects, thus uniting more people in a more powerful

coalition than the typical settlement house.

Operating

neighborhood centers, the Union provided the usual
settlement functions and much more.

Children and young

adults took courses in such skills as needlework, dramatics,
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basKetry, budgeting, and
participated in the Little
Mother
Club, the Little Housekeeper
Club, playground activities
girls, social clubs, boys'
social clubs, concerts,
sewing
lectures, domestic science
and good citizenship programs,
better home campaigns, legal
aid workshops, and projects
to
further interracial understanding.
This varied menu of
activities also included courses
in business administration,
musical and literary programs,
and lectures on child welfare
and the care of the home, all
aimed at community

betterment.
The Union's observation of local
conditions kindled
reform campaigns. From 1917 to
1921, a Home Investigation
Committee revealed sorely substandard
housing conditions
that included lack of street lights
and pavements,

insufficient trash removal, contaminated
water, and
inadequate plumbing and toilet facilities.
The publication
of this information prodded the city
to make
improvements.

The Neighborhood Union thus attempted to
fill the

huge gaps caused by the deficiencies of the
public school
system, as well as to provide much needed facilities
for

public recreation and crucial social services.

Union

workers conceived of their work as a combination of

protection— of women and the young— and uplift.

A Wednesday

afternoon club of women set a tone of "cultivation"

exemplified by the Union's declared aim to "promote culture
in communities."

its program included readings from Hamlet
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and other plays by
Shakespeare, »usic. prayers,
quotations,
book reviews, co^entary
on "the Negro stage,"
and lectures
on topics like "the Meaning
of Evolution." other
lecture
topics, however, included
"International Public Health,"
"our Daily Bread and Vitamnes
[sic]," "Deforestation,-and
"Louis Pasteur." They also
hosted talks on civics, the

care

Of children, and interracial
goodwill.

Their concept of

cultivation was undeniably middle-class,
but had a
cosmopolitan reach.
In addition, the structure of
Neighborhood Union caused
it to remain responsive to
the needs of the community.

For

instance, its investigations and
home visits led to an
interest in unemployment and in providing
direct relief,
especially after the depression of
1907, during the First
World War, and throughout the Great
Depression.
in its

early years, the leaders of Neighborhood
Union stressed that
its relief efforts constituted emergency
measures,
it hoped
that organized social work and the State would
eventually
take over these functions.

The Union's Social Service

Institute held at Morehouse College taught nearly 100

students in 1918 and assisted in the founding of the
Atlanta
School of Social Work in 1920.^^
Meanwhile, the Union could not ignore immediate need.
It collected and redistributed food, helped find work for

destitute families, raised money to keep people out of the
bread lines, and supplied milk and cod liver oil to children

as well as clothes so
they would stay in school.
During the
Great Depression, Lugenia
Hope also fought for
equitable

treatment of blacks by other
relief agencies.
Neighborhood Union petitioned
to the Mayor

m

1932, the

and General

council Of Atlanta asking
for financial aid.
it noted that
in the previous year,
more than llOO families had
received
aid from the Union, thus
relieving the city and other
agencies and indicated that the
medical clinic and cost of
distributing medicine at no cost
had depleted its resources.
The petition used the usual
maternal ist logic: "We must
improve the health of these thousands
of undernourished
children, for should an epidemic
break out among them, no
child in the city of Atlanta would
be safe."^
The logic of maternal care thus
contributed to the
founding of the Neighborhood Union and
underpinned its

protective and morally and culturally uplifting
programs.
In addition, a maternal ist ethos often
guarded against
patronizing reforms. For example, in 1933, the
Union made
an effort to provide a bountiful Christmas
for needy
families.

The Union's Social Welfare Council asked better-

off Atlantans, "what would you want for Christmas
if illness

or unemployment had left you too poor to plan a
Christmas
for your children?"

Rather than a basket left by a

stranger, the women asked, would a proud mother not prefer
"the pleasure of planning your own Christmas" and privacy in

receiving aid?

Union leaders urged people to offer aid

through a central Christmas
Bureau to .others in need,
to
help the. with stockings,
presents,

and dinners, as friends

and not as charity workers.

This type of assistance

preserved the poor .other's
role as provider in her fa.ily
and helped "to rebuild family
unity" instead of eroding
her
children's respect. The notion
of the mother's role as
keeper of family unity, respect,
and morality, guided the
relief efforts of the Neighborhood
Union.
Lugenia Burns Hope and her co-workers
articulated an
imperative for reform based on the
enlarged notion of female

responsibilities that included protection
of and provision
for all of society's children.
This ideology led to their
involvement in any activities bearing
even remotely upon the
welfare of the young, from schooling to
health, and from
recreation to refinement. From as early as
1908, these
women realized that their organization
filled a void they
hoped would prove temporary, before the city,
state, and
federal government would become involved in
insuring equal

facilities for the relief of poverty.

Besides participating

in the long-term agitation for federal relief of
poverty,

these women inaugurated the women's interracial movement
of
the 1920s and after.

Experienced in methods of activism

which included exposing inequities and organizing
communities for change, Hope and others were ready by 1920
to hold white women accountable for their claims of motherly

protection and care.

Hope's agitation for racial equality

.
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in the YWCA left a lasting
impression on that institution

and black women ensured its
legacy as an early force for
positive change in race relations.
The pressure of black
women combined with the social
reform experience of white
women and their common understanding
of the implications of
motherhood caused significant numbers
of each group to
realize that women could play a
vital role in improving race
relations

In the early twentieth century, locals
of the Young

Women's Christian Associations often carried
out programs
that resembled the functions of settlement
houses.
While
the International Institutes of the YWCA
actually were

settlement houses mostly for European immigrants,
regular
central and black branches also carried out settlement
work.^^

Their emphasis on Christianity and narrow focus on

young working women differentiated the two institutions,

while the integration of welfare services and reform made
them similar.
The YWCA became involved in a wide range of reform

activities that included race relations.

Much of the

rationale for expanding in the early twentieth century was
the maternalist imperative.

Much early activity aimed at

helping "the restless, surging army of women" that
industrialization lured to the "great metropolis."

YWCA

workers believed that the young, single women who migrated
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to cities required special
protection.

At the turn of the

century, YWCA "homes" sprouted
up in most major cities to
provide temporary shelter for
migrants seeking work or for
young women working for low wages.
Besides providing food
and lodging, the association
often cooperated with the
Travelers. Aid Society or protective
associations that met
women at ports or stations and helped
with the mechanics of
relocation.
Like settlements, YWCA homes sought
to recreate
the structure of a family's home
complete with a wellappointed parlor, a piano, and kitchens for
the residents to
use.
Resident secretaries often acted as mother-figures.
In a study of the Cincinnati YWCA residence,
M. Christine

Anderson shows that these arrangements had the
trappings of
a middle-class family.
Their lack of father-figures,
however, provided for the development of an egalitarian

community of women.

According to YWCA policy, blacks organized separate
branches, often called Phyllis Wheatley homes.

These

branches had the usual object of offering "shelter, aid, and
a home" to young women as well as clubs,

reading rooms,

music rooms, and other facilities for recreation, gardening,
and education.

The exclusion of blacks from public

facilities placed a much greater burden on branches for

blacks to solicit the participation of black women and girls
from all over the city "in order to meet the specific needs
of the group and community."^
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In 1912, the construction
of recreational facilities
at
a Phyllis

Wheatley branch in St. Louis, for
example, gave
"the older girls a pleasure
which the city itself denied to
its Negro inhabitants." The
home also offered lessons in
sewing, dressmaking, lacemaking,
embroidery,

china painting,

choral study, English, and Bible
and mission study.
addition, it held Mothers- Club
meetings and entertainments.
Far from merely a recreational center,
the YWCA saw its
ultimate goal as social change. One
worker implied that
working in segregated branches was only
temporary remedial
work when she wrote that "we hope the day
is not long off
when there will be the necessary means available
for doing
this work on the grand scale upon which it
should be done
for St. Louis is the best situated city in the
country for

m

such a work.

"^'

Even before the National Board of Young Women's

Christian Associations organized in 1906, some work had

begun among blacks in schools in the South and in cities
such as Washington, D. C.

York City.

,

Baltimore, Philadelphia, and New

Black men, in addition, had organized the first

YMCA as early as 1853.

Strong community leaders like

William Alpheus Hunton and Channing

H.

Tobias had emerged in

the men's movement. *°

Among women, two rival organizations, the International
Board and the American Committee, merged in 1906 as the

National Board of the YWCA.

Grace Dodge, social welfare
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worker, proved an essential
mediator in the union and was
president of the central organization
until her death in
1914/^ upon her death, Th^Crisis,
the periodical organ of
the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People, called her a "friend to
the American Negro" and
lauded her attempts to eliminate
segregation and racial

discrimination in the organization.

Comparing the records

of the YWCA and the YMCA, the article
stated that "it was
due to her more than any other person
that the YWCA, while

gravely deficient in some respects, still
is so much more
Christian and decent than the YMCA." Because
of Dodge,

white and black women ate together at summer
conferences.
Even when the segregation of associations occurred

in the

rigidly Jim Crow South, the rights of black associations
were "to be guarded just as carefully and unflinchingly
as
those of the whites."

During Dodge's tenure, Elizabeth Ross

Haynes, wife of Urban League founder George Edmund Haynes,

became the first student secretary among black students in
1908.

The author expressed the fear that Grace Dodge's

death would spell "the gradual encroachment of Negro-hating

tendencies in this association."*^
A remarkable example of a Phyllis Wheatley association,
not yet connected with the YWCA but conducting similar work,

was a home that functioned as a settlement house.

Founded

in 1913 in Cleveland by Jane Edna Hunter, its "home" housed

working girls or those seeking work and held clubs and
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Classes in a nine-story building.

Subjects for classes

included domestic science, sewing,
art, music, and
dramatics.
The center also housed a nurses'
registry and an
Employment Department. Living
quarters included a dining
room, dormitories, parlors,
club rooms, a summer camp, and
a
playground.
Three Mothers' Clubs met to support
and

encourage the work and to emphasize
"character building."
Attendance for house activities in 1929
was a huge
9,738.

Clearly a success in the black community,
the house saw
itself as "a monument to Negro womanhood"
on three counts.
First,

it had the "ability to endure and to
bear with

dignity and courage, poverty and insult and
discrimination."
In addition, the house was "a monument
to the generosity of
American white folk." Thirdly, however, it
attested to
"American Prejudice; to its inability to rise above
almsgiving, into human brotherhood and a desire for the

full and

free development of every human being to its greatest

capacity.

"^^

Jane Hunter's Phyllis Wheatley House owed its existence

partly to segregation even though it was a vibrant social
and educational center in its own right.

While similar

"homes" offered social services such as employment bureaus,

vocational training, and shelter for the homeless, their

greater goal was social change.

Chronicler of the YWCA,

Mary Sims, described the organization's aim as an acceptance
of diversity, racial and social harmony, an application of
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the spiritual to the social
sphere, and a humani^ati on
of
the industrial world:
a person by person
undertaking
T^K^
''^''^
y^^^^
a
devotlon'i^
ca^se, a cause rooted
°
in t^r?H
Christian faith in the value of

personality-all personalities-and

committed to the method of love,
a cause
committed also to a -divine discontentthat

primariirinto^"^
fittina w°
^° ^^^^^ environment
bit rath^rr
but
rather has ^^t
the '^r^^
long look, putting its
greatest endeavor into the effort to
make
that environment one in which
personality
can grow, in which life can and does
have
satisfactions.*^
This drive to alter the social
environment resulted from
concrete involvement in the problems of
individual women and
realization of the community pressures on
their lives. The

experiences of women in YWCA homes caused them
to
metamorphose from incarnations of motherly duty

to protect

the moral purity of the nation -s female
children to

community centers that provided the base for much
broader
public concern.*^
World War

I

precipitated the expansion of YWCA work in

general and especially work among blacks as they relocated
to army bases or migrated to cities seeking employment in

the jobs opened by the war.

With the assistance of the

federal government, the YWCA's War Work Council directed
funds toward work in black neighborhoods that included

emergency housing, increased staff and traveling expenses,
the Junior War Work Council and Patriotic League, club and
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recreation work, community housing,
publicity, and
education.
Emergency conditions led to new
levels of
participation.
For example, workers in Columbia,
South
Carolina, and Richmond, Virginia,
equipped a soup kitchen
for families affected by epidemics,
and in Petersburg,
Virginia, YWCA workers staffed a
hospital during the severe
influenza epidemic of 1919.^^

A new institution, the hostess house,
sprung up to
attend to black soldiers and their
families as

well as the

communities surrounding army camps.

Originally intended

mainly to "protect" girls from the soldiers
and to prevent
the perimeter of the camp from becoming a
vice district, the
hostess house expanded into a bona fide community
center.
It started out as a place where wives, mothers,
and

friends

of the soldiers could stay when visiting, as
well as a

motherly influence on single women in the community.
Workers in Newport News, Virginia, sought to curb vice
through a citizens' watch organization:
The problem of girls and soldiers was so
alarming that some hundred thoughtful
colored women organized into 'block patrol '-each woman taking responsibility for girls
seen in her block.

This work led to a survey of the town, enlistment of the aid
of the well-off women, and the beginning of club work and

organizational structure.
The hostess house typically included a large room

divided in two by a large fireplace, a rest room, and a

.
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nursery.

si.ple, elegant, and cheerful,
the houses provided
"^usic, gaiety, and cordiality."
They responded to the
needs of mushrooming army camp
communities that severely
lacked facilities for recreation,
housing, and many
essential services.
Richmond, Virginia, the YWCA
welcomed soldiers from Camp Lee
and their visitors,

m

functioning as a hostess house.

Work also included sewing

and knitting for the Red Cross,
choral club, hikes, picnics,
basketball, outdoor sports, as well
as a soup kitchen,
prayer services, lectures, Travelers'
Aid, and the Girl
Reserves. An average of a thousand people
used the
facilities monthly.
Eva Bowles described such hostess houses
as a

tremendous opportunity for black women to demonstrate
their
leadership and management capabilities and praised
the

courage it took "to stand together for the same ideal
for
the Negro girl as for the white." She suggested
that

organizing separately as women allowed them "a chance to
show the world what they are capable of doing":
Besides the general educational and
religious influences that come through
living in a progressive land, the women
themselves have developed agencies of their
own.
Whence would their leadership among
the race have developed had not the
Federation of Colored Women's Clubs been
able to give the means of expression to its
members

Caught up in the new opportunities opened by the war, Bowles
showed that black women's huge contributions on the home
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front were only made possible
by years of their own
organizational efforts that had
prepared them for erecting
hostess houses and other settlements,
she argued that wartime social work was a boon to
the Christian democracy
because the black woman, for the
first time, finds "no door
shut in her face." Her ideas
implied that the vital
contributions of black women to the
country would only be
continued if they received equal treatment
and education.
Their organizations were as essential
to the well-being of
the nation as any other group's efforts,
Bowles concluded,
because they enlist Americans "to stand behind
the country's
girlhood because it is the hope of the world. "^'

These ideals were put into practice in numerous
locales.

The Phyllis Wheatley branch in Columbia, South

Carolina, organized under the War Work Council with
125

women pledging their time and energy.

A new center provided

recreation rooms, library, rest room, offices, and a
kitchen, and became a community building used regularly by

other welfare organizations.

During the war, the Red Cross

opened a soup kitchen in the center

afterward
epidemic.

— and

— and

became housed there

workers visited over 250 families during the

One observer called it "the civic home of the

colored people of Columbia."

She also mentioned that in

Augusta, Georgia, girls from the surrounding countryside

were "interested enough to walk three or four miles" to
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attend the activities of their
new Blue Triangle Center,
as
YWCA centers were often called. ^°

Adele Ruffin, who was made
field supervisor of work
among blacks for the South
Atlantic states in 1917, wrote
tc
Eva Bowles that women in
her field "are doing pioneer
work
Which is heroic." Despite the
constant frustration of Jim
Crow, the dangers of Southern
prejudice, and the real
privations of food and fuel, YWCA
workers in the South
Atlantic field supervised an
enrollment of over 4,000 girls,
in many cases, their efforts
represented the only facilities
in the city for recreation and
other activities.
the

m

South Central region, similar efforts
took place, such as
the opening of a Phyllis Wheatley
branch in Louisville,
Kentucky, the first YWCA camp for black
girls, a camp at
Harrod's Creek, Kentucky, a center in
Chattanooga,
Tennessee, a Blue Triangle center in Little
Rock, Arkansas,
and others in Kansas City and St. Joseph,
Missouri, and
Nashville, Tennessee.
Surveys in Montgomery, Alabama, New
Orleans, Louisiana, and Memphis, Tennessee, resulted
in

government investigations of living conditions.

The

region's head workers summed up the surveys as revealing
"l.
a lack of educational opportunity,

2.

accompanying low standard of living,
commercial recreation,
conditions."

4.

low wages and the
3.

unwholesome and

improper and unsanitary housing

The YWCA seized hold of the war-era focus on

national strength to promote their cause: "Sane thinkers of
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both races are beginning to
realize in a remarkable way
that
such conditions destroy the
morale of girls of any race and
make them a liability rather than
an asset to the country in
Which they live."^^
All over the country, existing
YWCA branches and new
hostess houses mobilized for the
special exigencies of the
war and tumultuous domestic conditions.
The great migration
of blacks to cities swelled YWCA
membership.
addition,
the temporary movement of young black
women from domestic
work into industry and other jobs bred
a feeling

m

of

excitement and hope.

All over the country black women

joined the YWCA's industrial clubs in unprecedented
numbers.
In the Northeast and Midwest particularly,
the YWCA became
involved in issues concerning labor and industry.
A black
YWCA branch extant since 1905 expanded its membership
and

observed living and working conditions among black women.
It found that black women, more than other groups, had
to

accept less than a living wage, which undercut white workers
and thus aggravated racial tension.

Black women, "the

marginal workers of industry during the war," usually could
not avoid unskilled positions and nearly always had to work
for white superiors.

The YWCA learned of the need for

education in collective bargaining and skilled work, as well
as publicity aimed at employers and the public that would

encourage "an appreciation and acceptance of colored women
in industry.""
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Other activities of black branches
of the YWCA included
Fresh Air committees that operated
camps for black girls and
room registries. Employment
bureaus aimed not only at
placing women in jobs, but in setting
up training programs
to make women suited for the
available jobs and to teach
them "to cope with industrial
problems in industrial
life."

Other centers either were newly
established or redirected
their efforts to meet the new industrial
situation
in

Brooklyn, New York, and Montclair, New
Jersey, where the
YWCA became "the clearing house for social
problems." YWCA

branches often cooperated with churches and
settlement
houses, as in the case of a Burlington County,
New Jersey,
center .^^

Work undertaken during the war united YWCA workers
who
had otherwise managed activities separately, and spurred
a

drive towards recruiting members for the organization.
Washington,

war worker.

D.

C.

,

In

Cordelia A. Winn began in 1918 as special

A graduate of Columbus Normal and Ohio State

University and a summer course at Columbia University, she
had done social work in Columbus, Ohio.

In Washington, Winn

encountered a Book Lovers' Club of 60 women who began work
"with earnest hearts and empty pocketbooks

.

"

The club had

provided an employment bureau and Travelers' Aid, and during
the war cooperated with the government's employment service,
the Housing Bureau, and the Red Cross.

Cordelia Winn found

other groups enrolled in Patriotic Leagues in schools and
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the YWCA, but found many young
women "had not been reached."
All the groups combined efforts
in a membership campaign
that succeeded in recruiting 1500
new women and girls,
instructors offered classes in typing,
stenography, and
music, and worker's efforts secured
an adequate building.
White and black women cooperated in
Germantown,

Pennsylvania, to build a black association
home in honor of
"the highest ideals of Christian womanhood. "^^

Workers in city after city faced similar
conditions
that stirred further activism. The residential

segregation,

exorbitant rents, lack of any public recreational
facilities, poor sanitation, congestion, lack of
"decent

places to eat," and

a

general desire for a higher standard

of living generated supporters.

Workers and members

answered the call in Pittsburgh, Williamsport

,

and

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Columbus, Dayton, Youngstown,
Cincinnati, and Springfield, Ohio; Charleston, West

Virginia; and Baltimore, St. Paul, Des Moines, Indianapolis,
and East St. Louis."

YWCA workers conducted investigations that confirmed

their belief that black women faced a peculiar set of
obstacles to a manageable existence.

In Detroit,

for

example, workers found that black female migrants seeking

work outnumbered black males and that the churches and other
organizations often "had no concerted plan for the social

welfare of their people."

In addition,

"the housing
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conditions were acute."

Buildings needed repair and
lacked
plumbing altogether. Girls earned
too little to rent decent
rooms and the "one respectable
hotel" that allowed blacks
had "prohibitive rates for the
average working woman."
Families taking in boarders usually
preferred couples or
single men. Securing food and other
necessities was also a
struggle, as many restaurants
disallowed the patronage of
blacks.
In sum, "the segregation in Detroit
was almost as
marked as in Southern cities." YWCA
workers often found
fault with public employment agencies
because they

encouraged black women to secure employment
as domestics,
"no matter what their training, experience,
or education."
As a result of these conditions and because
of the glimpse
of light provided by wartime opportunities,
black women
flocked to the YWCA.

As one observer put it, "they were

doing their share in war industries and got little or

nothing in return.

It seemed imperative to organize the

work immediately."

They proceeded boldly by visiting

factories to secure industrial opportunities for women,

especially trying to influence employers that did not hire
blacks, and agitated against unfair wages and poor working

conditions.

The work undertaken during the war continued after the
armistice.

Black women realized that the gains made could

be rolled back if they did not harness the energy that had

seethed during the war.

In addition, the successes in
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securing employment for both black
and white women as well
as local and national cooperation
in YWCA work led to a new
awareness of their mutual interests.
Eva Bowles, a black
woman who served as first National
Secretary for "Colored
work" from 1913 to 1932, wrote
that the first steps of black
women into the city and industry were
opportunities "beset
with dangers." The black girl had
entered "a new world of
thought and feeling," learning that when
she has a problem,
it "not only affects her, but the
white girl who has been
fighting for standards; and together, they
must understand
their own interrelationships." Bowles pointed
out that the
YWCA's commitment to the working girl necessarily
included
the black girl for "more than two centuries the
Colored

woman gave this country an unrecognized contribution
of
love,

loyalty, and unrequited labor.

"^^

Even after the war had wrought a great change in the

American Victorian world view, and after woman suffrage took
the heart out of declarations of true womanhood and separate

male and female spheres, YWCA workers often continued to
evoke images of women's uniqueness to support agitation on
social issues.

In a movement segregated by sex, any issues

that touched the lives of young women technically fell

within its reach.

As women entered the work force in

increasing numbers, issues such as industrial conditions,
wages, unemployment, and protective labor legislation became

valid concerns.

Women could also legitimately discuss
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legislative matters "affecting primarily
women and girls,"
which included prohibition and law
enforcement, other
public issues particularly of interest
to women's supposedly
superior moral nature were peace and
international
affairs,

for "all of these subjects relate
themselves directly to
making this world a more satisfactory
place to live in."
These issues could also provide common
ground for

interracial cooperation, some women realized,
for "they are
of common interest to white and Negro
"^^
women
alike.

The white-dominated national YWCA's interest
in working
women and in social harmony incited its members'
desire to

take an active role in reform.

For example, its stand in

favor of the "Social Creed," formulated by the Federal

Council of Churches in 1912 and reaffirmed in 1916 and 1919
and afterward, earned it much opposition, withdrawal of
funding, and blacklisting.
in Cleveland in 1919,

At the YWCA's annual convention

it voted in favor of the Creed which

included sentiment against child labor, and for social

insurance and old age and disability pensions.

This vote

stirred the ire of the Better America Federation of
California, a group of business leaders in Los Angeles.

This society aimed, among other things, to get "men of

experience and integrity" elected into office, "to the end
that important economic problems may be handled in a manner
just to every vital interest,

...

to fight radicalism in

all of its manifestations," and "to counteract the deadly
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Virus of Bolshevism, Syndicalism,
IWWism, Socialism and
other incendiary teachings." The
Federation concluded that
the Social Creed was "rank Socialism.""
While many other organizations also
embraced the Social
Creed, the Better America Federation,
along with other
Employers' Associations, singled out
the YWCA for invective.
Jubilant about its ability to stunt a
fund-raising drive
that fell short by $110,000 of its goal,
the Employers'

Association of Pittsburgh said condescendingly
that "the
ladies of the YWCA were very 'wrothy' over our
action
[sic]."

The Association refused to give money to support

the YWCA's industrial program, calling it
"detrimental to

our American institutions."^

Employers' groups often used

language that belittled the YWCA.

One businessman said that

"you don't know what you are saying but you pass on the

phrases that are put into your mouths by labor agitators,"
implying that women of the YWCA could not think for
themselves.

Another said that,

when organizations such as the YWCA attempt
to solve by resolution the industrial
problems of the day, they should first
determine the facts, and not permit
themselves to be led into a position which
is untenable, uneconomic, and, from a
purely association standpoint, extremely
unwise.

While the cutback of funding disturbed YWCA workers,
they felt enlivened by the suggestion that their industrial
stance successfully made businessmen feel threatened.

An
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article in The Survey reported that
"apparently the temper
of the times was such,
that the more progressive
.

.

.

industrial attitude which the YWCA
has adopted since the war
led various employers to believe,
as one employer expressed
It, that -it means something
when the YWCA adopts a
program.
The YWCA noted that, while the amounts
of
contributions had declined because of its
embrace of the
Social Creed, the number of contributions
had
soared: "the

basis of support is thus being broadened
and, while a
serious diminution of income has been suffered,
the

association is building broadly for the future."

The

organization maintained its resolution "to stand for
orderly
and progressive reconstruction instead of revolution
by

violence" by advocating collective bargaining, shared shop
control and management, minimum wage, government

intervention in unemployment, public works, social
insurance, profit sharing, cooperative ownership, the eight-

hour day for women, equal pay for equal work, and adequate
safety in industry.

YWCA support reflected the grounding of

these resolutions in concepts of social Christianity which

proposed that "the teachings of Jesus are those of essential

democracy and express themselves through brotherhood and the
cooperation of all groups."

The YWCA also held that labor

legislation was especially of interest to women because it

would "insure the moral as well as the physical health of
the mothers and children of the race."^^

"
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While the YWCA had a well developed
and progressive
industrial program by the end of
the war, its record

on race

relations was more ambivalent.

While Grace Dodge and others

had tried to help bring about
justice for blacks within the
organization, a later report remarked
that their efforts
were but "a feeble start.
At an exclusively white
conference in Asheville, North Carolina,
in 1907, the idea
of conducting YWCA work among blacks
on an equal footing
with work among whites was voted down. The
possibility
of

interracial mixing at conferences proved too
difficult for
many of these women to grasp:
It was felt that parallel work among white
and colored people would mean attendance by
both at conferences. The real question was
that of the convention, for if there were
colored Associations, they should be
represented in the national convention. The
South was not ready for such

representation

.

Nevertheless, black and white women continued to

conduct work with blacks and in 1915 representatives of both
groups gathered in an interracial conference in Louisville,
Kentucky, considered a watershed in association history.

The conference called for an interracial committee of

Southern women (subsequently formed in Richmond, Virginia,
in 1916)

and defined the "best method of cooperation" as the

branch relationship.

The Louisville meeting also realized

"the need of trained leadership among colored women" through
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Student conferences.

in 1916, an interracial student

conference met at Spelman Seminary in
Atlanta.^
The branch relationship proceeded
to characterize the
relations between associations for
black people and the
central organization of a given city.
The belief that there
should be only one association per city
combined with
segregation to result in the branch concept.
White members
of the Board of Directors of the central
YWCA in a city
served as chairs of the work for blacks and
black women
served on the committees of management of the
black branch.
An "affiliating committee," later called the
"Committee on

Colored Work," was composed of three white women and
three

black women.

While spelling out the branch relationship

was considered a great step forward especially because of
the interracial component, it had obvious limitations.

Eva

Bowles, through her numerous articles and reports as

National Secretary for work with black women, indicated that
the success of interracial cooperation differed drastically

according to particular local conditions.

The branch

relationship was intended to include representation of the

black branch through a black woman from the committee of

management who served on the Board of Directors of the city
association.

While eight Northern cities attained this

arrangement, she said, "this is an impossibility in sections
of the country where great barriers arise between the races

and where tradition and custom will not permit this."

She
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added that, "where there is understanding
and where the
situation is more normal," however, the
interracial
Committee on Colored Work served as a race
relations
committee that worked to lessen "friction
and sensitiveness"
and led to "Christian fellowship
experienced as
a

reality."^
Inherent in the branch relationship was the
tension
between separatism and integrated organization as
strategies
for change.
While blacks had organized separate YWCAs
for

years,

in some places they had participated in predominantly

white associations and in still others blacks and whites
cooperated.

This cooperation pressured the National Board

to institute a progressive racial policy, while racist

whites resisted any step toward integration.

The idea of

the black branch aimed to appease segregationists, and

liberal whites and blacks simultaneously.

Many blacks in

the YWCA, such as Eva Bowles, endorsed the concept, but saw
it as a temporary compromise necessitated by the realities

of Jim Crow.

At the same time, she realized the benefits to

blacks of separate organization, including the building of
strong indigenous leadership.

W.

E.

this paradox in regard to the YMCA.

B.

DuBois explained

He observed that while

the separation of YWCA work into white and black

was not ideal because it recognized color
caste in Christian work a contradiction in
terms notwithstanding it did at least give
the colored people a voice in their

—

—
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^""^
''^^''^^
astonishing
^n^^r^''^
and
gratifying growth in the colored YMCa/'
Charles Tobias, a black YMCA leader,
also observed the
"extraordinary growth" of the YMCA after
the turn of the
century, praising the cooperation of
black YMCA secretaries
like William Alpheus Hunton and Jesse
E. Moorland with white
philanthropists like Julius Rosenwald. Tobias
went on to

question the adequacy of separate black branches,
stating
that "in most cities colored people are, as in
New York,
excluded from all the well-equipped branches of
the YMCA and
herded in a poorly equipped 'colored' branch." While

generous contributions furnished some branches with
"splendid new accommodations," he insisted that "it is an

unchristian and unjust and dangerous procedure which
segregates colored people in the YMCA movement."

While

black YMCAs had many advantages, he concluded, "we must
never for a single moment fail to recognize the injustice

which has made it an unfortunate necessity

.

"^°

At the Memphis interracial conference of 1920 and
afterward, the tension between separatism and integration
continued.

In the mid-192 Os, Eva Bowles decided not to

agitate for adding a black woman to the Town Department
staff because "the movement itself has as yet made so little
actual progress towards spiritual, psychological

interracial ism.

"

"Harm would be done by adding colored

women," she continued, "unless there is assurance that such
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addition will in no way endanger the
unity of the entire
colored group." One report continued
that "in other words,
the colored group as such, has a
cause over and above the
mutual task which the white and colored
women have together"
and might be stronger when separate,
at least temporarily.
Eva Bowles thought that a form of
organization that provided
for both separate and interracial meetings
was essential.
In 1926, she spoke of meeting with the
black branch

secretaries and chairmen of committees of management
in
Cincinnati to discuss "problems that were intimate with
as colored women."

us

Without this "occasional coming together

in an intimate understanding," she wrote, no interracial

understanding can develop:

"

It is absolutelv necessary to

understand as a group before we can intelligently work
interracially

"^^
.

This awareness of the strength in separatism caused

other women to resist cooperation even with the black YMCA.
In fact, an observer noted that the position of blacks in

the YWCA and "the one that we as women face in our

relationship with the YMCA, is.

.

.

obvious."^

In 1929,

the national organization's Council on Colored Work

discussed YWCA and YMCA cooperation.

Eva Bowles said that

pressure for cooperation derived mainly from whites who
sought to economize by lumping all work for blacks together.

Another woman said that, even if it meant foregoing money,
women should remain separate because "men and women are far
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apart in social ideals."

she believed that women "would
be

sacrificing their future and we are not
ready as a group or
as women for cooperation." Yet another
woman "felt the men
and women work on such different principles
that it would be
impossible for them ever to cooperate." in
response to
reports about the cooperation of black and white
female and

male students, one woman said that it was "her
opinion that
there is nothing to be gained by women in working
in

cooperation with men and it seemed regrettable that women
do
not seem to object to their subjugation of thinking by
men."

Another believed that "it is instinctive in men to want to
domineer women [sic]."^
The logic of the branch relationship thus tried to

resolve the conflict between legitimate separate

organization and deliberate exclusion and social ostracism.
The National Board acknowledged the separate community

structure of blacks "as groupings which, quite aside from
segregation, would to a large extent still obtain at the

present time because of an inherited community of interests

resulting from the past experiences of the groups."

Blacks,

in the YWCA leaders' eyes, resembled "other groups such as

industrial, business, rural, and foreign born," yet differ

because of outside pressure "to make this grouping of people
a static one because of color when it would normally break

up according to developed interests."

The branch stepped in

to bridge the gap between existing social organization and
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the YWCA's ideal of "human living
together as exemplified in
Jesus." The organization considered
that the branch would
have an equal status with other branches
of local
associations but "will run the whole gamut
of an entire
community." The branch would serve as
"a medium for the
development of Negro leadership" which would
then "be

accepted along with white leadership in
occasions of selfexpression and in all devices for the training of

the total

leadership group."

When there were not enough blacks to

form a branch, the Central association would welcome
them.^^
This ideal naturally matched reality only rarely in
the

years following its codification, a period of U.

marked by intense xenophobia and racism.

S.

history

By the 1930s,

separate branches for blacks were avowedly a temporary
situation, certainly not "the culmination of its [the
YWCA's] objective."

One report of interracial work read:

Both from idealistic concepts and from
practical considerations a bi-racial
organization cannot be the ultimate
expression of Association life. Such a
disposition of the problem is in direct
conflict with the social ideals expressed in
the exemplified living of Jesus. The device
is expensive and awkward in its working at
many points, and presents something
considerably less than the full
possibilities of life to both Negro
and White people.
Instead, the branch was seen as only a step on the way to

equality and integration.

The YWCA saw itself as playing a

role in this social change and articulated an ideology of
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Civil rights based on its application
of Christianity to
social life:
The Association, recognizing the good
sense
of beginning with actual situations,
sets as
Its goal nothing less than the
inclusion of
the Negro in the Association program
in the
Identical fashion that any other American
citizen would come in, and sees individuals
taking their places in those groupings
which spring up only around individual
interests and individual experiences.
it
sees each gain in the direction of this
goal
a cause for rejoicing that good sense,
energy and an adherence to principles can
result in achievement, but it sees again, in
each partial accomplishment, only a position
of strategy for the renewal of a drive
towards its goal.
The YWCA's motto was "I am come that they might have
life, and that they might have it more abundantly."

These

Biblical words represented Christ's attitude toward the

young which the YWCA meant to embody.

Members, through

selfless service to others, would act as the agents of
Christ on earth in order to spread brotherhood and to make
earth closer to the divine kingdom it was intended to be.^^

While these ideals spurred many women to act daringly on

behalf of white working women, many whites did not overcome
their racism even to allow for integration, let alone to
embrace black women as sisters.

Many liberal white women,

however, could not fail to see the contradiction between the

declared purpose and moral ideal of the YWCA and the
treatment of blacks who had organized independently
according to the highest principles of Christian service and
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social betterment.

Black women realized this, and
took the
opportunity to campaign for integration
within the YWCA and
to urge it to take a stand on
civil rights.
One scholar
suggests that the student YWCA helped
in "the reeducation of
Southern white women" and yielded women
who influenced
activists in the later Civil Rights movement.
The YWCA "fed
into Southern and national arenas women
dedicated
to a

vision of an interracial society" and
"contributed to the
erosion of many barriers to interracial cooperation
within
their organization and in the larger society."^
Immediately after World War

the boom in black

I,

women's membership and leadership in the YWCA, the
changed
industrial situation wrought by the war, and the racial

implications of the peace, all contributed to the YWCA's

realization that the situation of blacks was the greatest
question facing the United States and any association

devoted to Christian brotherhood.

After conducting

association work during the war, Lugenia Hope sought to
establish a black branch in Atlanta.

Supervisor of "colored

work" in the South, Adella Ruffin did not like the idea and
the National Board refused to force the central Atlanta YWCA
to formalize a branch relationship with the black women.

Ruffin also sent in a new field secretary, a stranger to the

black Atlantans, and Hope and others rebelled against the
outside appointment of leadership and the failure to

overrule local whites.

The April 1920 caucus of black women
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called for the removal of Ruffin
and for permission to
organize separately if a branch
relationship was denied. At
the YWCA's national conference
in Cleveland in May of 1920,
black women spoke out against Jim
Crow.
The National Board
did little in response except invoke
a familiar
refrain:

"the YWCA never in any place nor in
any part of its work can
go any faster than the people of a
community will permit.

The black women's caucus elicited
petitions from the
National Association of Colored Women, the
Southeastern

Federation of Colored Women's Clubs, black
newspapers, and
the black clergy.
In 1922, the National Board finally
decided that the national office should handle work
among
blacks rather than local branches and central associations,
a

policy of centralization that pleased Hope and her

comrades, given the failure of Southern white women to

appreciate the YWCA's claim to address the needs of all
girls.

Lugenia Hope said that, "I regret that the southern

white women have not been taught to think just GIRLS and as
long as they can not.

.

.

they can not think clearly for the

highest development of the Colored girl."

Hope spoke of her

only motive as "an aspiration for her women's freedom and

spiritual enlargement," a goal certainly consistent with
that of the YWCA.^

Lugenia Hope's black women's caucus hoped to integrate
the YWCA and to launch a broader interracial movement

symbolized by the Memphis meeting in 1920, based on a mutual
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interest in the freedom and
spiritual well-being of women.
Other agitators for change included
many members of the
southern student YWCA. In 1920,
the National Board asked
the student divisions to find
answers to the race question
and asked college associations to
enact interracial
education programs to combat racism.
Post-war racial
violence forced the YWCA to take seriously
this question.
While the First World War had seemed
to many Americans like
an abstract mission for democracy, YWCA
members could not
help but react to the immediate results of
racial violence
in their own neighborhoods.
They sought a solution based on
the ideal of brotherhood, as violence contradicted
the very
tenets of social Christianity and reinforced the

insidiousness of racism. ®°

According to Frances Sanders Taylor, the student YWCA
and the women who served as the national secretaries of its

Southern Division initiated a program aimed at improving
race relations and expanding civil rights.

The eight white

and four black secretaries who served between 1920 and 1944

oversaw the expansion of the association's interracial
education program.

These women spoke at conferences about

the economic causes of racism, and "the role social

Christianity might play in providing a workable solution" to
racial tension.

They thought the YWCA a suitable organ for

this type of education, which had to begin with elementary

education in religion and race and continue with interracial
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experience which could only be
provided through community
centers.
The YWCA would help thousands of
girls and women
overcome racism. Many YWCA leaders
of interracial program

voted for socialist candidates and
adhered to Gandhi's idea
of non-violent resistance.
They believed that integration
was the necessary road to civil rights,
and declared this
purpose openly despite attacks from all
directions,
including from Southern white liberals.
The student YWCA made significant
achievements, holding
racially integrated conferences in the South
as early as
1920, organizing its first interracial Field Conference
in

1923, and taking a stand on race in 1924:
We, the National Student Assembly.
pledge ourselves to seek anew to know the
mind of Jesus in regard to our race
relationships and to know students of other
races, that we may rid ourselves of
.

.

prejudices and may promote justice and
understanding.
In the ensuing years, the student YWCA enacted its

educational program against racism which, despite opposition
even from within the organization and many setbacks, led to
the first interracial, coeducational conference at Shaw

University in Raleigh, North Carolina, in 1936, at which the
National Student Assembly called for the YWCA to reaffirm
its support of the federal anti-lynching bill in Congress.
In 1938 and 1940, the students called for an intensive

investigation of segregation and racism and resolved that a
committee form to study interracial practices.

This
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resolution led to the Interracial
Charter of 1946 adopted by
the YWCA. The Interracial Study
Commission recommended
"that the implications of the YWCA
purpose be recognized as
involving the inclusion of Negro women
and girls in the main
stream of Association life, and that
such inclusion
be

adopted as a conscious goal."^^
The interracial agitation on the part
of the students
went hand in hand with a broadened sense
of the

responsibilities of women.

Writing about a 1923 YWCA

interracial conference, novelist and literary
editor of The
Crisis, Jessie Fauset, wrote that the young women

representing over 600 local student associations had a
deep
sense "of the importance of the part which they
would play
in the near future in an attempt to solve or at least
adjust

the race question."

She noted that the convention aimed at

increased interracial cooperation, and asked, "how can the

discussion of Christianity in America or the part of the
colored people resolve itself into anything other than a

survey of the ways and means by which the Christian religion
and the fact of being Negroes may be made compatible?"

The

young women, she said, would grow up to be "executives,
thinkers, writers, women of initiative," and thus solving
the problem of racism would be essential to their lives. ®^

Another article in The Crisis suggested that the great
changes in the student YWCA and new agitation for improved
race relations and justice came from the post-war link
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between women's interest in anti-war
and in civil rights
agitation.
in a 1924 conference in New York
city of the
YWCA, resolutions on war and race
relations passed, both

with similar themes.

m

the application of Christianity
to

human relations, members resolved to
"promote the outlawing
of war as an international crime"
and to "pledge ourselves
to strive to remove the causes leading
to war and to support
every constructive policy for peace."
The women asserted
their goal of "a social order based on Jesus'
Way
of Love"

in which "every individual would find free
scope for his

fullest development, pledge ourselves to seek
anew to know
the mind of Jesus in regard to our race relationships
and to

know the students of other races that we may rid ourselves
of prejudice and may promote justice and understanding."^
In the national YWCA, a huge variety of concerns began

to fall under the aegis of women's interests.

Since before

the First World War, the YWCA had championed the cause of

working women as part of its role of protecting young girls.
By 1930 it had expanded its particular concerns to include

"the textile situation, both North and South, the whole

question of wages and unemployment.

.

.

questions of peace,

international relations, of legislative matters affecting

primarily women and girls, of law enforcement and
prohibition."

The YWCA's national convention in Detroit in

1930 revolved around these issues and the topic of race

relations.

The organization clearly faced the question of
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its philosophy of "togetherness"
and the hypocrisy of raci
and segregation.
The concrete example of the
contradiction

between ideal and reality had been
made apparent by the
agitation of blacks for equality within
the Association and
the mobilization of students for
interracial
cooperation.

Black women's expansive realm of activity
in turn multiplied
the issues that fell within the
embrace of the YWCA, helping
redirect its efforts away from emphasis on
individual
character building as the basis of change to
eliciting

governmental intrusion on behalf of social reform.

The

uprooting of racism, one conference observer wrote,
would
entail reeducating individuals, a plan "rooted in
the

Christian faith in the value of personality"— a realm
suited
especially to women. She urged continued reforms that
ushered forth from
'divine discontent' that refuses to put
its efforts primarily into fitting women and
girls to their environment but rather has
the long look, putting its greatest endeavor
into the effort to make that environment one
in which personality can grow, in which life
can and does have satisfactions.®^
a

The National Board's secretaries in charge of work

among blacks during the interwar years, Eva Bowles and

Cordelia Winn, led campaigns for improving justice for
blacks within the association and without.

Evidence of

progress from the most successfully integrated communities
and centers set a standard that the secretaries encouraged
for less advanced areas.

Eva Bowles saw the YWCA's goal as
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being "to point the way" in race
relations, "to forge ahead
of the crowd" in order to promote
the welfare of the black
girl and woman.
she saw pacifism and civil rights
as
inextricably intertwined. The YWCA's
policy on race
relations, she believed, should allow
for the development of
"a philosophy of pacifism implying
the will to share
joyfully in the common life, and the will to
love all

healingly and redemptively

,

which should spring out of a

sense of unity, the basic interrelation, and
the sacredness
of life." This philosophy implied that whites
needed to

"relax their will to dominate and control the Negro

minority," and that blacks needed to develop

effecting that change and

a

a

technique for

way to participate with the

majority "with no corresponding loss of respect."^
By the 1930s, this articulation of a non-violent civil

rights philosophy began to cast doubt upon the viability of
the idea of separate black branches.

Despite attempts by

segregationists to block progress toward integration, black

branches began to close down or become replaced by racially

mixed branches by the 194 Os.®^

Grounded in its reform

imperative, the YWCA in the 193 0s took an active role, not

only in providing direct social services to impoverished
communities, but also in using their centers and local

strength to launch an attack on racism.

YWCAs held

workshops on racism throughout the country and openly
agitated for government protection of civil rights.

A
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Public Affairs Committee had a
subcommittee on racial
minorities' federal interests which
passed social action
programs that entailed extensive
grass-roots organizing,
petitioning, lobbying, and publicizing.
1932 it began
action against mob violence which it
pursued throughout

m

the

ensuing years.

it also promoted the intervention of
the

federal government on behalf of interracial
cooperation and
in 1938 spoke out in favor of all agencies
that worked
to

improve race relations.

in 1940,

it emphasized the

inequitable treatment of blacks by law enforcement
officials.

It also participated in the activities of the

Commission on Interracial Cooperation, cooperating with

Jessie Daniel Ames' Southern Women for the Prevention of
Lynching in local consciousness-raising meetings, working to

abolish the poll tax and other obstacles that prohibited
blacks from exercising the right to vote.

During the Second

World War, it joined other civil rights organizations in the
call for the desegregation of the armed forces.

And in

1943, the Public Affairs Committee made a public statement

that the YWCA was "to act as a vitalizing, steadying
influence" in race relations.

It concluded that "a world-

wide struggle for freedom is meaningless, the sacrifice of
life in the war will be of little avail, unless democracy is

made real for all people."®^
In conclusion, black women at the turn of the twentieth

century faced a hostile situation, symbolized by the
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exclusion of Josephine St. Pierre Ruff
in from the white
General Federation of Women's Clubs.
Lynching, Jim Crow,
economic exploitation, employment
discrimination, and
residential segregation all constituted the
harsh reality
endured daily by African-Americans. Through
the exhaustive

efforts of black women, local communities
established social
centers that provided essential services,
neighborhood
forums, and bases in which women could develop
leadership

skills.

They also organized successfully a national

organization of black women's organizations which became
a
powerful voice for change. Black women's local work was the
catalyst for the Southern women's interracial movement
which, albeit limited by the racist opposition of the time,

helped begin to sway sentiment in favor of federal
intervention into the arena of civil rights.
Black women succeeded in urging interracial cooperation

partly by articulating the ideals of activist motherhood and
moral womanhood which they held in common with some white

evangelical middle-class reformers.

In holding white women

accountable for their professed ideals, black women helped

transform their notion of a woman's imperative.
women's experiences

— both

community and as reformers

Black

as members of the African-American

— led

to a broader notion of

women's responsibilities that included supporting or helping
to support the family and providing for the welfare of the

entire community.

Black women's concrete experiences with
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the realities of racism and the
obstacles to their own
activities gave them a deep understanding
of the great
necessity for human rights. By agitating
strongly

for

change through cooperation, they successfully
held white
women to their often vague, paternalistic
urge to help the
poor.
The reality of the situation of black Americans

tested the professions and ideals of white women
and, in
some cases, succeeded in transforming the vague
sense of the
moral responsibilities of womanhood into an articulation
of

women's imperative to struggle for human rights in the

public arena.
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CHAPTER

5

CONCLUSION:

THE IMPACT OF RACE ON AMERICAN REFORM:
THE PROMISE AND TRAGEDY OF THE SETTLEMENT
MOVEMENT

In 1934, an incident occurred that
symbolized the

failure of the National Federation of
Settlements (NFS) to
welcome blacks into the movement as equals.
Settlement

house workers and other neighborhood reformers
in Kansas
City, Missouri, scheduled a regional conference
of

settlements to meet prior to the National Conference of
Social Work's gathering in May of 1934.

The planners of the

conference arranged for overnight accommodations at the farm
of the Unity School of Christianity.

Unity Farm's racial

policy, although it excluded blacks from housing, was

otherwise the least objectionable they could find in the
area.

Three black delegates were sent word of this policy,

but did not receive it before traveling to the conference.
At a luncheon meeting, W. Gertrude Brown, who headed a

successful black settlement in Minneapolis called the
Phyllis Wheatley House, jettisoned her prepared speech and

criticized the managers of the farm.

"We must make this

organization one hundred percent for everybody or let it go
.

.

.

If Christianity is not big enough to span the chasm of

prejudice then certainly it must fail," she declared.^
The president of the National Federation, Lea Taylor,

explained its usual policy of meeting only in places that
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did not discriminate.

She apologized to the black
delegate

and tried to secure lodging for
them in her own room. The
management of Unity Farm, however,
failed to allow for any
alternative arrangement, and the black
delegates withdrew
from the conference. Only after Twin
Cities settlement
houses threatened to leave the Federation
altogether, and
the National Conference of Social Work
made an official
complaint, did the Federation apologize formally.
A month
later, the NFS resolved that it would hold
conferences only
"where there is no discrimination against any
delegates

because of their race or creed," and that in the
future all

arrangements for regional conferences would be made in

consultation with the national office to insure no "future
infringement of such national policy."^
This chapter will show the powerful impact of race on

twentieth-century American reform.

An overview of the role

of race in the settlement movement will complete the story
of earlier chapters by painting the general context of the

movement's history from the Progressive Era to the 1940s,
with a brief foray into changes wrought by the 1950s and
1960s.

The chapter will briefly sketch the links between

the settlement movement and the Urban League and the

National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP)

,

delving into the example of Mary White Ovington, a

woman inspired by her experiences in settlement work to

participate in a national organization dedicated to civil
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rights for blacks.

A discussion of the changes in
the

settlement movement itself will ensue,
focusing on the shift
from group work to casework in the
192 0s, the federal

assumption of welfare provision in the
1930s, the national
awareness of discrimination of the

war-years, and the advent

of the organized Civil Rights movement.

Specific examples

of settlements' new efforts towards
integration help

illustrate the problems facing local communities
in the
1940s.

Finally, a short discussion of the work of St.
Clair

Drake will help hint at

a

vantage point for questioning the

"new separatism" of the settlement house in the
1960s and
after.

In spite of the few black settlements in its

membership, its occasional committees on race relations, and
several truly well-meaning settlement workers, the National

Federation of Settlements failed to develop any strong

policy to deal with the influx of black neighbors into
settlement environs during and after World War

I.

Even the

establishment of black settlements, like Brown's Phyllis

Wheatley House, which was founded in 1924, often merely
furthered racial segregation.

Providing a separate facility

for blacks legitimized their exclusion from the rest of the

city's settlements.

While large cities often had several

settlements for white immigrants, one was usually the limit
for blacks.

As Howard Jacob Karger writes, "the creation of
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[the Phyllis] Wheatley [House]
provided a convenient excuse

for the White settlement houses
of the 1920s and 1930s to
relinquish their responsibility to
serve the black
community.

The hostile racial climate of the
early twentieth
century contributed to the shortcomings
of the settlement
movement by driving many of those sincerely
interested in
the plight of blacks to other types of
organizations, such
as the NAACP or the League of Urban
Conditions Among Negroes
(the National Urban League)
Descriptions of settlement
work conducted by the Urban League and of the
specific case
of Mary White Ovington's migration from settlement
work to
.

the NAACP illustrate this trend.

The Urban League was formed in 1911 by the combination
of the National League for the Protection of Colored
Women,

the Committee for Improving the Industrial Conditions of

Negroes in New York, and the Committee on Urban Conditions.
Supported and staffed by a coalition of upper- and middleclass whites and blacks, many tending toward conservative
politics, the Urban League's local affiliates conducted

activities throughout the country along the lines of
settlement work.*
During and after World War

I,

the Urban League sought

to ease the transition for black newcomers to the industrial

city by offering aid to travelers, help in locating housing,

recreational facilities, classes and clubs, employment
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agencies, and other assistance.

Historian Nancy Weiss

describes the program of the League
as one dedicated to
fostering "manners and morals," motivated
partly by an
altruistic desire to help newcomers adjust,
but also by a
self-interested desire to crush stereotypes
of blacks that
intensified discrimination and segregation.
Instructors
taught the rudiments of housekeeping, diet,
health, and

especially hygiene— all essential aspects of
the League's
"civilizing" regime.^
The social service program of the League was
vital.

For instance, it reached out to blacks during the
racial

violence of 1919 to offer material assistance and other
forms of support, and in the 192 0s expanded its program
in

response to heightened racism.

Nevertheless, Weiss

concludes that, compared to the NAACP and the settlement
movement, the League's program and ideology were basically

accommodationist and thus offered "useful services, but

unspectacular results."
jobs,

While the League helped people get

it generally accepted that attainable jobs would be

domestic, or unskilled, and often undesirable and insecure,

and advised black people accordingly.

Weiss writes that

most League members differed ideologically from other
progressives, focusing on changing the "private practices"
of blacks instead of laws or public opinion.

Settlements,

for instance, sought to change both the behavior of their

working-class neighbors and the discriminatory practices
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affecting their lives.

still, the Urban League provided

crucial services and did assist blacks
in their efforts to
be treated fairly by New Deal
agencies/
By not extending their work to
embrace blacks,
settlement workers acquiesced to the idea
that a separate
organization like the Urban League could
best serve the
needs of African-Americans. Many reformers
justified the
cleft between organizations for blacks and
their own

settlements for immigrants by focusing on the
basic
"civilizing" needed by blacks, who, in their view
lacked the
rudiments of morality and even culture itself. Because

white reformers largely failed to integrate their
programs,

organizations like the Urban League had to take over
functions falling outside their original purview.

Weiss

writes that "because settlements and charitable agencies
.

.

.

rarely dealt with blacks, it fell to the Urban League

to adapt their programs and methods and create new ones to
fill the void."^

Settlement workers who had a commitment to blacks
turned to the Urban League or the NAACP, though often they

merely contributed their names in support.

Mary White

Ovington, however, provides an example of a reformer

genuinely interested in improving the living conditions for
and treatment of blacks.

Frustrated by unsuccessful

attempts to establish an integrated settlement designed

primarily for blacks, she concluded that American reformers
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needed to battle racism on the
national front,
she thought
that the dire conditions faced by
each African-American
resulted from his treatment as "half
a man," and not from
lack of culture or civilization.
In 1909, partly in
response to the race riot in Springfield,
Illinois, Ovington
met with William English Walling and
Henry Moskovitz
to call

for a "Conference on the Status on the
Negro in the United
States." The 1909 conference adopted a platform
of

fundamental rights for blacks—the abolition of
all forced
segregation, equal educational advantages,
enfranchisement,

enforcement of the fourteenth and fifteenth amendments,
and
the establishment of a permanent committee "to
organize
a

complete plan of defense for the legitimate rights of the

Negro race in this country" that became the NAACP.

Over

half of those on executive committees had done settlement
work.

According to Allen Davis, "it has been noted that the

three who organized the NAACP were

a

southerner, the

daughter of an abolitionist and a Jew; it seems even more
significant that all three were settlement workers."®

Ovington represents those settlement workers who became
aware of the need for a national organization for black
civil rights during their experiences in community work.

Before espousing this type of reform, Ovington was

headworker at Greenpoint Settlement in New York City from
1895 to 1903 in a model tenement she helped establish.

Her

abolitionist family had endowed her with sensitivity to the
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issue Of race, but had also
taught her that Reconstruction
had ended the "Negro problem."
1903, at the age of
thirty-eight, Ovington heard a lecture
by Booker T.
Washington at the Social Reform Club
in New York City that
alerted her to the extreme prejudice
facing black Americans.
As a fellow of Greenwich House,
headed by Mary Simkovitch,
she began a study of black Manhattan
published in 1911 as

m

Half

a Man;

The s tatus of the Nearp in New

Vot-v

^

In 1904, Ovington wrote to W. E. B.
DuBois expressing

her newfound interest, beginning a correspondence
and
friendship that lasted over thirty years. True
to the
calling of the settlement worker, Ovington insisted
that she
would investigate the economic and social conditions
in

black communities with the goal of "helping to start
social

work among them."
Philadelphia Negro.

She hoped to model her work on DuBois

's

His research, inspired in turn by a

settlement worker in Philadelphia, took the form of a

mammoth volume on all aspects of life in the city, including
studies of employment, the family, and crime. ^°
Meanwhile, Ovington told DuBois that she had spoken to

several people about the idea of starting a settlement for
blacks.
that,

Although they had given their "go ahead," she added

"I know that I shall want to recommend the two races

working together in a settlement and that
radical."

I

shall seem very

She went on to say.

You speak of the need, if I am to undertake
this work, of my meeting with Negroes and
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not shrinking from them.
Indeed, I think it
IS you who must shrink from me.
When
the nauseating magazine and newspaper I read
writing on the race question I feel
ashamed
and abashed.
This is not a time for an
Anglo-Saxon to rejoice in his race's
generosity or greatness of spirit.''^

Ovington resolved "that

I

must do some work among the

Negroes, that

I

couldn't go on any longer at settlement

work, because

I

wanted to do work among that race and no

other."

She embarked on a rigorous schedule of
inspecting

tenement houses and working with boys' and girls'
clubs.
After four months of inspections, she explained to
DuBois
that although blacks suffered from segregation, they

impressed her with their self-sufficiency, their low crimerate, their household skills, and their strong religious

values.

House-to-house inspection clarified Ovington 's goal of

building a model tenement "in one of the crowded Negro
quarters" from which to conduct settlement work.
feel very strongly and where
in DuBois,

and white."

I

"Where

I

many slip up," she confided

"is that I want the work carried on by colored

She thought whites could assist blacks, not as

superiors who would "civilize" them, but as members of a

privileged race and class who could help them gain access to
the city's resources.

"Every month

I

feel that the two

races must work together in any philanthropic work in the
city," she commented, reasoning that "it must be isolation

that creates much of the difficulty in the South, and why
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Should we try to produce unnecessary
difficulties for
ourselves in the North?"
understatement, she added that,
"of course, you know there is a
school that will oppose any
bringing of the races together. "^^

m

To "ease the tension," Ovington first
proposed the
construction of a model tenement with two
black and two
white settlement workers living in apartments
in the
building.
Lillian Wald described this arrangement in The
House on Henry Street as helpful for dissolving
both the

reformers' and the neighbors' intimidation.

Rather than

integrate the entire tenement, Ovington suggested that
only

black neighbors reside there so that the public would
not
have to face total intermixture.

"Wouldn't this suit those

who think themselves fastidious?" Ovington asked DuBois,
adding, "but who really are vulgar at heart?"

She feared

that an integrated staff might take deserved recognition
away from blacks.

"But granting that a worthy point of

view," she concluded, "there will be more glory if the Negro

here in New York has the white man to push him forward than
if he tries to get an audience alone.

"^*

DuBois responded that Ovington 's idea of white and

black management was "the only sensible way."

Within the

next month, she wrote that she had received money for the

model tenement and shortly thereafter she lived among
blacks, continuing her "social study."

DuBois replied that

he was happy both for her sake and for the sake of blacks.
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In spite of her success, however,
she was the only white who
consented to live in the black tenement
and she did not
achieve her goal of a settlement for
blacks with an
integrated staff.
''^

Ovington's correspondence with DuBois made
it clear
that social convention severely curtailed
her
plans,

faced an issue that limited her freedom
to

act— her

she

sex.

She wrote of meeting a Columbia professor
who "patted me on
the back— I think literally not figuratively—
and made me
feel that

I

was a good, but over-enthusiastic little girl."

A few months later, at a Settlement Association dinner,
the

guest of honor, a German professor, spoke to her.

Although

she could not understand most of what he said, she easily

deciphered one of his comments:
that?

"Sociology, ah, what is

Sociology is political economy for women!"

In

another instance, DuBois asked Ovington to attend a meeting
of the Niagara Movement of which Ovington was one of the

select few white associate members.

women be present?"

She replied,

"Will any

Yet another time reformers had planned a

march to protest the showing of "The Birth of a Nation."
Ovington and others had intended to participate until they
received many letters stating that the spectacle of white

women and black men walking together would destroy the
cause.

Ovington wrote that people advised her "that it

would be a great mistake for white women and colored men to

walk in the parade" as the papers would simply capitalize on
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the idea and read, "White Women.

.

.

Niggers.

.

.

The Birth

of a Nation!"

She ultimately accepted the idea that
the
parade had to be "all men or all colored
people. "^^
The climate of public opinion about
relations between
whites and blacks undoubtedly limited the
extent to which
white women could actively engage in reforms
among blacks,
at least on the level of the local community,
in 1910,

Ovington sat beside a black man at a public dinner.

The

next day, one newspaper's account of the dinner at
the New
York City Cosmopolitan Club called her a "high priestess"

who "affiliates five days every week with Negro men and
dines with them at her home in Brooklyn, Sundays"; it called
the dinner a "Bacchanal feast."

Ovington wrote of the

newspaper account that "those who wrote it up did not
comment on the white man who sat next to the negro woman,
but they poured spleen on the white woman who sat next to a

colored man.
love.

We were described as drinking and making

"^^

Ovington and others genuinely interested in the welfare
of black Americans thus understood from experiences the

tremendous obstacles of racism and segregation.

They

devoted their efforts either to agitation for basic
political rights and legal justice or to delivery of vital
social services.

The settlement house, a unique combination

of those ideals, tragically failed to transcend the greater

inability of mainstream American culture to allow blacks or
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Whites to cross the color line.

Both the NAACP and the

Urban League differed greatly from the
settlement movement.
Similar in its spirit of reform, the NAACP
was not designed
to offer services aimed at improving
the economic situation
of blacks or at revitalizing neighborhoods.
A movement

dedicated to full citizenship, it played an
essential role
in American life.
But as W. E. B. DuBois realized
in the

1930s, the NAACP represented a style of reform
that moved

away from an emphasis on the local political-economy.^^

The

Urban League, on the other hand, tried to alleviate the

worst suffering and to aid the adjustment of blacks to the
city but lacked the drive for radical social change embodied
in the settlement movement and the NAACP.

The settlement

movement's failure to adapt its plans for drastic community
change to blacks hastened the fragmentation of social
service and civil justice activities into other

organizations dedicated only to aspects of the integrated,
ambitious goals of settlement work.
The 1920s and 1930s continued this fragmentation of

social welfare services and reform work which, combined with

the settlement movement's failure to redirect its efforts

toward its new clientele, contributed to its long-term
decline.

The innovation of psychiatric social work

threatened to break apart the marriage between social
service and reform, the union that distinguished the
settlement.

During the 192 0s, settlement workers began to
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describe two facets of their activity,
group work and
casework.
Group work entailed education in
attitudes toward
other groups. Thus, this type of
social work best describes
the work conducted by progressive era
reformers like Jane

Addams who thought the problems plaguing
this country would
succumb to improved treatment of minority
groups.
Smoother
relations among classes, ethnic groups, and the
sexes, would
democratize access to resources and power. Clubs
and

classes sought to battle prejudice at the most local
level.
Headworkers attempted to learn about the needs of people

in

order to help them effect social and political change.

From

their privileged positions, settlement workers would bridge

differences and "interpret" the needs of the poor to the
upper- and middle-class

""^
.

Casework, on the other hand, dealt with individuals and

their families and sought to assess private needs and

provide direct services. ^°

Mary Simkovitch answered the

question, "For what is casework?": "Simply individual

treatment to satisfy a given need."
said,

In other words, she

it entails "understanding and bringing out the best

there is of resourcefulness in the patient in response to

treatment."

While caseworkers went to great lengths to

differentiate themselves from paternalistic charity workers,
they put themselves in a similarly powerful and superior

position when they redefined their former "neighbors" as
"clients" or "patients."

Casework certified settlement
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workers as custodians of normality.

Even Mary Simkovitch, a

pioneer in the group work techniques of
Progressive Era
settlement work, believed that settlement
work and
psychology were inextricable. in the early

1930s, she wrote

that,

"just as no settlement of the future can
conceive of
program of social education and recreation
without the aid
of a psychologist, so the caseworker must be
attached to a

a

program of community development."^^
While the settlement had always had to balance group

work and casework because of its dual identity as an agency
of reform and service, the advent of psychiatry stressed
the

individual's deviance from an imagined norm.

Abraham

Lincoln Centre, one of the few early integrated settlements,
ran a child guidance center that focused on helping

"children to adjust with some degree of satisfaction to
home, school, and playmates" and "to conform to community

demands."

Rather than observing neighbors to "interpret"

their needs as a guide for social change, clinicians would

teach mothers to help children "develop their own talents to
the best of their ability within the social framework."

This meant educating mothers in the symptoms of abnormal

child behavior and in proper motherhood itself.

This

program marked the abbreviation of the settlement's
commitment to altering the social structure to fit the
individual.

Instead, it stressed altering the individual to
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fit the environment.

it comes as no surprise to
find that

two-thirds of the "patient" families
were black. ^2
Focusing on individual abnormality
in some ways
resurrected nineteenth-century practices
of charity which
the settlement movement had aimed
to overthrow.
Those
conventions presumed the moral weakness
of families who
needed material assistance. Blacks
began to move
into

settlement neighborhoods in great numbers
during and after
World War I, just when psychiatric social
work took hold of
many settlements. Considering the views of
blacks held by
many mainstream settlement leaders delineated
earlier, this

convergence is suggestive.

Blacks had never benefited from

the reorientation in early twentieth-century reform
ideology

that blamed the environment and not heredity for social
inequality.

The belief that culture, morality, and the

apparatus of civilization itself had disappeared in blacks

because of the harsh environment of slavery emphasized the
need for black individuals to turn to organizations of self-

help for rudimentary moral instruction and the creation of
culture.

Black migration into settlement neighborhoods,

along with other factors, hastened the replacement of group

work by casework.

The reactionary wind of the post-war

years and the after-shock of the urban race riots also
sapped the settlement movement of much of its emphasis on
reform, while migration, segregation, and demobilization and
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its social implications, accelerated
the need for social
services.^'

Allen Davis points out that settlements
also began to
suffer in the 1920s as a result of "their
own success."

Their agitation for services contributed
to the erection of
public libraries, baths, and parks, city museums,
and other
improvements that rendered several aspects of their
program
obsolete.
During and after the war, institutions
like

schools, recreation centers, and community councils

performed many of the settlements' functions.

While many

members of these organizations had received training at
settlements, the fragmentation of settlement functions

depleted much vitality from the early movement.

Institutionalization of separate functions destroyed the
sense of avant-garde experimentation.

As a result, many

settlements continued only their cultural programs in art,
music, and drama.

In an ironic analogy, considering the

National Federation of Settlement's perennial attempt to

distinguish the settlement from the religious mission, the
editor of The Survev

.

Paul Kellogg warned in 1926 that

settlements "might become more like abbeys and monasteries
than like missionary posts."

Another worker concurred that

"there is a strong tendency toward research and

specialization rather than toward common action."^*
The revolution in social welfare precipitated by the

Great Depression and the New Deal both exacerbated the
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fragmentation of the settlement's integrated
program and
gave the house itself a new lease on
life.
The cataclysmic
change represented by the New Deal's
assumption that the
federal government had responsibility
for individual welfare
and local needs spelled the attainment
of many settlement
workers' goals.

Provisions for public housing, social

security, collective bargaining, job training,
and relief,
manifested the realization of long-term efforts
of

reformers. 25

Many settlement workers held offices in New

Deal programs or continued to operate centers
that were

revived by the desperate need of the depression and the
influx of paid Works Progress Administration and National

Youth Administration workers who increased settlement staffs
tenfold. 2^

While the New Deal validated the goals for which
settlement workers had long labored, its adoption of

responsibility for relief withdrew one essential
justification for the settlement's existence.

In many ways,

the identity of the settlement during the 193 0s

metamorphosed according to the government programs that
operated through particular houses.

During World War II,

the withdrawal of government workers hurt settlements,

though the exigencies of war mitigated the worst effects.
The Lanham Act provided government funding to expand day-

care programs substantially so that women with children

could lend their labor during the war, but those funds were
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cut in 194 6.

The New Deal made settlements
vulnerable to
governmental policies and the changing
political
climate.

The assumption of public welfare by
state and federal
authorities also contributed to the
proliferation of
agencies, the prof essionalization of social
services, and
continued fragmentation of services.

Settlements missed their chance to prevent their
own
decline by redirecting their efforts to a group
struggling
for the same integration of economic betterment,
social

welfare services, and social change.

The Great Migration of

blacks and the decline of European immigration after the

triumph of restrictionism in the 192 0s provided a perfect

opportunity for settlements to turn their efforts to the new
group whose vitality and eagerness for change was obvious.
The Garvey movement, the Harlem Renaissance, the public
school campaigns, the community settlement schools in the
rural South, the NAACP, the Urban League, black settlements,
and the Ys all testified to the organizing fervor of

African-Americans during the early twentieth century.
Settlement workers' attempt at cosmopolitanism had a vision
limited by its Northern, urban, secular bias that coupled

with a negative view of black culture to make the National
Federation of Settlements head a restricted movement.

The

NFS left it up to the local settlements to respond to the

influx of blacks.

Houses either shut down, ran segregated

activities or separate facilities, or followed their white
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neighbors to better neighborhoods, but
only rarely tried
wholeheartedly to integrate.
During the second great wave of black
migration from
the rural South to the city that occurred
during World War
II, the settlement movement made a
sudden but long-overdue
realization of the importance of race in settlement
work.

As many historians have shown, the war years
brought civil

rights into the nation's eye.

The rise of fascism in Europ

and the clear links between oppression abroad and
at home

placed the reality of American democracy under examination.
Wartime job opportunities also gave blacks another ray of
hope and raised expectations.

Urban neighborhoods were in

flux and local confrontations ensued.
194 3,

The Detroit Riot of

for example, pointed out the great importance of

addressing racial tensions.

As a consequence of the Riot,

Detroit settlements proposed a plan of racial cooperation

which the city enacted.

The "Interracial Code of

Metropolitan Detroit," formulated by the Board of Directors
of the Council of Social Agencies, stated that the Council

permitted no segregation in any of its programs.

It

recommended that member agencies reevaluate their
interracial practices, including client, staff, board, and

community relationships.^'
During the 1940s, the leaders of the National

Federation of Settlements realized that the settlement's
future was in question.

They concluded that race was the
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main issue facing the movement and that its
program had to
change to reflect this perception, in addition,
settlement
workers began to question the common policies
of closing
down houses after the desertion of traditional
neighbors

and

of following immigrants to better neighborhoods.

Workers

discussed the meaning of the notion of "neighborhood,"
concluding that a settlement that followed its old neighbors
was an interest group devoted to a group of people and
not a

settlement dedicated to a certain locale.

In 1942, the

Committee of Race Relations in Cleveland recommended to its

member settlements "checking the racial and national
composition of your neighborhood and comparing it against

your total numbers."

The proportion of each group in the

house should mirror the proportion in the neighborhood.

In

order to remedy any imbalance, settlement workers should
conduct programs in interracial education, set examples

through nondiscriminatory practices, and recruit new
members.

This document symbolized a serious new commitment

to integration by settlement houses.
In the early 194 0s, under the aegis of the NFS, Albert

Kennedy, former NFS secretary, conducted a study of race and

the settlement movement.

The responses he received revealed

that religious settlements had long worked among blacks, as
had the YWCA, school settlements in the South, and

settlements run by blacks.

The evidence showed that in the

late 1930s and early 1940s, a significant number of
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settlements opened in black communities,
such as the Booker
T. Washington Community Center
in Macon, Georgia.
In

October of 1939, this settlement originated
as a
demonstration in community organization under the

WPA.

The

center provided well-baby clinics, a city-wide
health and
cleanup campaign, nutrition classes, cooking
demonstrations,
Red Cross first-aid and nursing classes, a nursery,
a branch
of the city library, recreational activities,
crafts,
gardening, and a camp.

An interracial board and staff

supervised the center's all-black clientele.

Along with

the new centers, many preexisting settlements undertook new

programs designed to accommodate both whites and blacks.

By

1944, at least twenty-five houses served blacks primarily

and many others began to admit them in the 1940s and 1950s.

The NFS tried to encourage integration in settlement houses
by offering only "provisional membership" until they allowed

blacks on an equal basis.

Finally even the segregated

Bethlehem and Wesley Houses founded by the Methodist
Episcopal Church, South, struggled to integrate, but only

achieved limited success in the 1960s.
Some of the settlement movement's efforts to recognize

the concerns of blacks hinted at an ambivalence that would

mature in the 1960s.

The construction of facilities for

blacks under the guise of progress was often reminiscent of
the provision of "separate but equal" facilities, the

fallacy underpinning Jim Crow.

During World War II,
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Neighborhood Association, a St. Louis
settlement house,
received government funding for "negro
work." in 1941, the
settlement's headworker, J. A. Wolf observed
the influx
of

blacks into the neighborhood, partly because
of the opening
of a low-cost housing project for them
adjacent to
the

settlement house.

Following the older white neighbors. Wolf

planned to move the settlement, but to turn the
original
building over to blacks. In 1942, Wolf made an

appeal for

support.

He declared that, although the initial program

aimed at immigrants, there needed to be facilities for
"poor, needy, uncomplaining negroes who are part of our city

and whose welfare is essential to the well-being of us all."
By 1945, the original house had an all-black staff and

membership.

While providing essential services and

facilities, the process bolstered a sense that segregation

was a natural and desirable

end.'^^

In the past, settlements had often acquiesced to the

racism of their white neighbors and failed to integrate with
the excuse that they would lose their clientele if they did.
In the 1940s, the NFS and certain local settlements realized

that they had a responsibility to lead and not to follow

community attitudes.

By then, settlement workers had

begun to acknowledge that the "Negro problem" did not only
involve assisting blacks to help themselves but also finding
a way to eradicate invidious white racism.^

I
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Urged to carry out the Federation's
new mission of
integration, individual settlement houses
often found
themselves treading a thin line between
fostering better
relations and aggravating tensions inherent
in the
community.

Neighborhood stress sometimes erupted into

violence over the settlement houses themselves.

in

overcrowded residential areas, recreational
facilities held
great significance, as symbols of territorial
boundaries,

possession, power, and freedom.

In an urban context,

where space was at a premium, limits on the use of
facilities could provoke violent confrontation between the
"owners" and the "outsiders."

For settlements trying to

integrate in the 1940s, these sensitivities often exploded

over the issue of interracial dancing, which epitomized
fears and taboos surrounding race and sex.
In Buffalo, New York, neighbors living near a

settlement called Neighborhood House included Irish
Catholics, Jews, Germans, Greeks, and African-Americans.

A

"Beverly Road Property Owners" organization opposed the

movement of blacks into the area and the Parent-Teacher

Association disbanded because members had to meet in each
other's houses and whites refused to host blacks.

Local

dances, however, attracted both black and white youths.

A

brawl broke out after one dance when a white girl accepted
an invitation to dance proffered by a black boy.

Other

black boys misinterpreted the girl's intentions and tried to

.
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force her into a car with them.

As a consequence of a

supposed attack on their "property," white
boys began to try
to force the victim into their car.
Finally, a group of
girls saved the girl but afterwards ostracized
her.^ The
incident suggests that interracial dancing
stirred

animosities kindled by a combination of racist
and sexist
reactions
At Soho Community House in Pittsburgh, headworker
John

McDowell and other workers began

dancing in the early 1940s.

a

program of interracial

Since 1921, blacks had

participated equally in the settlement, but only through the
children's story hours and the library.
activities were segregated.

All other

In 1923, the staff included

some blacks and black girls obtained swimming privileges.

During the 1930s, black membership declined in response to

a

hostile administration, and black women protested when they
were barred from

a

community party.

In 1936, an Advisory

Committee resolved to find a way to say to black neighbors,
"this settlement house and its facilities are for your use

and enjoyment."

One administrator wrote in 1938 that Soho's

"greatest contribution can be to open its doors to Negroes

along with their white neighbors."

It should welcome them,

give them friendship and an opportunity to develop the best
that is in them."

"Most important of all," he concluded, it

should "allow Negro and White to learn that they have much
to give each other and many problems to solve in common.

"''
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In 1941, the house began an interracial
dancing program

which immediately induced distress.

A group of white boys

refused to participate in one dance,
apparently out of
competitiveness. The group work leader wrote
that the
whites feared that the black boys' superior
dancing ability
"will make them look that much worse when they
do try to
dance." in a house meeting, the black boys
subsequently

objected to mixed dances.

The head of the Friday Mothers'

Club said that she could not understand the disapproval
of

blacks and threatened to keep her children at home if they

continued to oppose open dances.

One young black member of

the settlement, Sam Corbin, stated that since blacks entered

the army through the draft and fought side by side with
whites, blacks and whites could certainly dance together.

White girls and black girls both expressed
to welcome everyone.

a

friendly desire

But the group worker thought that the

black youths in general "thoroughly accepted the unwritten
law on segregation" and refrained from initiating a conflict

"with boys and girls in the neighborhood whom they knew

well."

Given the historical virulence of American racism,

their reluctance to integrate is understandable.

But again

Sam Corbin spoke out, eloquently connecting segregation at
the settlement house with general social inequality:

Before we make a decision about this, I
think we ought to examine the reasons why
the white people some of them don't want
us there.
I think it's because they think
we aren't as good as they are. Now are you
fellows going to admit they're right and put

—

—
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yourselves off in a corner? l can't
see
that.
We behaved better than almost
anyone
there last week and they've got no
to say we can't dance on the same reason
floor with
them If House policy says we can and
we act
right.
Once you start doing this, you know
where you end up? Taking whatever the
people who have pushed you aside feel white
leaving over for you and you're glad tolike
get

Roused by this speech, the black youths
walked into a white
dance.
White boys stormed into the office of
headworker
John McDowell who defended the house's democratic
policy.

They claimed that their mothers would not allow
them to
attend the house if it held mixed dances. ^°
Two months later, at a Mother's Club Bingo Night, the
issue of interracial dancing again came up.

"We know that

this is a Community House, but we don't have to socialize

with the Negro," the white women announced, and prepared

a

petition calling for

A

a

return to segregated activities.

long discussion ensued that revealed that the real issue of

concern was the potential of a black boy asking
to dance.

a

white girl

In a grisly reincarnation of the belief in the

special imperatives of motherhood, the mothers stressed that

their role as nurturers and protectors directed them to

withdraw their children from the settlement if interracial
dancing recurred.

In another meeting, a black mother said

she would not allow her children to attend the settlement

house if dances were segregated.

Another pointed out that

white girls, if threatened by the prospect of interracial
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dancing, could always refuse to dance
with any boy, white or
black.
Then, one night, a mixed dance did
take place.
From
other rooms in the house, clubs let
out and black and white
mothers poured into the dance hall and
stood on the
sidelines arguing. The hostilities continued,
but John
McDowell refused to give in, and house policy
shifted

accordingly.

From then on, any house-sponsored gathering
or

dance would be integrated.

McDowell told the NFS that all

settlements should share the goal of sticking "to
our policy
of non-segregation in spite of unpleasantness."*^

The situation at Soho evokes the anxiety plaguing

numerous neighborhoods throughout the country in the early
194 0s.

Changes wrought by World War II transformed many

communities into powder kegs, many of which did ignite in
the subsequent decades.*^

The Civil Rights movement,

triggered by the kind of thinking expressed by Sam Corbin at
Soho, as well as by similar tensions over public

accommodations, questioned the practice of American

democracy at every level.

The resistance of local

communities hindered the attempt by the NFS to encourage
integration until the Civil Rights movement gained momentum.
By the 1960s, a new situation prevailed in the settlements.

Black men possessing Master's degrees in Social Work had

replaced white middle-class volunteers as headworkers.

Inner-city neighborhoods had become predominantly black.
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In addition to changed social and
political situations,

reform styles themselves transformed in
response to the
Civil Rights movement. The community
activism of Saul
Alinsky and other agents of grass-roots
reform had led to a
sharp critique of settlements. Along with
sociologists like
Herbert Cans, Alinsky faulted the middle-class,
white staff
of the settlement house for disguising its
urge toward
social control beneath an ideology that stressed
moderating
class antagonism. The new activists promoted indigenous

leadership to the exclusion of sympathizers.

The War on

Poverty also pushed for locally recruited staffs, implying
that middle-class whites no longer had

settlement movement.

a

place in the

At this time, residency became

outmoded, and larger institutional edifices replaced the

former settlements that sought to provide hospitable

buildings that resembled or actually were houses.

As

professional black men replaced women, much of the

settlement style also altered.

Judith Trolander describes

the replacement of a reform style associated with early

twentieth-century women that combined a maternalist impulse
with a commitment to reform, immense idealism, selfsacrifice, and an "emphasis on 'bridging' among conflicting

groups."

In contrast, men inspired by Alinsky and others

tended to emphasize competition, confrontation, and
professionalism.*^

—

'
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The advent of blacks into leadership
roles in the
settlement movement marked a significant
advance, especially
considering the movement's prior failure
to embrace blacks
to the same extent as white immigrants.
The redirection
of

settlement work toward black communities
and their
revitalization by government funding in the

1960s were also

welcome changes.

The loss of valuable aspects of the

settlement house tragically occurred simultaneously.

Margaret Berry, NFS director in the 1960s, feared
that to
transform the settlement into a "protest agency for the
poor" would further separate blacks and cut off access
to

opportunities only available through a bridging of class and
racial lines.

When the national political climate shifted

again after the twilight of the 1960s, settlements suffered

permanently from the loss of funding.

By then, separatism

had alienated former supporters and workers.

"In

emphasizing 'maximum feasible participation of the poor,
settlements may have forgone much of their opportunity to

build social class bridges and lost a certain kind of
influence in the process," writes Trolander.^*
The story of blacks and the settlement house

—a

unique

consolidation of social services, educational and
recreational facilities, and

a

dedication to social reform

seems best described as a tragic tale of missed

opportunities, untimely exclusion, and unfulfilled promise.

While settlement work for blacks did thrive in some
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instances, it was usually not welcomed
in the formal
settlement house movement that offered national
recognition
and enhanced funding. As previous examples
have

illustrated, blacks and a few interested whites
organized
instead through separate black settlement
houses, the YWCA,

school-settlements, and church missions.
In the 1960s, sociologist St. Clair Drake
conducted a

study of settlement houses that portrayed them as
the best
way to revitalize American democracy. Through the

organization of local communities to address the needs of
all classes, settlements could be the agents of enormous

positive social change.

The united cross-class efforts of

whites and blacks, embodied in strong local coalitions,

would increase access to the power and resources in this
country.

Settlements, Drake thought, should welcome outside

"initiative" in "breaking ghetto walls."

Not just funding

and political power but cultural contacts constituted the

building blocks of a fully integrated democracy.

Drake's

ideas seemed fated to remain unheard by settlement leaders,
as they entered public discourse during an era that

emphasized militant separatism at the expense of other
aspects of reform.

While the Civil Rights movement's shift

from nonviolent resistance to revolution "by any means

necessary" had a variety of valid causes, its interpretation

within the settlement movement was ultimately damaging.
Drake's views hold new significance now that the Reagan and

.
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Bush years have sapped the life-blood
from settlements. The
withdrawal of funding for community centers
since the 1960s
cemented their transition to fragmented
single-service

agencies aimed only at isolated aspects of
recreation,
psychiatry, or welfare.
St.

Clair Drake supported the drive of African-

Americans for pride, consciousness, identity,
and power. He
also believed that blacks had to transcend their
historical
separation from the sources of power and resources. He
opposed any measures he thought would perpetuate the
"ghettoization" that caused alienation and powerlessness

Emphasizing that the Civil Rights movement had a history of
interracial participation, he thought that the issues

concerning minorities in a democracy had implications for
the lives of every citizen.

Neither blacks nor whites could

confront the issues of housing, jobs, and citizenship in a
vacuum.

Drake thought that settlements could play a vital

role in social transformation, striving "to provide

meaningful interracial participation to offset the isolation
imposed by ghettoization."

Cross-class, interracial

alliances would end psychic, physical, political, economic,
social, in sum, total isolation.

Drake concluded that the

settlement could revitalize all neighborhoods by educating

Americans in black history, by participating in the struggle
for Civil Rights, by developing a maximum degree of
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integration at every level, and by promoting
interracial
cooperation for the solution of shared social
problems/^
St.

Clair Drake understood the urgency of blacks'
drive
for psychic and social power. Yet, like
Martin Luther King,
Jr., and also like the noblest idealists
of the settlement
house movement, Drake did not favor adopting the

tools—such

as segregation— and committing the

-of the oppressor.

crimes— such as violence-

"in a multiracial society, no group can

make it alone," King wrote, adding that "to succeed in
a

pluralistic society, and an often hostile one at that, the
Negro obviously needs organized strength, but that strength
will only be effective when it is consolidated through

constructive alliances with the majority group."

Drake

belonged to that cadre of reformers who, like King,
realistically discussed a future for this country that
differed from the segregated past.
failure of the settlement movement

As symbolized by the

— one

of the most

pluralistic twentieth-century social movements

— to

welcome

blacks, American society had caused blacks and a few

concerned whites to address on their own the basic problems
of community survival.

Like Martin Luther King, Jr., Drake

understood that separatism had been the best response
available under hostile fire, but did not picture further
isolation as a desirable future for either blacks or
whites.*^

Our mutual interest in democracy makes the public

concerns of every other American our own.

..
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